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struggle of the miners and car
into the L.P. & C.p· to impel, the 

1o.rl11ationsof revolutionary tendencies there 

Take the 
workers . . . . . 

t· ' 

The'attacks' by the' Lebanese Army on thegue:rriIla camps in Lebauon, 
;and thecountelr-08'ensive by' ;thegtierriUas taking over part of the city of 
.:Trlpoliwi.th th~ SUpport of thepopnlation' is another step towards the final 
($ettl~.ment . or ,accc)mit$ 'with Iinperialism.IIl 1958. US Imperialistu sent in 
:the Marines, t~. trush the Lebane8e revolution, today it can do nothing in 
cSpite of the presence 'of the 6th Fleet in the Mediterauuean, because the 
"revolution has advanced, the Soviet }fleet is there, and the Soviet Union 
.has warned' against any interVen~on, by Imperialism. But at the same 
;:time ,US Imperialism cannot allow Lebanon to faU to the revolution for it 
:is' as mnch' an Imperialist base as Israel is, bot now the time for limited 
'interVentions is passed,· Imperialism can ouly respond with the nnclear war, 
:which it feels will be itS own end. The blows. which Imperialism receives 
'eaCh day become more frequent and harder, more and more areas escape 
its control. Soutb Yemen breaks drplomatic links with US Imperialism, 
Somalia after a mllitary coup with pular, snpport declares itself a 'demo. 
.~ratic republic', Ovando of Bolivia, who has been an assassin of the masses, 
nationalises the US oil company. It is a whole world process, in w,hich the 

, nationalist revolution transforms itself into the socialist revolntion, and it 
is a process forseen in the analyses of Posadas and the IV International. 

rhis advance- of. tiie world revolution 
finds Its expression in Britain with the 

. tremendous activity of strikes, both in the 
fundamental centres of the class and in' 
other sectors, which in the past have not 
intervened with much force. The miners 
strike was a very clear example of the 
effect of the struggle of the most advanc
ed sectors, the influence, of Ireland, the 
influence of the world revolufonon a 
sector, which up till now had 110t found 
the way. to intervene in such a powerful 
way. The speed with which the miners 

'strike spread, the methods which. the 
miners used to extend it, the rejection of 
all the attempts Of the bureaucracy to 
conciliate, the, fact that this was a strike 
to benefit the lower pard workers, is an 
ind:cation of the depths of feeling of the 
miners, their combativity and confidence, 

their ~si;:e,even tllpugnnot expressed 
concretely and programmatically, to over; 
throw capitalism. And when it occurs in 
a sector that is not the most concentrated 
of the Brit;sh Working class, Where in 
the past the NUM bureaucracy has been 
able to control the miners, it shows. as 
did the dustmens strike, and the present 
bakers strike, that those sectors, which up 
till now have been on the margin of the 
process, are now throwing themselves 
into the struggle with as much confidence 
as those m6st concentrated sectors, who 
have been constantly intervening. It be
comeS less and less possible to talk of 
marginal sectors, as the advance of the 
revolutionary process becomes more uni
form and harmonious, with all the class 
moving forward together against capital
ism. The experiences of Ireland, of the 

free zones, which were an echo of the 
class struggle in Britain, now returns to 
Britain to feed and , stim.ulate t.\let;:lass 
struggle. \ 

The calls by the miners for the resign
afon of Ford and Daly are an elevated 
example of the anti-bureaucratic ,spirit' of 
the working class, who are disposed to 
criticise and reject all the levels of the 
union apparatus, which put themselves i.n 
opposition to the advance of the wprkers; 
it is the process of intet:ot' entrism at 
work; the struggle by the workers to take 
power in their own organisations. The 
miners are using the organisations, which 
they have, the un:on branches, the lodges, 
and it can be seen that within these or~ 
ganisafons up to a regional level, there 
are officials who have shown themselves 
to be sensitive to the pr,essure of. the rank 
al!d file, and prepared to organise. It is 
what the leadership 'of the International 
has analyseuas tlleadvan,ce oj'<theo;!l1iddle, 
cadres, the regional and local officials, im
pelled by the struggle of the base, which 
is taking place within all the poI:tical and 
trade union organisations of the class in 
the world. But still the limitations of the 
miners leadership showed itself in the fact 
that the TUe was able to persuade it to 
return to work, whJe discussions on the 
8hr day inclusive of meal breaks for surf
ace workers continue. The miners have 
not been defeated; after the biggest un
oficial strike in the coal industry ever, they 
haev shown that they were able to organ
ise nationally, and to extract the biggest 
ever wage concession from the national 
coal board. It is necessary to push for
ward with the organisat'on of the re
volutionary tendency in the mines, which 
already is forming itself, on a programme 

of demands, which tend, to.· mcrease the 
control of the rank and file over the 

, union leadership, and tends to link the 
, struggle 'of ."t.Il.e ,miners With that of the 

reSC of the' exploited masses. We support 
the demand of the South Wales miners in 
relation to the re-election ,every· 5, yeius 
of officials, because it is a', step in the 
right, direction. But it is' mshfficient, and 
we appeal to the miners to demand all 
officials subject to instant recall. 

In the fundamental sector . of the class 
in Sr;tain, the car industry, the das~ 
struggle constantly spreads and raises its 
programmatic level of demands. Even if 
at this moment there are no big mobilisati
ons, it is clear that big new strikes are 
coming within a ve,ry short tim, e. A.o,ne 
day strike is planned for next month in 
British Leyland, to enforce thatBMLC 
.on. Merseyside pay ,the same rates there 
as in the Midlands. In J<ordsand Vau.x: 
.h~n"Jb:edei;nan4';f().r ,.Rariiy;>~it~,iRQ()te~i;;. 
which means about three shillingsanhoJir 
more, is ,growing, and was one of .th.e 
central concerns of the NUVB workers 
who intervened at the meeting in .Luton 
organised to discuss the Vauxhalls manage
ments pay offer, As with, the miners in 
South Wales, the meeting ended with the 
bureaucracy refusing to accept resolutions 
from the workers, and the workers were 
unable at that moment to impose them
selves on the leadership, even if the 
leadership was notable to impose a line 
of conciliation. The anti-anticapitailst 
spirit was present, but not a form of 
organisation, which corresponded to it. 
The Luton meeting showed, with the reo 
jection of the condiatory line of the 
leadership, the speeches of the workers, 
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Appeal of the RWP(T) British Section of the IV International 

for a campaign to guarantee the physical safety of the political 
• • prisoners In 

":e are devoting a large part of this issue of Red Flag to the 
.campaign for the release of political prisoners in Mexico to prevent our 
cQmrades and other political prisoners in, Lecumberri jail in Mexico from 
being assass:Uated by the Mexican bourgeoisie in alliance with U.S. Imperial
ism. The Press Communique, which we publish shows dearly that a new 
mameouvre against the comrades is being prepared. This is' not the fir~ 
manoeuvre against our comrades and the pOlitical prisoners, because prevIous 
to this there have been the rnmonrs and the attempts to transport the ccm
rades and otber political prisoners to other priwns in tbe interior of Mexico 
saying, that on the journey "somethSng could happen to them." There were 
tbr!ats of them being m.achine g!lnned. Tbis is all part of a sinister plan, in 
wInch one can see the mterventlO~ of the CIA to try to liquidate our ccm
rades and the other polifcaI prisoners, but fnndamentally our comrades, who 
:are ~ee.n as the centre of the construction of the revolutionary leadership 
iii MeXICO. 

Our imprisoned comrades in Mexico 
'mainta"u their act:vity as militant revo· 
lut:onaries in prison, develoying the Bol. 
shevik tradition of functioning in prison 
and they have accused the Mexicau gov. 
ernment and bourgeois:e of showing them. 
selves to be against progress by imprison. 
ing them. 

The whole process of the imprisonment 
of the comrades is against the ideas of 
the programme ann the objectives of 
Posadism and the IV International, and 
moreover against the traditions of the 
Mexican revolufon. which the Mexican 
bourgeoisle claims' to represent. It is 
against this same IV International-its 

Lecumberri 
leaders and militants-that these threats of 
attempts on the political prisoners lives 
are directed' with the des:re to [quidate 
the IV InternatIonal. These 'threats show 
the extreme weakness of cap'taIismand 
imperia[sm and make their end, and li· 
quidatlon come tltatmuch nearer, brought 
about by the powerful advance of the 
struggle of the world masses, and with 
them, that of the Trotskyists. 

We appeal to the working class, tbe 
students anil the explo!ted peft. bourgeo:. 
sie anli their organisations, ~ Lahour 
Party, and Traile Vn 'ons, t"; ;, 'lmmunist 
Party, and to the pon~h, organis. 
at:ons, .the Young S ;'l.e Young 
Communist League, tb' .~. Liberals, 
the N.V.S., the R.S;S.F., ,,·:;"':ools Act. 
ion Vn:on, the Soc'a!:st Soclt:t:es in the 
colleges and universifes, to make immedi. 
ate declarat'ons in support of the com. 
rades demanding the:r immediate release, 
antI demanding of the Mexican govern
ment a guarantee of their safety: to make 
declarations, and send telegrams and let. 

ters. We appeal also to intellectuals, art • 
ists, scientbts, professors to do the same. 

It is necessary to act qU'ckly' and force
fuily, because the lives of the comrades 
are in the balance. Only the world pres
sure of revolutionary and progress;ve pub
Ik opin:on can prevent the murderous 
forces of the Mexican bonrgeoisie and 
the CIA. ' 
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T,HE PIl.OGRESS OF TflEPOLITICALR·EVOLUTION 

& THE PREPARATION OF THE \VORKER STATES 

FOR TIlE ITINAL SErl~TLEMEN1-' Of~ ACLOUN~11~ 
The Kosygin/Chou Eu-Iai meeting is a respouse to the ueed for a World 

Anti-capitaHst United Front between the Workers' States and the world 
workers' ~ovement:. This meeting is the consequence of and an appiicaticn 
ot the chief resolutIOn of the Moscow Conference of the Communist Parties. 
Th~ Mo£cow Conference had to abandon its original intent:on of condemning 
Cb!na, and had to unite instead on a resolution confirming the need for a 
UuIted Frout al!d .the unity of the workers' movement. against imperialism. 

!he Kosyg~/Cbou En-la~ meeting means that tbis line is being 'kept 
up, and showsm a categorical way that the world masses consider the 
Wo~kers' • States, which they have ,;built, are a basis of support to them in 
gettmg divergences put on one side, so that these States can play their 
role I!s. the leading centre of the world struggles for the liquidation of 
imperIalism. 

bureaucracies governing in each of these 
countries. 

cess or controling it. The example of 
Libya is an irrefutable one. 

The masses of the world are overthrow~ 
ing the capitalist system at the same 
time as the masses of the Workers States 
are mob:Jising to make the bureaucracy 
retreat and to encourage the economic 
and social development of their states, 
putting obstacles in the way of the bureau
cracy's apparatus. The bureaucracy can
not be opposed to this because it is ,find
ing less and less support from oU,tside 
countries in the capitalist system, which is 
in a full crisis of decomposition, 

world policy and perspectives, and makes; 
use of tb.s through the advancing world, 
process of tbe revoluiton, which attacks, 
cap;taUsm as well as putting the bureau
cracy itself on tbe defensive. Our policy 
and our strengtb lies in the support that 
we get from the world mass movements 
and the understanding tbat we have of 
this, w,tb a world perspect.ve of advance 
and triumph OJ tbe revolution, wbicb .is 
stronger tben all the apparatuses, however 

'powerful they may be. 

The divergences between the Workers' 
States are, not due to regional peculiar
ities, which make differences of tactic 
neicessary,.Th~ divergences' that might 
exist , between{R umanfa 'and Yugoslavia 
are not the reflection of their populat-' 
ions' diVerging national interest~, but of. 
diverging . interests at the level of the 

The intervention of the masses and 
socialist democracy would elim;nate all this 
in no fme. Comrade Posadas has amilys
edthese phenomena with great,depth, 
in a whole series, 9£ articles on the Sovi
et/Czechoslovakian conflict. ' 

Pea.ceful co-existence has coine~o a de
finite end, and has burnt all its' boats. 
Consequently the bureaucracy is forced 
to respond in a different way to interior 
struggles. It cannot respond anymore, with 
peaceful co-existence, but has to adopt 
more aggressive forms,' sending its fleet 
to the Meditetraneanor around the world 
,to Cuba, for example, or in retaliating in
stantly to Apollo 11 with ,LuoiklS.ThCl 
Soviet bureaucracy has to show itself 
~gainst the relations, which Rumania is 
ha ving ,wIth, ~mperialisJll 'by talkmg of 

The poli.ical revolutIon is the centre of 
tbe 'world revolution, and is jJdvancing 
quickly with the strength which it is im
poss:ble to contain. An eXample is the 
escape of' tbis writer, Kuznetsov.' He 
escaped saying, "you can't speak in the 
Soviet Union, tbere is no liberty of. ex
pression." He speak Bte this! He has 

,alwllyssaid whatever he. bad wanted .to 
say. and he' praised up the bureaucracy 
and was treated as, favourite child by th~ 
regime,one, who could say ;tnythi~g that 
he wanted to. 

THE END OF PE;4.CEFUL CO-EXISTENCE AND THE NEED FOR 
" ,'A ,REVQLUTIONARY POLICY 

"" ", • < '¥' '\ 

, The fact that the common interests of 
the structures of the Workers' States bear 
more weJght than the "regional, interests 
of the different bureaucraticleaderShips 
and leads to the conservative interests of 
the bureaucrac;es being blocked, is strict
ly related to the advancing process of 
!h~ f<?!iticlll ~~v()lutio!l in the Workers' 
States.' , . 

'thi:! advalice of the world revolutionary 
process· and the imminence of the final 
enc~nter ,,>make the Workers'States co

, ordinate their internal preparation so 
'that they can confront this decisive strug
'gle. It is not possible to respond to im
perialism's, war ,preparations . with peace-

;fillc?-existence .. ,It requires .areyo[ut;on
'ary policy. i The bureaucracy, however, 'is 
not prepared to adopt such a policy.' But 
n,either can it allow imperialism to at
tack the Workers' States w:th impun:ty. 
The bureaucracy must defend the Work
ers' States, as well as itself and con-

,sequently it must take the appropriate 
measures., 

The best defence is togo on to the 
offensive: a military and ,revolutionary 
social offensive. Important sectors of the 
bureaucracy and the army are having re~ 

,course, to more aggressive measures in 
the confrontation with imperiatsm. But 
this is not so in the revolutionary soc"al 
field and military measures cannot have 
the same decisive weight as aggressive 
measures in this field would have. But 
nevertheless the. bureaucracy has to adopt 
more aggress:ve attitudes to some degree. 

Comrade Posadas analysed when speak
ing of the Soviet/Czechoslovakian con· 
81ctthat, "The Soviet bureaucracy can
not appeal to the masses, but in spite 
of itself it finds itself obliged to do so." 
Such is the contrad:ctory posifon in 
which the bureaucracy finds itself, and 
with the margin of manoeuvre gett:ng more 
and more restricted. 

This contradiction explodes in full force 
over Czechoslovakia. Today, more than 
a year after the milltary intervention, the 
bureaucracy has to face the fact that tbe 
m:litary measures baven't settled anything, 
aD:d that imperia[sm bas even beeu able 
to,profit from them to encourage the 
pro;;capitalist tendency of the Czecboslo
vakianbureaucracy. It is the intervention 
of tbe masse~ that is. needed to 'solve tbe 
problem. 

The political elimination of the right 
and the pro-capitalist tendencies from the 
leading organs of the Communist Party 
and the state apparatus in Czechoslovakia, 
expressed at its highest level in the Cent
ral Committee of the C,C.P., doesn't mean 
that the problem has been settled. Quite 
to the contrary, the problem is getting 
more and more burning and the attempts 
of the pres,ent Husak leadrship to solve 
it in a bureaucratic way, without appeal
ing to the masses, cannot but fa;!. The 
masses fee! out of this· settlement between 
tendencies of the bureaucracy, they don't 
feel that they are concerned, and mean
while they bring other forms of inter
vention ,to maturity so their weight will 
be felt and so they can impose a solution 
of the problems of the country directly 
and in their favour. 

The masses are going to intervene to 
impose soicalist, democracy, to organise 
soviets, the organisms through which they 

can lead the Workers' State directly. and 
to .encourage ,', a s,imilar process in the 
Sqvlet Union. This is why the Soviet ,and 
CzechosloVak;;an, bureaucracies are un
certain and are trying to get rid of pro
capitalist tendencies, not through the' in
tervention of the masses, but through ,re
pression made in the apparatus. 

But the bureaucracies have to begin to 
develop more profound links with the 
masses in one way or another at the same 
time, although with a great deal of fm-, 
iditY. 'In Czechoslovakia the strugle 
against the right is beginning to make 
use of means more political than military. 

In, tbe Sov.:et Unlon tbe Secretary of 
tbe '. Tashkent, Communist Party bas de
clared tit;;. it is necessai-y to i>rganise die 
preparafon of the masses to face up to 
tbe atomic war, and Krilov, bas declared 
in reply to the provocation of tbe C.I.A. 
wlten it talked of a so-called attack by 
tlte Soviet Union on tbe Ch'nese atom'c 
bases, tbat unlike wbat Imperialist pro
paganda says, there w:U be a victor in 
the atomic war, and it will b tbe ,socialist 
camp. The times when Kbruschov s3)oke 
of the atomic war as a nuclear ho!oc'aust 
meaning tbe d'sappearance of buman'ty, 
are far off. Between, the time of Kbruschov 
wben the bureaucracy remOved its m isiles 
from Cuba, and that of Krilov, in wb1ch 
it has to send its Soviet Fleet to the 
Mediterran' an and to die Gulf of Mexico, 
there is an enormous change. 

Krilov's ,declaration comes after the first 
of May demonstration in Moscow when 
the central slogan was "Communism will 
triumpY', and when the' traditional milit
ary march past was replaced by a march 
past of 14 million workers. Today the 
Soviet bureaucracy has to declare that it 
w:n defend Cuba with all its might and 
that it will support the anti-imperialist 
movement in the whole of, Latin America. 
The slogan "Peace in Vietnam" has now 
been replaced by· "Unconditional Support 
to the Vietnamese People until the Final 
Victory". We can remark in the Middle 
East that after an attemut of conciliat:on 
with Imperialism following the 6 Days 
War in June 1967 not only has this at
tempt at conciliation resulted in nothing, 
but the Soviet Fleet is in Lattaquia and 
Alexandria as an important source of 
support to the struggle of the Arab mas
ses. This constitutes a direct threat to 
Imperialism, a fact which the whole of 
the bourgeois press did not fail to re
member when the victorious revolutionary 
coup d'etat in Libya occured. It has con
tributed to paralysing British Imperialism 
and preventing it from intervening, this 
is source of support to the BritiSh masses 
in their struggle for overthrowIng capital
ism. 

The Soviet . bureaucracy is forced to 
employ methods, a language and slogans 
which go against its own existence. In a 
previous stage it had a certain liberty of 
action as to what, slogans it agitated and 
was able to take measures which allowed 
it to impose itself on its other bureau
cratic rivals. It did not allow any pro
gress in ideas, slogans, measures or organ
isms favourable to the Workers State. This 
is very different from the present stage 
for 'as the world process surrounds the 

'bureaucracy it removes from it the pos
sibility of putting a brake on that pro-

proletarian ini:ernatiohafis:n~' '.. " 
Even though in the last case, one is 

deaCng Simply with the, demagQgic intent- '. 
ions of the Soviet Uniontocontairt the 
Rumanian bureaucracy, so that it doesn't 
go beyond its sphere of influence, this 

,doesn't' make any difference to the fact 
that it can n'o longer allow any Workers 
State, to weaken' the relationship of 
forces with world imperialism and. capital
ism. It can no longer solve the problems 
through peaceful co-existence for the 
world masses no longer allow this, for 
they have escaped from the bureaucracies 
control, and the growth of the Workers 
States is escap;ng more and', more from" 
this control .just as ,much. It is for these' 

'reasons that\ the bureaucracy lis.,.Qn the, 
defensive, and has to respond in a way 
that is favoufl;l,bleto the direct interests 
Of the Workers States and not its own. 

its policy is not Trotsky'st, but it is 
due to Trotskvism. The bureaucracy 
hasn't got a Trotskyist programme or 
objectives, but Trotsky:sm determines fts 

When he has to speak in this way' and 
escapes u~in,!.'l such. false arguments as far
a,~', tpeyconcern ,JlitJ.I. it,is b~c.ause ho
feels ,·that be is going tobedepi'ived of 
his liberty, not at the moment, but 'latClr
on. He feels the politicalrevolutioncom-. 
iog, and the. rjsingdeci~ionofthe rnas-
ses, and abOve:i1U" that the Soviet working; 
class is going to. sweep, him away, him 
and all those like him, He thinkS correctly 
that the Sovi~t bureaucracy won't be al>le 
to go on much longer, and for that reas
on his priv:leges will come to an end. 

.He, chooses to flee from the consequences. 
,of the advances of the political revolution. 
In this sense he is an ind:rect representat
ive of th:s revolution and its strength, 

,He reaI:ses' .that the people whose prais
eshe sung and he bowed to, are' losintr 
their footing. He realises what .the send
ing .of. th<'<, ,fleet to, the Mediterranean,to. 
Cuba, ships that ~re equlppedw:th atomiC' 
arms, and the completely autolTIaticrock~ 
et lanchings to the moon; mean. He knows" 
about all the changes that are being put 
into operation in the Soviet Union. It's" 
not the bureaucracy that he has escaped 
from, but the Political Revolution. 

THE INFLUENCE OF TROTSKY1SM IN THE SOVIET UNION 

Tbis is wby Trotsky:sm appears in 
every important meeting in the USSR, 
wbatever tbe form may be. Faced widi 
any sort of difficulty tbey say; 'Trotsky
ism'. Even wben tbeTrotskyi.ts bave no· 

,tbing to do witb theatl'air. When they 
must refer to Trotskyism in this way it 
is because tbe stage of conciliation is 
fin'shed. Tbe parfamentary measures, of 
co.existence no longer find any place. All 
thh is fiuisbed; they can no longer use 
capitalism to make the counter·revolution. 
Capitalism no longer has the strengtb to 
take the initiative of the counter-revolut
ion, it can only retreat. Tbus, as £01' ex
ample, when Yankee imperial:sm bas to 
make' excuses to tbe Vbyan revolutionary 
government for the, escape of tbis man 
wbo used their base and their plane: ex
cuses. The only thing that remains to 
them is tbe possib!i:ty of accelerating the 
preparation of tbe atom:c war, of incr~as. 
ing its military power. Politically and 
socially tbere is no longer any place for 

it in tbeworld. 
The protagonist of all these changes 

is not the Soviet bureaucracy. It finds it
self simply constrained to adapt itself and' 
to respond, in 'the most limited possible 
fash:on, to the demands of the masses 
of the world and of the Workers States 
in particular. It is the development of the 
process of tbe political revolut:on in the 
Workers State, which sharpens the inter
bureaucrat:c strnggle (as in the case of 
the S'no-Soviet and Soviet Czechoslovaki
an conflicts), and wb:ch obliges tbis bu
'reaucracy to have a greater sensitivity 
faced w:th the necessity of preparing the 
Workers States militarily and socially in 
tbe perspective of tbe final settlement of 
accounts. 

The development of the polit'caI revo
lution is not expressed only in tbe strug
gle to impOse socialist democracy, but 
also in tbe struggle to impose a revoluti. 
onarypol'cy. Socialist democracy is not 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 
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The progress of the political revolution ~.~ 
, , 

democfi\cy in abstract: it is str:ctly linked 
to the intervent:on of the 'masses in the 
immed:ate tasks to finish with what reo 
mains of capitarsm, anti to advance at 
the same t,me in the constructon of 
sodalsm. 

Tbe declarafon of tbis Krlov does not 
only respond to the desire of a sector of 
the Sov:et military bureaucracy to pre-

,pare itself to confront, and to crush im
perialism withont the interventon of the 
masses. It is certa:n that th's makes part 
of the attempt to maintain bureaucratic 
power, now and after the war.' There is 
a sector of the bureaucracy, which thinks 
of sucb a solution, but itrema:ns '£lever
thele,s untie,. the pressure ofval/f, sectors 
,of tbe So"iet Army, !i1ins'tive to the in~ 
Uuence of the world revolUt:on,those who 
in 1962 d~d not want to obey the orders 
of Kbruschev, did not want to take the 
missiles out of Cuba. 

Also wl;len Krilovsairlthat the war 
wiU not be without a victor, he ,used th:s 
as it means to estab[sh a link with the 
masses of the, world, by stimulafng their 
asSUrance on the fact· tbat the atomic war 
w'lI not be the, end of humanity,but tlle ' 
end of cap;talism.· Even' if it is not done 
at the same time as making an appeal to 
the masses of the world to take power, 

it shows tbat the Soviet Workers State 
is playing its histor:c role. It is in every 
wayan impuls 'on to (he masses of the 
world to intervene independently. 

In this discussion Trotskyism is pre
sent, at the very moment when Krilov 
made these declarations, "Kommunist" 
polemic:sed with Comrade Posadas on the 
problem of the preventat:ve war. The pre
occupation of a sector of the bureaucracy 
of .polemic·sing with the IV International 
anll Comrade Posadas responds to the 
fact that ollr pos:t]ons are be:ng discussed 
in th USSR. A polemic with Trotskyism 
is be:ng developed with more and more 
force in the Soviet Union, Clutching hold 

, of t~e most important aud, sot:d tradition. 
In th;s" polem!c "Kommunlst "objectively 
says that Posaads is correct, in the meas. 
ure where it does not deny that the 
atomie war w:1I lead to tlie victory of 
communism, btu that it will s:gnify im
mense damage •. Th:s ,is a defensive pole
mic. 

Krilov also make himself the echo of 
this 'Trotskyist tendency in 'the USSR 
when he took the posit:on on the atomic 
war, which is 'purely ands:mply the o.ne 
whicb the IV International has defended 
for years; the atoJPicwar will not be the 
end of humanity, but the end of capital-

ism, and that to thepreventatlve war 
which imper:alism is prepar:ng it is neces
sary to respond with the preventatve war 
of the Workers States, that is to say tbe 
development and the support of the re
volution in aU the entire world. 

At the same time and for the second 
fme in less than a month Kap:tza repeats 
that in the cap:tat:st. states, Trotskyism in. 
fluences the youth, and he wonders why 
it is, not the C.P .'s, who are exerting this 
infiuenee. Isvestia for its part calls to its 
readers to intervene and wr:teon the line 
that peaceful co-x'stence is not incompat- ' 
ible w:th proletarian internationalism. 

The discussion on the necessity for the 
struggle for power, on the Mass· Commun~ 
ist International, is universal. It is. at the 
centre of the pro-occupation of the com
munist proletar;an and world revolutionary 
vanguard. And it is to this that the bureau
cracy must reply, even though it "'isn't 
prepared for it. It finds itself obliged to 
confront processes for which it is not 
prepared either theoretically or politically. 

In this next stage of the atom:c war, 
the' masses of ' the' world are entering with 
confidence assurance and the disposition to 
triumph. This is not', the case of the 
leadership of the, c.P. But different to be-

fore, the communist parties must in every 
way discuss the perspective of destroying 
cap'talism . .There is a 'great advance, when 
you relate it to 1939-40, It is nOI the same 
situation. The C.P.'s as in 1939-40 do not 
want to take power, but they see them
selves obliged to discuss the problems of 
power, even if this is in a peaceful and 
parliamentary form of agreemerits, of con
vent:on, of alliance with sectors of capit
alism, w:thsectors, but not with capital
ism. It sees itself obliged to discuss the
taking of power. to discuss the replacement 
of capitalism, a thing which it didn't' do 
on the preceeding strike. And the masses 
of the C.P. feel the situation" feel that 
the'r 'party does not refuse to take power. ' 

They feel that they' can exert pressure,' 
and they doit so t,hat their party or:ent-· 
ates itself for taking power, as much in, 
France as in Italy. The pressure of the:, 
masses has, produced interior changes in 
the c.P., the leadershipshave not chang
ed. They have the same criteria, as before" 
parilamentary, of co-existence; of' peaceful' 
roads to socialism, which wO,uld be the 
revisionism of this peri()d ... They would 
like this through aIliapces with' tIle ~ocial- . 
ist parties and the petjt bour~eois parties, : 
but the cr:sis'()f capitalism closes this 
road to them, ' , 

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE MEXICAN POUTICAL' PRISONERS 
. , 

peres's, Communique issu'ed by "CeIIBlock'N' 
Political Prisoners Coml11ision." Lecul11berri jail, 

Mexico 
Towards the end of September, United Press International made known 

the text of an anonymous leaflet, wh:ch was sent to their 'offices in Mexico 
City, and which warned that if 14 pOlitical prisouers, whose names were 
listed in the same lea8et were not released before October 2nd "those 
responsible for the 'mass-murder in Tlatelolco', (says this anonymous leaf

. let), Diaz Ordaz, Marcelino Barragan, Luis Echeverria and Corona. del 
Rosel, w:n suffer from the actiou of the revolutionary justice of the people." 

On 30th September, several of. the political prisoners inclnded in the 
said list received envelopes iu Lecumberri Prisou, that appeared to have 
been sent through the post and in which photo-copies of the above mention. 
ed leaflet were enclosed with a photo-copied list of the relatives and friends, 
with their respective addresses, who came to the prison to visit the people 
who rece:ved the envelopes aud a type written letter also in photocopy, 
which said the ·following, word for word. "IF THE THREATS (A COpy 
OF WHICH IS ENCLOSED). WHICH YOU SENT IN AN ANONYM
OUS WAY TO THE U.P.I. ARE CARRIED OUT, AND IF PRESID
ENT DIAZ ORDAz, GENERAL MARCELINO GARCIA BARRAG
AN, DR. LUIS ECHEVERRIA AND DR. CORONA DEL ROSEL OR 
ANY OTHER MINISTER OR HIS RELATIONS SUFFER ANY AT
TEMPT ON THEIR PERSONS OR THEIR PROPERTY, YOU, YOUR 
FAMILY AND THE PEOPLE LISTED AND THEIR RELATIVES 
WILL PAY THE CONSEQUENCES THAT THE DEED MERITS BE
FORE 24 HOURS ARE UP. 

THE RED' BERETS OF NETZAHUALCOYOTL" 
Similar envelopes have been received, by several relatives of the said 

political prisoners as weU, and in the last few days well dressed young 
men who would not gi.ve their names, went to the addresses on the lists 
to c~nfirm if the threatened people really dial Jive inthefe places. 

The following characteristics of th!s operation against the political 
prisoners and their families make it possible. to make a rapid judgemeut 
ali> to its origiu • 
1. The photocopies of the anonymous leaflet or text written by hand 

in capital letters, which demanded the release of the prisoners, and 
threatened various ministers, were taken from the original received 
by the U.P.I., and handed over by the agency to some state function. 
ary or office. The said photocopy even reproduces a line written in 
the English language on ,a typewriter, at the top of the .original, written 
entirely in small letters, as is ,the cu~tom in press agencies, which work 
w;fh telex, and which says word for word:, , 
"does garza. have comment on this? tmg" 
Evidently the said liRe was written on the original by some U.P.I. 
journalist as is the' conunon thing to do to obtaiu the filling, in of 
the details on a p:ece of news. It is the said agency then, that mnst 
know who Garza is, and to whom or to what the initials "tmg" refer, 
and to whom the Original lea8et was given, which person must have 
been in the service of the' anonymous terrorist band, which sent out 
the photocopied threat to the political prisoners and their relatives. 

2. The lists of the relatives and friends of the political prisoners and 
their respective addresses, which accompanied the threat are exactly 

The following in an example of the police preparation made for the 
present situation: ' 

(From the Mexican newspaper "La Prensa" (the Press) 
21st September 1969 

"Led From The Prison (Headline) 
In the opinion of the police investigating the identity of those responsible 

for· acts of city terroris111 carried out in the metropolis, these acts are being 
direCted by those responsible for the attempts to blow up the P.R.l. (Partido 
Revolucionario Institucional) and C.T,M. (Central de Trabajadores Mexic. 
anos) buildings, and who areal present in prison. 

It has been made known that there is proof that the home~made bombs, 
which went otf in the Government Secretariat, the' District Prosecutors' 
Office, Television Bouse and the "EISo/" and "Excelsior" newspapers 

the same as the lists which each politrcal prisoners mnst hand over 
several days before receiving a family visit so that the visits can be 
authorised. This strict personal control of the identity of those mak
ing the vists is made only in the case ofpoliticaJ prisoners.' Copies' 
of the visit:ug list are sent to the, prison managementarcllive, the· 
Federal Distrkt Department (under which "the. prison management 
works) the Government Secretariat" the Federal Security, I)irectoriate 
whchis under the said Secretariat)., the General Pr9secutoi"oi tbe 
Republic and the Pres:dent of the Republic. . 
The list of visitors, relations and friends of the political prisoners 
threateued with death' could have been taken from any Qne of' these 
state offices and ouly from them. 

3. The envelopes containing, the anonymous threats were handed over 
to those who received them in an office of the pr:sou managemeut, 
the "polygon". and not through the uormal channels, through. which 
prisou correspondence is distributed, in spite of the fact that. the ap
pearance of each envelope with its 'postmark was the same as that: 
of ,ord:nary correspondence. It is the first time that this procednre' 
of hand:ng Over letters with ordiuary post marks iu a special and 
personal way has been used in Lecumberri prison, at least as far as 
the political prisoners are concerned, which makes it possible to de
duce that the prison authOrities knew of the content and special import
ance of the said anonymous envelopes, aud had received instructions 
to ensure that they were g:ven by hand to those meant to receive them. 
The three points mentioned previously make it impossible to doubt 

that these anonymous letters containing threats of death to political prrson
ers, their relatives, friends aud their relatives" originated in a state (lffice 
or iu a group with links w:th one of the said offices; that tbeirwriters 
have had access to information, technical means, and channels of circul. 
ation, which are only within reach of government Offices, and thllt a very 
Simple investigation wonld be suffic:ent to identify the originators of this 
terrorist campaign, and its hierarchical instigators higher up. 

These death threats . come as the culmination of constant provGcations 
on the part of the author:ties and their official aud non-official agents 
agaiust the political prisoners, such as repeated threats of machine gnn
ning aud other attempts on their lives and physical wen being. 

We, the political prisoners, do not expect any governmental investigat
ion of these, facts, whose official origin is obvions, and evident. We direct 
ourselves to public opinion in Mexico, and the world, asking for the de
nunciation of these deeds, whose seriousness speaks for itself, and we hold 
the government that keeps us arbitrarily imprisoned responsible not ,only' 
for this terrorist campaigu, but for all the harm or attempts on the lives, 
phYSical wen being or belongings of the people threatened by this sup.. 
posed anonymous band, whose official origin is clear. 

1st October 1969' 
Cell Block N Political Prosoners' Commission, " 

Lecumberri Prison, Mexico D.F. 
For the Commiss:on: Victor Rico Galau, Adolfo Gilly, Giiberto Salam, 

Fabio Barbosa, Hngo David Iriarte B. 

buildings, are identical to those which damaged the PRI and CTM buildings 
a few months ago. 

The system used to position the explosive objects-it was explained
is also the same. Nevertheless those who put the home-made bombs in 
position must be considered as inexpert, since fortunately various bombs 
failed, and this reveals the criminals nervousness. ' 

IT W AS SAID THAT THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FIRST AT
TEMPTS AT BLOWING UP BUILDINGS, WHO ARE IN PRISON AT 
THE MOMENT HAVE BEEN RECEIVING NUMEROUS VISITORS, 
THE IDENTITY OF WHOM IS BEING HELD IN RESERVE AND WHO 
ARE BEING CLOSELY WATCHED, NOW THAT IT IS VERY POS
SIBLE THAT THEY HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE RECENT 
EXPLOSIONS." 
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The following are texts of telegrams sent by the party; 

To the Mexican Government. . 

Diaz Ordaz, Casa Del Gobiemo, Mexico City, Mexico. 

WE DEMAND THAT GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES LIVES OF 

TROTSKYISTS AND OTHER POLITICAL PRISONERS IN LECUM

HERR! JAIL AND RELEASES THEM IMMEDIATELY. 

The same telegram was sent to the Judge in charge of the case who's address is: 
Jndge Cas"ano Castellanos 

Primer Tribunal Unitario, Premier Circuito D.F./Avenida Division del Norte 1354, 
piso 6. Mexico City, Mexico D.F. 

OUR PROGRAMME 
1. A 35 bour week in all industries. 

., 2. Three weeks paid holiday in aU in. 
'dUskies, leading to "weeke paid hol:da)'. 

> ·3. An all-round 30% increase In wages. 
:~',Establisbment of It b~sicminimum living 
• wage. All wages to r;se with the COsl of 

living. Commissions of· workers and 
flousewlves . to· deCide the contents· of tbe 
cost of living index. 
... Equal pay for men and women. 
Apprentices doing the work of an adult 
worker to <be . paid as such.· .. 
5. Profits of automation to go' to the 
workers in the form of higher wages and 
.horter bours. . 
f. P~nsions .to equ~1 tJle·avclrligewage,··and 
to rIse with the cost of living. Lowering 
of tbe age of retirement to 60 for men 
and 55 for women. 
1. Compulsory day release for all work· 
elS for industrial training and further 
education. 

c, 8. Students to be mainta!ned on the wage 
of the average worker, which will increase 

!wlth the cost of living. 

f. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury 
propert:es nnd unoccnpied dwellings to 

· meet the. bousj~gshortage. Establishment 
..• ofdefen~e conimitte~s to protect against 
· landlords" ,thugs, eviction .. by bail:tfs and 
'barrassment by police. Organisations of 
.. nants committees to have the rigltt to 
assess and fix rates and rents. 
10. Factories about to be closed to be 
placed under workers management, leading 
Co nationalisation under workers manage-

· men!. A slid:ng scale of hours and 
reductions in work time without loss of 
pay to absorb workers whose jobs are 
threateneq by automat;on. Workers now 
unemployed to be found work or given 
full maintenance. 
11. Nationalisation of aU key industries 

',without compensation including bank~, 

EDITORIAL 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

the reception. to the ideas Of the . Car 
Workers Fraction of the RWP(T) both 
as expressed verbally by members of the 
fraction and by its publications, showed 
that conditions are ripe, more than· ripe 
for the organisation of a revolutionary 
tendency .in the .. unions. pf the. c~. wprk-.. · ,. 
ers. The revolutionary tendency is neces
sary .now· to take the· struggle forward ~on·' 
a programme of' demands, which tend to 

'. impose the control of the base over all 
: levels of the· leadershiD of th{~ unions and· 
. over all the discussions 'with the;.boss.· . 

If this need for' it revolutionary leader
ship is shown in .the car industry, it is 
sho'Wn.with no less forc<)ip Ireland,' The 
police, even though timidly, unarmed and 
with army protection are back in the free 
zones, the leadership of the zones has 
allowed the barricades to come' clown, and 
the dual power to decay, Butthe'masses 
have not suffered a defeat, and they re
main confident, while the right wing feels 
that its power is being restricted, that its 
particular interests are being sacrificed in 
the overall interests of British Impeiral
ism. The clashes between the right wing 
sectors and the army show the enormous 
crisis of Imperialism, and it will certainly 
stimulate the masses to intervene to solve 
all the' problems ihUlster,'which capital
ism is showing that it is incapable of 
solving. 

The fact·· that in all the political and 
trade union organisations of the class 
revolutionary tendencies are trying to con
struct themselves is shown. in the present 
polem'c in the British Communist Party 
over the· attitude in relation to Czecho
slovakia. The CP is not fundamental in 
the class struggle here as it is in France 
or Italy, but it is important, because of 
the authority, which the communist milit
ants have in the struggle in the factories. 
The crisis in the British CP comes later 

To the CTM (the Mexican Workers T.U. Centre) 
Allerto 8, P:so 20, Mex'co City. 

WE APPEAL IMMEDIATE MOBILISATION SUPPORTING TROTSKY. 
ISTS AND OTHER POLITICAL PRISONERS IN LECUMBERRI STOP 
DEMAND GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES SAFETY AND REI.JEASES 
IMMEDIATELY. 
The League for the Rights of Man 
27, Rue Jean Dolent, PARIS 

WE SALUTE ACTION LEAGUE APPEAL INTENSIFY ACTION TO 
GUARANTEE LIVES OF TROTSKYISTS, AND OTHER POLITICAL 
PRISONERS MEXICO AND SECURE IMMEDIATE. RELEASE: 

We appeal to all workers', stndents' ana intellectuals' organisations to send 
similar telegrams to the addresses. givell and to the Mexican Embassy in this country, 
in order to intensify the campaign to secure the safety and: immediate release of aD 

'the pol.t:cal prisoners in Mexico. ' 

Letters and·· telegrams have been sent from Italy to the Judge in Mex'co and 
to Diaz Ordaz, demanding that the government guarantees the safety of the trotskyl$ts 
and the other politIcal prisoners in Lecumberri from;' 

THE YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF FLORENCE 
TULLIO VECCIDETTI NATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE PSIUP 
A COMMUNIST .. PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP 
,ROMEFED:£RATIONOF THE C.P. 
MILAN PSIUP 
CHARLEROI FEDERATION'OFBELGIAN C.P~' 

T.be ,texts of some of tb~e te!egrams wiD be publisbed in the next paper. 

C'ontinue thec'ampaign 

for the Trotskyist and 

other political 

in Mexico 

• prisoners 

than that ··in the French or Itltlian CPs, 
but it has the same origins, the will of 
the communist base to imnose a revolut
ionary policy in the CPo -We appeal to 
this base to read all the documents of 
Cde Posadas on the intervention of Soviet 
Tr90PS in Czechoslovakia, to reject the 
line of the leadership, which support the 
pro-capitalist policy of Dubcek .and comp
any, and to focm It united front with the 
RWP(T). 

The vanguard in the miners and the car 
industry, who have led the struggles in 
the last petiod, must take the:r stmggle 
into the Labour Party and the' Communist 

Party, to push forward the stmggle, for a 
revolutionary policy in the political or-' 
ganisatZons of the class" impelling those 
forces within the .LPand the CP, which 
are sensit:ve to the struggle of the masses 

'and who want to advance, but lack' con. 
fillence in the masses and ill the soc:alist 
future of humanity. We make an appeal 
to the vanguard in the Trade Unions, the 
Labour Party, the Commnnist Party, to 
push forward this task of constmct:ng the 
new revolut:onary leadership, taking pow
er in their own organ:sations, so as to 
be able to take power from capita[sm in 
the next stage. 

· Insurance, steel, englneering, shipbuilding, 
chemicals, motor manufacturers and road 
transport services, arms, and the building 
and building supply industries. Nationalised 
industries to be placed under workers 
control. 
12. State monopoly of foreign trade. 
Nat:onalisation of big wholesale and 
reta:I enterprises. 
13. Workers control of all industries. No 
commercial secrets. Workers committees 
to examine the accounts of all industries. 
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. 
Large farms must be brought into state 
ownership, and small farms federated and 
run on collective lines by cOlnm;ftees of 
farmers and agricultural workers who 
would organise direct marketing of pro!luce 
and cut out middle men. 

Long live the 100th 
Edition of RED FLAG! 

15. Formafon of factory committees on 
each job and workers councils in each 
local~ty on an anti-capitalist programme. 
16. For a single European Trade Union 
centre on an anti-Imperial'sf programme. 
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence 
of the colon'al revolution by every means 
Including strikes, boycott and sabotage, 
llnd the despatch of arms to colonial 
workers. 
18. Withdrawal from all Imperialist al
liances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO, 
·etc., directed against the Workers States 
and the colonial revolution. AlI'ance and 
solidarity with the Workers States and the 
colonial revolution against Imperialism. 
Liquidat:on of the Polaris and rocket 
ba~es and their means of supply. 
19. For the United Soviet Socialist States 
of Europe as part of a world front of 
social'st states. . 
%0. For a workers government. 

In July 1963 the first issue of Red Flag 
was pub[shed, and since that time it has 
continued to appear regularly, developing 
itself, becoming montbly in 1964 and fort
nightly in 1967. Dur;ng all this. time com
rade Posadas. and the Internat:onal leader
ship . have intervened constantly to elev
ate the paper, correcting and deepen;ng 
its analysis, pubfcly criticising the leader· 
shi)) of the BritishSect'on, stru1!grng to 
make the paper a real organhing and 
port1cal centre for the party and ,for the 
vanguard develop:ng in the Labour Party, 
the T.U.'s and the Communist Party. Thus 
in these six years Red Flag has refiected 
with its strengths and iimitat:ons the strug
gle for a team capable of representing the 
International in Brita"n. 

In aU these 100 issues Red Flag has 
carried the arfcles of comrade Posailas, 
and also those of the International Secret
ariat on all the fundamental problems of 
this period of the final settlement ofac
connts. These articles have responded to 
the central .concerns of the vanguard at 
this stage; tbe crisis of the bureaucracy 
in the Workers States, the Sino Soviet 
cris's, tbe Soviet intervention in Czecho. 
slovakia, the Political Revolution in China 
and Cuba, tbe process of Nationalism to 
the Workers States in the Middle East 
and Lat:n America. particularly Peru, tbe 
atomic war, the- role of the students, tbe 

intellectuals, the guerr;llas in the stmggle 
for workers power, on soc'alist morality, 
on the constmction of revolutionary tend·. 
encies, all of which are problems and 
questions to which the vanguard seeks a 
reply. 

It is these articles and these analyses, 
and the artlcles of the Section, which are 
an app[cat;on of these analyses, wh:ch 
are iufluencing and orientating the work· 
ers and student vanguard more and more. 
In the next stage Red Flag must become 
not only a centre for orientation; but an 
organ of organisation for the vanguard. 
And 011 the occasIon of this 100th Red 
Flag the Political Bureau resolves to 
deepen its understanding of, and its inter· 
vent:on in the nafonal process, deepening 
its understanding particularly of the pro
blem of the maturing of tbe vanguard 
within the mass organisations of the class, 
the Labour Party, the Trade Unions and 
to a lesser extent the Communist aPrty. 

Red Flag is sold in the big car factor
ies of Luton and Dagenham, in the sh 'p
yards of Newcastle, at factory !lates in 
Manchester, in colleges, universities a!Ml 
scbools, and' it is sold in all the major 
mobilisations of the class. In the next 
stage we resolve to intensify the sales of 
the paller in the fnndamental centres of 
the Party, in order to accelerate the con
struct!on of the revolutionary leadersbip 

there. 
The Portical Bureau of the Revolution

ary Workers Party (Trotskyist) Brlfsh 
Section of the IV International, has decid
ed to launch with this tOOth number a 
financial campaign among the readers of 
Red Flag, so that we can regularise the 
pr:nted pnbUcation of Red Flag, and in
crease its number of pages. We launch an 
appeal to the readers of the paper to take 
extra copies and sell them in their factori
eS, in their colleges, in their places of 
work. We launch an immediate appeal for 
the Sllccess of this campaign. 
FOR THE NEXT STAGE OF TIm OR· 
GANISATION OF A REVOLUTION. 
ARY TE~DENCY I~ THE LABOUR 
PARTY, TRADE UNIONS AND COM· 
MUNIST PARTY! 
LO:\'G LIVE RED FLAG! 
LONG LIVE THE IV INTERNATIONAL! 

, LONG LIVE COMRADE POSADAS! 

Published by Revolutionary Workers' 
Party (Trotskyist), Fourth International 
Publications 24 Cranbourn Street, London. 

W.C.2. 

Printed by St. Martin's Printers (TU) 
86d, Lillie Rd., S.W.6. Tel.: 01-3858631 
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Without the Party .1 
we are nothing, 
With the Party we 
are everything, 

TROTSKY 

lhe substitution of 
the bourgeois State 

by the proletarian 

state is not poss

ib�e without violent: 
revolution. 

LENIN 

Workers of the World~ Unitel LONG LIVE THE 52nd ANNIVERSARY, 0:1" 

OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION! 

LONG LIVE LENIN! 

LONG LIVE TROTSKY! 

LONG LIVE POSADAS! 

LONG LIVE THE SOVIET MASSES! 

.,'--------.... I!. ........... __ ...... _ ...... _ .......... ____________________ Wi 

REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' P~RTY (TROTSKYIST) BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL 
~U. 10i 10th NOVEMBER 1969 PRICE 6d 

The intervention of the lower 
of the the paid workers, 

anti-bureaucratic 

eo rise 
struggle, 

all the recent 
indicate 

successes of 
and 
the 

that conditions 
.. 

are maturing for the 
General Strike 

The last period has Seen a tremendous 
,4evelopment of the process towards the 
final $e~tlement of accounts between im
perialism and the rising tde of the world 
revolut:onary masses. The long awaited 
. speech of Nixon merely reaffirmed the 
war line of US imperia[sm, making no 
concessions to th? large and grow,ng sect
~r of the populat:on in the USA who 
want an immelfate end to the war in 
Vietnam, not even increasing .the number 
i)f US trops to be taken out of Vietnam, 
bnt on the contrary threatening the 
Vietnamese masses that if they cont:nued 
the war, US imperIalism would respond 
w:th·· eVen. !,!re.ater irlilJtary riJ'~t;And.the .. 
.reply to this speecb is tliat ·the Viefcongis 
hnnching a, new offenslve against the go~ 
vernment, andaga!nst the American troops 
.in the soutb,. thus showing how much they 
are affected by tbe speeches of Nixon, 
'they show that they are even more de
'term:ned to continue the war aga:nst. im
periahm, for a Workers State throughout 
the whole of Vietnam. The spir:t of the 
masses of Vietnam to continue the war 
after fighfng for Over 20 years is the 
same as the sp:r:t of the Arab masses of 
the Middle. East. Althongh a comprom:se 
has been reached between the government 
of Lebanon and .the Arab guerrillas, the 
guerrillas st'll have the right to lannch 
·offensives from Lebanon, and wiU obv:ously 
cont nue to do so. The contradictory role 
that Nassel plays was shown very clearly 
in this last week, where on one day he 
was patching np a settlement between 
Arafat and the Lebanese Government, and 
a few days later declaring that" the only 
way to settle tbe problem of Israel was 
through war. Never before has he made 
sucb a strong attack on Imper:aJ:sm, he 
has always d;scussed tbe pos~ibmty of a 
'polit:cal settlement, but now he comes out 
and says tbe only way is to fight, that the 
war witb Israel is inevitable. And a few 
day later the Egypfan Navy launcbes an 
attack from its battleships on to the shore 
of the Sinai Desert. The revolut:onary 
process develops in' the Middle East at a 
tremendous speed, the conps in Sudan, 
Libya and Somal'a are led by the m:lilary, 
but all tbe time inflnenced by tbe struggle 
of the masses, and attracted to the camp 
'or the Workers States, and they are a 
'Constant impulse to the masses, not only 
in those countries, but to all the revolut· ' 
ionary Arabic masses. The attacks on the 
British Embassy in Libya on the anni
versary of the Balfour decIarat:on are 
only a small example of the sentiment of 
the masses, and their hatred for imperial
ism. US imPcer:alism and the Soviet Bu
rueaucracy try to lengthen the time to 
the final settlement of accounts by at
tem,fng to patch up agreements between 
Israel and the Arab. states, but it fa'ls 
'becaus~ the Arab masses will not accept 
conc if athn. 

, In this country it is clear to see how 
the process of the world revolution in
fluences the working class. More and 
more sectors of the working class enter 
the class struggle with ever increased 
energy, and determination not to allow 
the cr:s;s Of capitalism to be carried on 
t.lJ.eir shoulders, Thlls all the time we 
.see, the lower paid and up to now 
not very active sectors of working 
class joining in the· struggle. For 

instance the miners, who organised a 
national unofficial strike, striking for 
the lowest paid sector; the Hackney 
dustmen whose strike spread throughout 
the country and included street sweepers, 
grave diggers etc, and now the strike of 
the workers from the power stations, which 
shows an enormous confidence, when they 
reject a 10% wage increase (three times 
the governments norm) and demand that 
thir union negotiate a better one. The 
same spirit was shown by the firemen, 
again a sector which has' never before 
contemplated strike action, and the farm 
workers, who although geogniphicaUy dis
persed, organised a large .demonstration~in 
London. . 

It is an indication of the level of the 
revolution, when all these less organised 
'and lOWer paid workers feel that they have 
the ~ower to strike, have the confidence 
to reject the offers made to them and de
mand more. It is a confidence that comes 
from the knowledge that Imperialism on 
a world scale is losing, a confidence they 
gaIn from seeing the weakness of imperial
ism throughout the uprising in Ulster, 
where the free zones functioned completely 
outside the capitalist repressive system, 
where the masses for a time, controlled. 
An::! this experience like the experience of 
the Revolutionary General Strike in France' 
of May 1968, is not wasted on the work
ing class here. As the International leader
ship has analysed, the upr:sing in Ulster 
did not come out of the blue, but as a 
result of the class struggle in this country, 
and so now we are going to see the results 
of Ulster similarly influencing the work
ing class here, with the struggle reaching 
a new level. 

Throughout the most recent strikes, and 
threatened strikes, there has been a very 
high level of struggle of the workers 
against the bureaucratic leadersh:ps of the 
un 'ons. The leaders of the miners unions 
and the firemens unions were constantly 
under attack from the base of the unions 
not only verbally, but also physically, 
and this also hap!,ened in the meetings 
of the car workers of the Vauxhall factor
ies during the recent strike and lay offs 
there. The anti-bureaucratic struggle has 
reached a very high level, with demands 
for union leaders to resign, and with de
mands for union elections to take place 
each year or every five years instead 
of the present practice, where once voted 
in the bureaucrats are there for life! But 
althoul!h the working class has reached 
this level of constant attacks on the bu
reaucracy, and although it can see and 
understand how the bureaucratic leader
ships of their organ'sations hold the 
struggle back, still its hasn't found the 
way to build its own alternative leader
shin it, this organism. It is still the bu
reaucracy wh'ch has the initiative. 'What 
is neede; bv the working class now is a 
new leadership in these unions and within 
the Labour Party and Communist Party. 
This problem is common to all the work
ing class of Europe. In France and Italy, 
the problem is the same, that of construct
ing the new revolutionary leaderShip. This 
is a process which is going on, and can 
he seen in the winning of the local and 
district officials of the unions to support 
recent stri1ces. for instance the miners 
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Impel the 
III 

campaign 

for the release and 
saf t of the politi al 

III 

prisoners 
The world campaign for the liberat. 

ion of all the trotskyist, and political 
prisoners in Mexico has achieved a 
great success- with the effect prodnced 
among the ~exican authorities, press, 
and just:ce, w:th the presence of M • 
Jacobi, a delegate· from the Internation. 
al Federafon of the R:ghts of Man and 
the. International Association of Demo
cratic Jurists, at the appeal of Adolfo 
Gilly, Oscar Fernandez Bruno, and Te
resa Confreta, which took place on the 
7th of Oct. These three comrades im
prisoned since april 66 have already 
b:ee!l . condemned to 6, 8and.5 years 
respect;vely, fo:r 'Offences of opinion', 

A second appeal trial ·took p1llce on 
the 17th of October, for eleven more 
pr:soners, the most part of them stud. 
ents, in which our· comrade Roberto 
Iriarte, who was won to the internati
onal in the ja], is appeal:ng aga:nst a 
sentence of nine years in prison. Seven 
among the eleven made a political de
fence of such a force, and deds:on, 
that the judge had to suspend the hear
ing, while the seventh was speaking, be
cause of the "atmosphere of a political 
meeting" which reigned in the court. 

At this moment the campaign expres
ses itself strongly throngh the world 
press. The Guardlan,MorIling Star, 
Tr:inme, Le Monde, L Un:ta, Rinascita 
have published large articles on the 
arbitrary imprisonments in Mexico and 
the permanent violations of the constit. 
ution, and also carrying informat:on on 
the threats, which have been made 
against the [ves of the prisoners, their 
parents, friends and lawyers (as we in-

III 

In Mexico 
formed in the last number of RED 
FLAG.) The journal EI Dia of Mexico 
bas had to, in spite of the general 
blackout of news of the trial in the 
Mex:can press, refer to the situat:on 
of the imprisoned political pr:soners 
and the opposition, which this has fOUUd I 
in the world. 

Another aspect of the campaign has 
been the sending of telegrams and reo 
solutions to the Mexican government, 
to the judge, to the Mexican embasies 
on the part of workers' and stndents' 
organ:sat:ons. by groups of. intellectu-

.. als, making the weight of progressive 
public oplUlOn in Western Europe' 
weigh to" the maximum. We once more 
appeal to the workers and student or
ganisations of Britain, to take resolut
ions demanding the release of the po
l;t:cal pr:soners, and send them by te
legram to Mexico, for they will bave. 
a fundamental importance in affecting' 
the attitude of the judges passing sent
ence. 

We also make a financial appeal to 
progreSSive opinion. The costs of send
ing a lawyer to Mexico still have to 
be covered. Other important sums of 
money are needed for the campa;gn, 
for the pnb[sh:ng of books, and to pre. 
pare the sending of other international 
observers. 

It is' possible to make the political 
prisoners free, and to reduce the seut
ences under tlte pressure of the strug
gle in Mexico, and the' active inter
vention of International public op:l,l:on. 

10. 11. 69 

LAWRENCE DALY, SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL UNION OF 

MINEWORKERS 

To Diaz Ordaz 

Demand,tbat your government guarantees the lives of political prisoners 

in Lecumberri jail and arrange their imm~d!ate release. 

THE RUSSEL PEACE FOUNDATION 

Mexican Government 

We appeal for tbe immediate release of all political prisoners in IJecum

berri jail, and for a governmental guarantee of their safety. 

THE YEMENI STUDENTS IN BRITAIN SENT THE FOLLOWING 
TELEGRAM: 

Diaz Ordaz 

We demand that government guarantees lives of trotskyists and other 

political prisoners in Lecumberri jail, and releases them imediately • 
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The Alliance of, the Arab revolution with 
orl<ers States an the World 

Revolution 
THE NECESSITY FOR THE PROGRAMME AND THE MARXIST REVOLUTIONARY TENDENCmS 

The Arab revolutiou is part of the world revolutiou. It does not occur 
'at an unimportant moment i.n history. It occurs at th:s stage in history, in 
which the world division of labour no longer allows the building of any large 
capitalist country_ This is the key to history. No poor ('apitalist country, 
or medium poor, can develop itself. The world divis:on of labour, does 
no longer allow any underdeveloped couutry, or more or less developed to 
enter into the market of the world competition. There is no room anymore. 
Capitalism prepares itself to close the door, becau~e it has a panic fear. 

The Arab countries, which want to develop the internal market, the life 
of their country, cannot do it in the capitalist system. The historic conditions 
'lead them inevitably to develop measures, forms of economy, relations, that 
inevitably lead them to weaken, break, disintegrate, the capitalist structure, 
and install some bases for the ascension of the socialist revolution, beginning 
by w:nning some layers of the bourgeoisie, of the petit bourgeoisie, and to 
'take socialist measures. 

Comrade J. Posadas, after the six day 
war of June 1967, gave as an example 
of the feeling of social triumph experienc
ed by the Arab masses since then, the 
fact, that the Arab masses were feeling 
themselves to be part of the world social
ist revolution. The masses have triumphed 
and rid themselves of the two princ:pal 
'difficulties of history; the Soviet bureau
cracy and imperialism. They fear neither 
one nor the other. By their act:on, their 
will and their force, they oblige today 
some tendencies, wh:ch were indifferent 
yesterday, to take some interest. The 
changes that occur ,in the Middle East 
are a cOll.ceI\trated consequence of the 
world revolution. It expresses itself in a 
limited way, in the Middle East. 

The historic situation, in which the 
Arab revoluf.on\ tak~splace is such, ,that 
on the' one hand, there is riO conscious 

, ,revolutionary leadership, while on .the 
other, the masses have already conscious
ly dec:ded to impel the revolution. At 
the same time, world is strug
gling in great d:fficulties, and a great 
crisis, and must make use of Israel. 

Israel is an invention, a fabricated 
country. They took machines, techn;cians, 
money, boats, land, and they established 
themselves there. It is a country, which 
has been installed there :n order to full
fil the historic function of a shield, of an 
outpost aga:nst the Arab revolutIon. This 
is the only reason for its existence. It 
does not have any other. Later, in the 
course of its evolution, some layers de
veloped in the country, ",ith their own 
parfcular interests. But the objective of 
the central team, constituted by imperial
ism, is seu t:1e deciding factor. Now there 
exists some internal conflicts ow:ng to the 
necessity . of functioning, of intertists, of 
the evolution of internal structures. 

The fact that the settlement is make 
in the name of. imperialism and directed 

. by it, . can~ot ,elim:nlfte the othel aspects. , 
Withouttl1is it WGutd be a question of· 
a completeJy installed country. But the 
term "installed" , used by the TV Inter
national, s'gnifies that the objective, the 
structure of th:s country, is to fulfill this 
function of serving imperialism. 

THE INTERVENTION OF THE SOVIET UNION IN 
REVOLUTION: 

ARAB 

At the same time, one must draw an
other conclusion, the intervention of the 
Workers States in the Middle East sign
ifies an impulsion, a link, which unites the 
Arab revolution and the Workers States. 
This process cannot go back. Thus with 
the building of the Aswan Dam, a new 
stage began in the history of the Arab 
revolution. However, the first attempt of 
the Workers States to link themselves to 
the Arab revolution does not come from 
this stage, it happened before, at the mo
ment, when the Soviet Union was support
ing Kemal Ataturk for the development 
of the bourgeois democrat:c revolution. It 
was an expression of the necessity to 
spread the revolution for the Workers 
State to survive. The Soviet Union gave 
uncondifonal support to Abdel Krim in 
Morocco, whilst he was a feudal type, 
similar to those still existing now, but his 
struggle aga;nst the Spanish s2gnified an 
impulsion to the Arab revolution. 

The intervention of the Workers States 
is~~t . a ne.W ~henomenon. But since 
Lenin's dcath, the assassination of the 
Bolshevics, the dissolution of the Com
munist International, the Soviet bureau
cracv has lost interest. It has allowed the 
installation of Israel, has supported it 
with its vote, knowing the signific
ance of Israel. It was a matter of divid
ing the world. The bureaucracy had the 
strength to make such a dlvis:on, because 
the world revolution had no world centre 
not even an empirical one. It was still 
under the control of the bureaucracy. The 
bureaucracy could not prevent it, but it 
took control of it, the Soviet bureaucracy 
made all possible effort to prevent the 
taking of power in Czechoslovakia, to 
leave Masaryk in the government. In the 
same way in Rumania it tried to keep 
King Michael on the throne. It tried to 
make an alliance with Chiang Kai Chek, 
with the King of Yugoslav:a, with all 
the bourgeoisies of these countries that 
became Workers States. But the will of 
the masses, the contradictions and weak
nesses of capitalism,. the economic and 
soc'al advance of the Soviet Union, an 
this obliged the bureaucracy to go for
ward. The Workers States felt the neces-

sity of protecting its frontiers. It could 
no longer do so by the means of war; 
so, it did it by spreading. 

A new stage was beginn;ng for the 
Soviet Workers State. But it still had 
neither the strength, nor the interest, nor 
the poss:bility of intervention in the Mid
dle East. On the contrary, at the present 
moment, the historic conditions allow it 
and oblige it to intervene. 

The building of the Aswan Dam in 
Egypt, represents a race with Imperial
ism, a competition, in the form of an 
econom:c and peaceful race. But the sole 
fact of bu]ding this dam shook the mas
ses of the Middle East, and made them 
feel capable of passing from feudalism to 
the Workers State. It is the concentrated 
expression' of the permanent revolution. 
The process can realise itself in some 
weeks, instead of lasting for years, but 
it is unavoidable. It changes in forms, 
in degree, in details, it concentrates itself 
but it is an unalterable process. In the 
same way, the policy of the IV Inter
national is an unavoidable necessity. The 
Sudan is a notable expression of this 
process. It is not yet ·a Workers State, 
but the internal struggle, which develops 
there is an aspect of the permanent re
volution. All the conditions and the pos
sibilities, in order to pass to the instal
lation Of a Workers State exist. Then, the 
permanent revolution takes the form of 
the struggle for political power, without 
the necessity of revolution, or through a 
limited period of revolution. 

This process is irreversible, we have the 
proof of it in Mali, in Ghana, in Zanzibar 
for example. In these countries that be
gan to install a Workers State, the counter 
revolution was possible. But it could not 
progress. The masses did not allow it to 
progress, and they made their social 
weight felt. In the same time the capital
ist world was not allowing any returning 
back either. Those who want to make 
the counter-revolution, have an historical 
barrier before them; they want to come 
·back to the capitalist norms, and they 
have no access to the world market, they 
are excluded from the world division of 
labour. If they do not take socialist meas-

ures again, the whole popUlation rises 
against them. 

The intervention of the Soviet Un:on 
State,. in the building of the Aswan Dam 
represented, in· its first moment, a direct 
econom:c competition with cap'talism, for 
the dominat:on of the world. When the 
Yankees refused to finance the bu]ding 
or the dam, they were still hop:ng to pro
voke un upr:sing of certain sections of 
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the army, of the petit bourgeoisie, of the 
bourgeoisie. Capitalism demonstrated al. 
ready that it was unable to understand 
anythlng of what was happening in the 
world, The secretary of Kennedy, Sall:n
ger, tries to explain the Kennedy's govern
ment's behaviour. The only thing that he 
succeeds in say:ng is that "the forces that 
mobU:se history are beyond. our imagin
afon," 

THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF mE ASWAN DAM 
When imperialism refused to finance 

the Aswan Dam, it inevitably impelled 
the Soviet bureaucracy to intervene. The 
latter, with prudence, hesitation, timidity, 
intervened; this was already the indication 
of a new stage in history. For this reason 
StaI:n was already finished. The Workers 
State needed to expand, needed a new 
elevation. 

The conclusions that the Arab masses 
drew from the building of this dam is 
that they were capable of organising, de
ciding, and d:recting. It was not simply 
the problem of irrigation. This water was 
serv:ng the interests of the bourgeoisie, 
(and for this reason, a large sector of 
the bourgeoisie accepted the building of 
the dam by the Soviet Union). But the 
masses measured the h'storical power they 
possessed, in sp:te of the smallness of 
their countries. The same thing occured 
with the Vietnamese masses, when the 
V:etnamese Workers State built the dam 
after the defeat of Diel1, Bien Phu. The 
latter pas import~nt ani effect as the rpilit
ary'tnumph agaInst Ftench lmperiai:sm. 

In Vietnam as in China, there were two 
evils, the floods and the droughts. Every 
year, in Indo China, the floods of the 
central valley swept everything away. And 
every year, the people were fleeing away, 
taking their effects, living for two months 
in the bad weather, and then coming back 
to rebuild their houses. This gave them 
a feeling of helplessness that paralyses. 
When the Vietnamese leadership decided 
to build dams, at the same time as crush
ing Imperialism, it gained an immense 
victory, and the Vietnamese masses felt 
their immense power. They already had 
the support of Ch:na and Korea. But in 
China, there was still a government in
cluding some bourgeois. But the policy 
was not a bourgeois one. It tended to-

wards the building of a Workers State. 
The dams built in Vietnam gave a boost 

to the masses, they felt powerful and 
capable of progress. In the same way. the 
Aswan dam signified for the Egyptian 
masses, and for the Middle East a very 
large development of their consc:ousness. 
Until recently, and now in part, the earth
quakes, cyclones dominate the conscious
ness of people and give to them a feeling 
of helplessness. When they succeed in 
dominating these phenomena, they break 
away from their dependance upon nature 
and also upon those in power. 

The revolutionary impulsion of the 
Arab masses does not originate in the 
Aswan Dam. After the war, the masses 
freed themselves from French and British 
imperialism. Before this they liberated 
themselves from Italian imperialism. The 
formation of the Baath dates from the 
thirties. There have been very important 
movements, revolutionary clandestine 
movements, organised by some sectors of 

. the petit bourgeoisie. But it· was the end 

. of' the r war, the ·expu!sionof British Im
perialism from the Middle East and Africa 
that gave a boost to the revolution. 

The building of the Aswan Dam was 
the material expression of a country get
t'n~ out of nothing, of feudalism, in 
whIch the masses, that could not even 
talk, were capable to achieve such an 
historical work. The masses became aware 
of their immense possib:Iities. Simultane
ously with this, the proletarian vanguard, 
conscious of its strength was already im
pos'ng some organic forms of power. 

In Egypt, power was shared out inti> 
three branches; the parliament is com
posed of 33% of the T.U. representatives, 
33 % pf the bourgeoisie, 33 % of the gov
ernment with priority to the military. 

THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY OF DEVELOPING A BOURGEOIS 
POLiCY IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

The unions participate in the govern
ment, as organisms, but the:r function is 
usurped by the bureaucracy. 33 % of the 
parliament is composed oi the represent
atives of the Workers movement. The 
masses supported Nasser, and prevented 
him from the least capitulation and, on 
the contrary, they impelled him to ad
vance, because they have the feeling of 
exercising power. They do not give him 
a platonic support. The problem is; how 
to make this power advance. , 

The same conditions exist in almost all 
the Middle East. If there exists a tend
ency that wants to develop the country, 
it must lead a socialist policy, and it 
cannot support itself on a bourgeoisie. 
There does not exist any bourgeois power. 
The bourgeo:sie did not succeed in build
ing itself as a ruling class. The small 
bourgeo:s nucleus bases itself on the small 
oil producing sectors, and it takes its 
strength from a large military apparatus 
and the support of Imperialism. Once 
this is liqu:dated, the bourgeoisie is left 
dispossessed. The students who, previous
ly, were the base of support of capitalism, 
who were becoming its accountants, its 
lawyers, its policemen, the military men 
of the bourgeoisie, are won today to the 
revolution. In the Middle East an the 

access to the bourgeois centres are blocked 
at the present time. 

There is nobody who can develop it 
bourgeoisie policy, except some small 
military centres, directly supported by im
perialism, or by the feudal milieux, as 
it is in Saudi Arabia, and in part in Iran. 
In this country, Iran, there is such an, in
ternal crisis that they must inevitably sup
port some measures that are going against 
the feudal system. They have no other 
remedy in order to sustain themselves be
cause of the conditions in wh:ch the Mid
dle East was developed. Mossadek ap
peared, because of the boost given by the 
process after the war. 

These conditions create very weak bases 
for the development of anv sort of capit
alist power in the Middle -East. However, 
in addition to these objective conditions 
one must take into account, the intervent
ion of the Workers States in the building 
of the Aswan Dam, and the speech of 
Kruschev to the Egyptian people, speak
ing of the unification of· the people in 
the Middle East with the Socialist states. 
Although he does it in a bureaucratic 
manner, he has to integrate the Middle 
East with the Socialist States. He made 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 

RESOLUTION OF P.B. ON LEBANON 

Unfortunately due to Jack of space ~he resolntioD by the P.B. of the 
R.W.P.(1) British Secfon of the IVth International on the gitu1llticn in 
Lebanon cannot be reproduced in this paper. If any comrade who na§ not 
received a copy of this, and wonld like one, please write to the Pady ad,
dress, and· we will forward a copy_ 
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The alliance of the Arab revolution ...... 
this statement in front of thousands of 
Arab people, and Nasser has to let him 
speak. 

Nasser is without any doubt, manoeuvr
iogs. He lacks the confidence and secur
ity in the soc;alist ideas, but he is no' 
an enemy of social sm. If he were, history 
in the Middle East wonld be differen. 
Nas3er, maneouvres through lack of. con
fidence and self confidence. He has been 
in power since 1953, and Egypt is driving 
toward, socialism. Nobody can stop it. 
The advance of Egypt is caused by the 
strength of the world revolut:on, and 
among otber things, by the intervent'on 
of the Workers States. Nasser manoeuvres 
in order to maintain himself in Dower. He 
does not yet have confidence in soc;alism,. 
as being a system that could already be 
installed, he only supports himself upon 
progressive military measures. He is a 
mirtary, who came from the petty bour
geo~s:e, who has notacqu:red the con
vicfon and the confidence :n socialism. 
It is the Soviet Union, wh:ch has not 
transmitted thi> to him. All the layer,. 
wh'ch follows Nasser, could be won con
sciously to socialism, If the Soviet Union 

Editorial 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 

strike had the support in most parts of 
the country of the miners lodges, and 
the district officials of the miners un:on. 
The dustmens strike was led by a union 
official, who said that the .unions were 
not doing enough for the men. This lack of 
a revolutionary leadership, which is pre
pared and able to lead the struggle con
sciously, was also seen in Ulster, where 
the organ:sations Of the working class, the 
defense committees of Bogside and .BelZast 
in the end capitulated to the Ulster 
bourgeoisie. The workers most immediate 
nee::l is for an alternative leadership within 
their own organisations, the trade unions, 
the L.P. and c.P. They have shown 
throughout .the last per:od with the enorm
ously high strike rate that they have the 
confidence to take on the capitalist system, 
the need now· is for .. the Qrganisations for 
the struggle. The latest strike, which has 
laste::l fOr almost three months by the 
car workers at Standard Triumph shows 
the urgent necessity of this, when after a 
long militant strike the workers were urg
ed by their leadership to return to work, 
much aga:nst the will of a large sector 
who said that they had been sold out. It 
is essential for these workers to form 
within their factory a factory comm:ttee. 
which groups together all workers from 
no matter which union in order to or
ganise the struggle in Standard Triumph, 
not outside the unions, but independent 
of the:r leaderships, in order to continue 
the struggle there. If the offer, which the 
management makes d:rectly after the re
turn to work is not satisfactory to the 
workers, it is necessary to organise a 
further strike with an occupation of the 
factory, appealing to all the other factor
ies in theBMLH group to support them. 
After the strikes of the Ford and Leyland 
workers and with the constant advance 
of the world revolution, the new occupat
ions of Renault at Le mans, and the 
constant process of strikes, occupations and 
demonstrations in Italy, not only demand
ing higher wages, but better social servic
es etc., the workers at Standard Triumph 
can win great concessions from the mana
gement. But still a superior factory, trade 
union and political leadership has to be 
built. 

The leadership of the Labour Party 
feels the advance of the L.P. base, sees 
that all its attempts to discipline the 
workers, and to hold down wages have 
failed. It sees also that the labour rank 
and file are not bothering in the main to 
vote for the Labour Party in the bye 
elections, and they feel their bureaucratic 
careerist interests threatened. Another 
General Election is approaching and the 
Labour leadership feels the need to im
prove the relationship wIth the rank and 
file, and for this reason proposes to aban
don any penal clauses, and Barbara Castle 
tells the meeting of directors and manag
ers that power is on the shop floor, and 
that management will have to accept this. 
In the mouth of Barbara Castle this is 
demagogic, but it is going to encourage 
the masses to increase the:r power on the 
shop fioor, and they feel that the Labour 
leadership is not strong enough to oppose 
itself to this power. Also it will be a 
stimulus to those lower and middle 
sect~rs of the L.P .. which are sympathetic 
to the struggle of the masses, an:,! support 
the power on the shop fioor, and in fact 
this statement encourages the formation 
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had g:ven them confidence. Enfre layers 
'Ot the army CQuid be won, as the petit 
bourgeo,sie, the peasantry are. The army 
a:; a structured body, cannot be won to 
socialism, because it is not dependant on 
this or that m] tary man. The h:gh posts, 
which decide of the structure of the army 
are in the hands of sure cadres of the 
bourgeo's'e. But all the structure is actu
ally disintegrating. 

The connection between the Workers 
States and the Middle East allowed in the 
internal struggles, a leap forward. This 
struggle is not the result of polit:cal po
lemics, based on congresses, texts, publico 
ations, tendencies, and fraefons. There 
are no rmportant texts. The most import
ant have come from Egypt and later from 
Syr:a. From the other Arab states there 
is not a single important text, for sodal
ism. No text intervenes on the subject of 
the econom:c and military programme, on 
the bll:Id,ng of soc·al'sm in the Middle 
East. The stage of real texts and pllbl'c
aroM began aronnd 1962/63. At this 
same stage,the IV International inter
vened more directly in the M:ddle East. 
Th~ elevation of the publicafons is not 
the product of this intervent:on, although 

there is a participation of the IV Inter
nat:onal. The national radio of Iraq re
cently broadcast the text of the Arab 
Trotsky:sts. It is not by chance. These 
Iraqi leaders are seeking for support in 
the International, and in the author:ty of 
the Trotskyists to be able to tell the mas
ses that the Trotskyists are supporting 
them. 

All this means that there is a process 
of elevation of the revolution. The lead
ership must use this means, because it is 
in this way that it can address the mas
ses, because it addresses a public that is 
in process of observing, of meditating, 
refiecCng and of intervening with a re
volutionary interest. The Soviet Union has 
not yet intervened in the Middle East 
with aU the strength that it can and must 
give. The leadership of the Workers 
States is consciously frightened of inter
vening. But the revolufon is more power
ful than them, and comes and knocks at 
their doors. It is because of this' that 
the Syrians go to find their arms in 
China and after that in the Soviet Union. 
It is not a blackmail. But the revolution 
must develop itself in th;s way, because 
the leadership, consciously, does not have 

an interest in organising, in leading. 
It is the concentrated strength of the 

revolution that makes the Syr.ans see that 
the Chinese and the Soviet Un;on have 
the obligation to give them arms, because 
ne ther of them can do without the world 
unification of the revolution. It is this. 
concentrated force of the revolut;on that 
is expressed in Sudan w:th the installation. 
of a Workers State. The Syrians show 
that the small states have a great strength~ 
Otherwise the Soviet Union would have 
sent them back, with the accusation of 
hav·ng previously asked arms from the
Ch:nese. On the contrary, they could not 
do this, but they had to give arms them.
selves. The revolution unifies itself empiric. 
ally, under th:s form, because it does not 
have any conscious leadership. 

The masses feel this process, in an nn-· 
organised manner. But their vanguard._ 
their m'dllie representaeves, are very well 
comcious, and they act consequently; they 
address themselves both at the same time 
to the Soviet Union, and to the Chinese. 

To. be completed in the next i~sUt" 
of Red Flag 

VAUXHALL 
REPLY TO THE SACKING OF A MILITANT OF THE RWP(T) BY PUSHING FORWARD THE ORG~ 

ANISATION OF THE FACTORY COMMITTEES AND REVOLUTIONARY CURRENTS 

We publish below extracts of the leaflet distributed by the party at the 
iactorygates of Vauxhall last week, after the sacking of the Trotskyist militant, 
B. McNeil. Tbis leaDet shows tliat the party is in no way intimidated by this 
.S3ck:ng, we are responding to it by increasing the pol:tical and organisational 
we:~ht of our intervention in Vauxhall, deepening our understand:ngof the process 
of con§~rnction of the revolutionary tendency in the unions and LP, and ac
celerating, by our political and -organisational interventjon; this process of con
struct_on. 

"Dur:ng the recent period . of 'lay-
with the workers out· ·01' the fact· 

ory, the Vauxhall management have 
taken the opportunity of a mi. 
Uant ,vorker amI member of the Re
volutionary Workers Party (Tro,skyist), 
Br:tlsh Section of the IVth Internat:on
al. The excuse the bosses have used 
to sack Br:an McNe] is that the in
formation on his or :ginai application 
for employment was false. This is, in 
fact, true, because he had been sacked 
for his militancy as a shop steward at 
the BLMC Austin factory, and for his 
revolutionary activ:fes as a member of 
the RWP(T). Following this sacking 
and the slanderous art:cIe, which was 
written for a national newspaper by 
the 'scab' reporter McGarvey, this 
comrade of the Trotskyist fraction was 
blacklisted and nnable to find employ
ment. For this reason he was forced 
to make a false declaration in order 
to gain employment at Vauxhall. 

This false application damaged no 
one and is, to say the least, a flimsy 
excuse for sacking this comrade after 
nearly e:ghteen months of work at 
Vauxhall. In fact it is just an excuse 
on the bosses' part who took this act
ion at the point when they received 
shop stewards credentials for the com
rade l'romthe NUVB-of which he is 
a member. The management have sack
ed Br;an McNeil in order to prevent 
him acting as a representative of the 
workers on the 'gate line', because of 
his m:Utant activities in the past and 
because he is a revolutionary worker, 
a Trotskyist! The prime reason for the 
boSses actions against th's comrade is 
a fear of Trotskyism, they fear Trotsky. 
ism, because the conditions, both na
tionally and internatibnally are ripe 
for the overthrow of what rema:ns of 
capitalism, and because Cde. Posadas 
anll the IVth. International play a 
fundamentally important role in this 
revolut:onary process. And what a 
process it is! In France the workers 
with all the confidence of the gains of 
the Revol!utionary General Str:ke of 
May/June 1968 continue to develop 
their struggle with factory occupations, 

I:ke that of Renault factory in Le 
Mans -recently. In Italy there is a . mas
slve process of constant strikes, demon
strat:ons and occllpations, and in West 

the workers have just reactiv
ated their struggle with enormous 'un
official' strikes. The exploited masses of 
the whole world are struggling against 
cap:talism, against imperialism and 
against ail systems of oppress:on and 
repression. Thls struggle finds its ex
pression in the Arab Revolution in 
Lebanon, and in all the Middle East, 
in the struggle of the Vietnamese mas
ses against Amer:can Imperialism, and 
in the ant;· Vietnam war movement 
within the United States itself. Similar
ly the workers of this country show 
their anti-capitalist and anti-bureaucrat
ic sp:r:t, and one has to look no further 
than the mass meeting of the NUVB 
in Luton and the mass meeting of AEF 
at Ellesmere Port-both of course 
meet:ngs oj' Vauxhall workers. At both 
these meetings the workers showed 
that they were not prepared to have 
rotten 'productivity' agreements impos
ed on them by either the bosses or 
the union officials. 

We can on the workers at Vauxhall 
and particularly on the workers of the 
'gate line' to organise action-:n the 
factory anll in tbe trade union branch. 
es-ln defence of Br:an McNeil. We 
call on the workers to defend any 
mil]ant worker who is threatened by 
the bosses, because this is not simply 
the case of one militant. No! the bos
ses will try to USe repress:on against 
any militant workers and, more than 
that, they will continue to try and de
cide who is to represent the workers. In 
th:s particular case the Vauxhall mana. 
gement have decided that they will not 
allow Brian McNeil to represent the 
workers on tbe 'gate Hne'. It is a si. 
tuat;on wh:ch cannot be tolerated, and 
we cali. on the workers of Vanxhall to 
organise action for the reinstatement 
oLthis minant, and to demand that the 
workers, and only the workers have 
the r:ght to decide, who is going to 
represent tliem. 
It is necessary to draw the lessons and 

prepare to defend other militant work-· 
ers against the repression Of the bos
ses. The best way of doing th:s is to 
build the organisation, wh;ch will not 
only be capable of defendingminants, 
but which. is also capable of developing 
the struggle for workers demands. The 
necessity is to build the faciorycom-.
mitee witb· representat:ves .from every 

who are subject to instant 
recaU by mass meetings of workers, 
and who are subject to tbe dec:siolls 
of mass whkb discuss every
thing, and at which every worker can 
intervene and decide! Tbe factory com
mittee must be based on this form of 
workers democracy and on a program
me of demand, which must include-
as a very m:nimum-tbe demand for 
an immediate 3/- per hour wage in
crease, for an immed:ate 35 hour week 
leading to a 30 hour week without 
loss of pay, that all wages rise with 
~e cost of living, for equal pay for 
women and youths, for the end to all 
sh:rt-work witbout loss of pay, for all 
meetings to be held on the factory pre
mises, and in work time, and for all· 
workers representat:ves to be decided 
by the workers and only the workers. 
This basic programme must be d:scus
sed and expanded to include other de
mands, which lead towards the national
isation, under workers control, and 
without compensation to the former 
owners of ~e, car industry, the car 
component industry and all other major 
industry. 

. The conditions are ripe for the ap
pearance of the revolutionary tendenc:es 
wh:ch are developing-if not yet in an 
organic form-at the base of the 
unions and the Labour Party. These 
tendencies, which will appear in the 
factory, in the trade union branches 
and in the Labour Party must organise 
the struggle for a programme of work
ers demands-anti-capitaiist demands-:
and for wori{ers democracy in the fact· 
ory, and in the trade unions with all 
offic :als subject to instant recall, all 
decision taken at a mass meeting, with 
the officials subject to these dec:sions, 
and no official to be paid more than 
the average workers wage. We call on 
workers to intervene in the factory, at 
the base of the trade unions and Labonr 
Party in order to construct these re
volutionary tendencies ... 

FORWARD TO THE CONSTRUCT
ION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY 
TE'\TDENCIES IN UNITED FRONT 
WITH THE IVth. INTERNATIONAL! 
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N s fthe campaign 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

RESOLUTIONS HAVE BEEN SENT FROM NUVB NO. 6 BRANCH, 

LUTON and BEDFORD COLLEGE SOCIALIST SOCIETY 

MANY SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED FROM SCHOOLS 

AND COLLEGES IN LONDON, MANCHESTER AND NEWCASTLE 

LETTER FROM THE PORTUGUESE STUDENT COMMITTEE 

. To the Mexican Ambassador 
Mexican Embassy, 

.Dear Sir, 

48 Belgrave. Square, 
London, S.W.l. 

. . .The Portuguese Students Committee demands the immediate release. of all political 
prisoners in Mex'co. In particular we appeal for a guarantee of tbe safety and 
the immediate' release' of the Trotskyist and other political prlsoners in tbe Lecu~berri 
I'r:son. 

The successes of the 

Jose Laranjo 
Secretary. 

campaign in Italy 
FROM THE PARLIAMENTARY GROUP OF THE ICP 

Telegram 

To the President of the Republic of Mexico-Diaz Ordaz 
Parliamentary group, in the uame of Italian communists, demand the 

.:restoration of freedom for Gilly and otber militants condemned for their 
ideas and their action at the service of a cause which in spite of different 
points of view must unite aU the forces in struggle against imperialism for 
~the independence and right of peoples. 

Parliamentary Group of the ICP 

~t'elegram 

FROM THE ROME FEDERATION OF THE ITALIAN CP 

Roman federation of the ICP protests indignantly against detention of 
Trotskyist MiHants Gilly, Fernandez, Comreta, which is an attack against 
the freedom of opinion and political organisation, on the occasion of their 
appeal trial we demand immediate liberation. as also for aU imprisoned 
_mil:tant workers and students. . 

Rome federation ICP 

FROM THE ITALIAN YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF FLORENCE 

-ludge Casianos CASTELLANOS' 
Primer Tribunal Unitario del Primer Circuito Del D.F. 
A venida Division del Norte 1354 

S;r, 
We express our total solidarity with the trotskyist comrades imprisoned 

in Mexico for three and a half years, and who remained in iail for three 
years without trial, in violation. of mex:can law itself. 

These repressive measures show precisely the impntence of the bourgeo
is regime in Mexico to comont the revolutionary fight of the Mexican 
masses, which will destroy all its coerc:ve and repressive power, as weB as 
all forms of exploitation. 

The political functioning of the trotskyist comrades, and of aU the re
volu-tionary comrades in prison, shows that no force is capable of preventing 
the just struggle for human progress, democracy and the victory of socialism. 

We denounce these jur;dical monstrosities and demand the immediate 
liberation of the trotskyist comrades; Adolfo Gilly, Oscar Fernandez Bruno, 
Teresa Confreta, Cesar Colmenares, Roberto Iriarte, and all the political and 
trade union prisoners in Mexico. 

FROM THE NATIONAL SECRETARY OF THE PSIUP 

Telegram 

To the Mexican Ambassador in Rome. 
Raise vigorous protest (orced detention popular leaders, when the guilty 

ones are. Diaz Ordaz, Marcelino Barragen, Luis Echevaria, Corona del 
Rosal. We protest aga~nst the threats made to the 14 political prisoners 
held in the prison of Lecumberry. 

Demand publ:c and serious guarantees defense of lives against reaction
ary attacks and nullify all attempts at provocation. 

0ther telegrams and letters were sent by: 

ENZO ENRIQUES AGNOLETTI 
Director of an Italian Juridical Review. 

Tulio Vecchietti 

BY THE COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED DURING THE FESnV AL OF 
UNITA IN FLORENCE FOR THE COLLECTION OF SIGNATURES. 

Demand the immediate release 
of Adolfo Gilly, Oscar 
des Bruno & Teresa 

Fernan
Confreta 

long live 
.of the 

the reconstitution 
Bolivian orkers 

Centre 
. Reproduced from Frente Obrero, the paper of the Uruguayan Section 

in clandestinity 

We are publishing below tbe programme of tbe C.O.B. (tbe Bolivian Trade 
Union Centre) approved recently, immediately after tbe coup of Ovando. Th:s 
programme takes up again tbe most elevated points reached by the workers move
ment in Bolivia. The importance of tbis programme is tbat it is put forward in 
thIs process of the rising Lat:n American revolut:on, the elevation of tbe pro
grammatic and conscious level, where the role of the proletariat is rising and 
the need for sucb organisms as. the Workers TU Centre, and the Workers Party 
based on tbe Trade Un:ons is of prime importance. 

The force of tbe Bolivian masses which imposed the nationalisation of the 
'Bolivian Gulf Company', when Ovando had a few days before stated that he 
was not going to touch imperialist enterprises, the student demonstratlons, which 
demanded that the national:sat:ons should be without compensation, saying 
that "we support the measures not tbe government", and the most important 
thing of all, which is the taking over of the mines by. the miners, wbich indicates 
the immed~ate react:on. indicates that the masses feel that they can weigh and· 
concretely take the m:nes, stimulating the reorganisation of the COB and the 
workers militias. 

Our party calls to all the trade unions, to the Social:st Party and CP to sup
port the nationalisa.tlons in Bolivia, as a part of the world antl.imperialist and 
anti-capitalist struggle. 

Th:s process in Bolivia, elevates the role of the IV International, confirming· 
and reaffirming the concept:on, programme and po[cy of J. Posadas, the. trad:1ion 
and struggle of the Trotskyists, of the Bol1vian Section of the IV InternatJonal. 

LONG LIVE THE STRUGGLE OF THE MASSES, THE NATIONALISAT. 
ION, THE TAKING OVER OF THE MINES: 

LONG LIVE THE ANTI-IMPERIALIST UNITED FRONT: 

THE C.O.B. PROGRAMME 
(Slightly condensed) 

t. Lifting of the military blockade, and the withdrawal of the repressive forces 
from the mines .. , 

2. Respect for Trade Union rights and re-establishment of Trade Union freedom 
allow:ng the functioning of the COB, the FSTMB, and the class and independent 
Trade Union movement. 

3., A general u~restricted am~esty for aU those detained, tried and persecuted, con
demned and banished for political and trade union motives. Suppression of the 
secur:ty law of the state.... . 

4. Putting back the salaries of the. miners to the levels of May 63, and paying 
attention to the demands of other working class sectors. Giving back the local 
offices to the COB, FSTMB, and also the other Trade Union goods, and the 
radio transmitters, which were destroyed. 

5. Nationalisation of the Gulf Oll, natural gas, gold, and imperialist mining 
companies. 

6. Intransigeant -defence of the nationalisation of the mines, and of the statified 
enterprises such as YTFB, ENAF, .RAILWAYS, ENTEL, ENDE, CBF, LAB etc, 
stUdying the possib]it:es of suppressing the evils of bureaucratisation by means 
of workers self management. Abolition of article 201 of the Mining Code, and 
abrogation of the Petroleum Code. 

7. Fight for the organisation and setting up of heavy industry and Petro-chemical 
industry in the hands of the state. 

S. Superceding the Agrar;an Reform by means of the agrarian revolution, with 
the objective of bringing about the final. liquidation of 'Latifundism' (big land 
holdings), avo;d:ng the inconvenience of small land holdings by means of mechan
isat:on and co-operativisation of the country side ... 

9. Socialisation of medicine, and the making of social security universal to all the 
populat:on. 

10. Protection of the really national industry and of the artisans, with appropri
ate tar:ffs,credits, and teclmical assistance. Impelling the co-operative movement 
of the small producers, 

U. Massive drive against illiteracy. Educational reform, by means of a single 
school system, through congresses of teachers. Respect to the Autonomous Univ
ersity, and advance towards the constitution of the Bolivian University. Protection 
of native and popular culture. 

12. Revolut:onary alliance to organise the Pern-Bolivian Confederation, as a basis 
for the formation of the Revolutionary States. of Latin America. 

13. Independent international policy. Diplom;ttic and commercial relations with 
the socialist countries. 

14. Organisation of an International minerals pool in order to oppose the Im
perialist mechanisms of domination. 

EDITORIAL CONT. PAGE 3 
of the revolutionary tendency within the 
Labour Party. The vanguard in the Lab
our Party, Trade Unions and Communist 
Party must base themselves on the trem
endous confidence, which the workers have 
shown in the last period, on the massive 
intervention of the lower paid workers 
to push forward the struggle in all the 
organisations Of the class for the national 
minimum wage, for all wages to rise with 
the cost of living, for a workers plan of 
housing, of health, of education, because 
capitalism shows that it is incapable of 
so1ving any of these problems of the mas
ses, but on the contrary, the proletariat 
has got the capacity to solve them. We 

appeal for the struggle for these and other 
points of programme, and for the van
guard to concretely construct the organis
ations, and to form itself into a leader
sh:p with the perspective of organising a 
general strike to impose these demands. 
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Workers of the World, Unite! Without the Party 
we are nothing. 
With the Party we 

are everything. " E 
TROTSKY 

The sUbStitutIon of . 
the bourgeois State 

Liberty for 

Francisco 
by the proletarian F L A' . state is not poss· 
ible without violent 
revolut ion. 

I. LENIN J "'-_____ -----------------...ti1! Cuadrado 
R'EVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY (TROTSKYIST) BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL 
NO. 103 10th DECEMBER 1969 PRICE 6d 

The Left & revolutionary 
currents in the Labour 
Party and Unions, must 
b th i r confidence on 

uccessful stru gle 
the ocks, the ar In-

t 
i 

ustry etc.. To push for
-ward the ght for the an
ti-capitalist rogral11l11e. 

Stimulated by the struggle in mdostry, by the resistance of the working 
dass to the pro-capitalist policies of Wilson, by the whole world process 
of the revolntio~ the advance of the left tendencies and cnrrents m the 
unions and the Labonr Party, accelerates. The officials in the lower and 
middle layers of the Trade Unions and LoP., wh~ in the past have not felt 
animated or confident enongh to struggle aga:nSt the right wing, or who 
have felt that such a struggle wonld only damage the organisations of the 
<:lass, now feel willing and able to do so. The class struggle m Britain 

. :~l~::~~,nsW:th~:;ii;;:::~~ .. ~:~::::::~! .. r:;~i;.~: ... ·.!~~~~~~~~~:.I 
the rank and file, who. are throwing their weight behind the strikes and 
demontsrations of the class, when before they opposed them or were at best 
luke-warm m their support. This is not to say that aU the T.U. and Lahour 
Party officials are respondmg to the w;orking class, but what it is true to 
say is, that those who are respo~D~ are winning positions in the unions, 
gaming confidence and transmitting the pressure of the base to the very Knm. 
mits of the workers organisations. 

This is a fundamentally important pro
cess, for it is the construction of the new 
revolutionary leadership of the working 
.class, the process in which, as Cde. Po
sadas has ins;sted, the working class takes 
power in its own organisations prior to 
taking power from the bourgeoisie. And 
all the strikes, alL the mobilisations of the 
dass, all the format;on of independent 
organisms of the class in the factories, 
the docks, the workers areas, feed this 
current and stimulate it to raise its pro
grammatic and organisational level. 

It is against the background of the de
veloping industrial struggle, with big class 
confrontat;ons looming, and in the con
text of the advance of the left, that one 
must see the significance of the attack by 
Fulham Labour Party on the support of 
the Labour government for the US policy 
in Vietnam, and their attack on George 
Brown, following his openly pro-imperi
alist speech on radio. Also the statement 
of the TGWU, following Brown's speech, 
that trade union sponsored MPs could 
not expect to continue as TU MPs if their 
policies went against those of the trade 
union, and the later statement of the 
TGWU leader Jack Jones saying, that 
union was going to make itself the most 
democratic union in the world, are ex
press'ons of the str:uggle of the working 
class and its petit bourgeois allies to im
pose a proletarian programme and pro
letarian democracy within their own or
gan'sations, and moreover, that they are 
beginning to succeed. We salute the state
ment of Fulham Labour Party, even 
though we recogn:se its limitations, and 
we appeal to the militants of the Fulham 
LP as to other LP and trade union branch
es to continue the struggle to oust the 
pro-capitalist and pro-imperialist wing with
in the workers movement, but to organise 
this struggle on the basis of an alternat:ve 
programme, a working class and revolutio
nary programme; ending of support to US 
Imperial'sm, out of NATO, ending of any 
attempts to curb the TUs, minimum liv
ing wage to rise with the cost of llving, 
all profits of automation to the workers, 
nationatisation of key industries under 
workers control, a crash hOUSing program
me etc. These and other points of the 

programme have to be fought for in the 
LP and the trade unions; the centre of 
the struggle must never be against a pers
onaLty, but for a programme, for a pro
letarian solution to the problems set by 
cap:talism. And such a struggle will at
tract the support of the whole exploited 
population. . 

The left in the Labour Party, which is 
advancing, as can be seen by this state
ment of Fulham LP, still does not do so 
with all the confidence, which the inter
national and national situation should in
spire. It advances timidly, with attempts 
at conciliation with the right, and does 
not appear clearly with a solution to 
the crisis which British capitalism and 
the Labour Leadership are sink:ng 
into, deeper and deeper. But even in Par
liament we see that the Left MPs are re
ceiving the influence of the British work
ing class and the world revolution, by 
their opposWon to the Vietnam war, by 
the'r opposition to Wilsons continued sup
plying of arms and support of the Gowon 
regime in Nigeria, their opposition to the 
Springboks tour etc., but in all these their 
attitUde is insufficient. These MPs, includ
ing Bernadette Devlin, must baSe them
selves on the reality, which is Britain; the 
strikes, the opposition to the incomes po
licy, the refusal by the class to pay higher 
rents etc., all of which indicate an ad
vance of dual power in the country, the 
dual power, which already has funct:oned 
in Belfast and Londonderry, and which 
will soon function again. They must base 
themselves on this reality to force a dis
cussion in Parliament and outside in the 
Labour Party and the Trade Unions on 
all the probiems caused by the decay of 
cao'tal:sm, and to propose working class 
solutions to them. It is not the most im
portant problem at this moment, but ne
vertheless it is possible to draw some con
clusions from the Springbok tour. The 
preoccupation of the students, who want 
to stop the tour is correct, even if it is 
a secondary issue: but how can it be do
ne? The Irish working class through the 
Irish Trade Unions have shown the wav, 
blacking the tour in Ireland, and it is tl-tis 
experience which the Left MPs must take 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4) 

South Yemen 
Salute by the P(T) 

to the S. erne overn-

ent and .l.f. on the 

ationalisations 
To the South Yemen Government and the N.L.F. 
Dear Comrades, 

We salute the government of S. Yemen, the National Liberation 
Front and the revolutionary masses for the sweeping measures of na
tionalisation, which have just been made. The nationalisation of the 
banks, insurance companies, shipping, ports, and other commercial en
terprises owned by American, British and. French imp(;,rialism, and 
other foreign and national capitalists-virtually without comprmscttion-
deal a tremendous blow at world imperialism, to its puppet Israel and 
to all the forces in the Middle East, which stand in the way of human 
progress. These nationalisations come as of of the 

'$, 11,~(I.~,l 
Yemen, the 
and the construction socialism, forseen by Comrade Posadas and the 
IV International for many years, develops and deepens. 

We particularly salute the decision of the goverlJflJfi]J.J to create a 
new "Economic Organisation for the Public Sector and National Plan
ning" and the statement that "the creation of this new organisation 
constitutes the beginning ot the socialist revolution and the founding 
of a transitional society leading to socialism." This statement of the 
South Yemen government is of tremendous importance, and we salute 
it for it shows that the N.L.F. and the South Yemen government are 
elevating their scientific Marxist understanding of the way to construct I 
socialism, and their application of a Trotskyist policy. 

However, it is necessary to be cleat that imperialism through Israel, 
through Saudi Arabia, through those international forces hostile to the 
revolution, and directly itself through the world-wide nuclear war, is 
going to intervene to try to stop this process. It is necessary to continue 
the process towards a Workers State expropriating what remains of 
imperialist enterprises in the form of the refineries in order to eliminate 
a possible counter revolutionary base, and it is necessary to allow the 
full intervention of the masses in the political decisions of the country 
as a guarantee of its continuing advance. We therefore, while saluting 
the South Yemen government for the measures it has taken, urge it 
to continue the process with the organisation ot the soviets everywhere 
and the communes in the countryside, and to develop the links with 
the Workers States U.S.S.R., China, Cuba, N. Korea, N. Vietnam etc. 

We appeal to the government to strengthen the united front of the 
reVOlutionary Arab countries, beginning by attending the forthcoming 
conference in Tripoli of the U.A.R., Libya and Sudan, planning a 
common policy there, and we appeal to the National Liberation Front 
to convert itself into a revolutionary Marxist party, on the programme 
of the world anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist front, for the destruction 
of capitalism and imperialism. 

VIVA THE NATIONALISATlON IN SOUTH YEMEN 
VIV A THE PROCESS TOW ARDS SOCIALISM IMPELLED BY 

THESE MEASURES 
VIV A THE WORLD ANTI-IMPERIALIST UNITED FRONT 

Down with the attacl{s 

by Saudi-Arabia on the 

Peoples Republic of S. Yemen 



RED FLAG 

The United Front of the Communist 

The centralisation of the masses on a world scale in the communist 
movement, in the revolutionary nationalist, or socialist movements, that are 
acting in united front with the communist movement, with the Worker 
States, the weight and determining role of the WOlker States, in the pr(lces; 
or the revolution demands every time more the comprehension of the histcuic 
role of the IVth International, concretely in this stage. 

Only the IVth International is prepared for this process, Trotsky led 
an uncompromising political struggle against all those, who detached them
selves from the Soviet Union, from the unconditional defence of the Worker 
States, when they were confronted hy the victorious phenomenon of the 
bureaucracy and its crimes. Cde. Posadas has led and is leading the same 
uncomprom:sing struggle against all the capitulators of Trotskyism today 
who are turning their back on the objective comprehension of the commuui!t 
movement, of the role of the Worker States, and, in France, of the role of 
the Communist Party. All the activity and analysis of these sectors to put 
themselves forward as competitors of the C.P. Tbey are not prepared 
for the process of the political revolution, of interior entrism, such as it is 
and not as they would like it to be. 

They d:sintegrate with the growth of 
the Communist Parties, with the integrat
ion of the masses in tbe communist and 
socialist part:es, with tbe ascension of the 
revolutionary struggles. All the texts they 
write seperate them from it, and lead 
them to the libraries, to a dead life. As 
does Mandel when he writes bis "Treatise 
of political economy" or "The hlstory of 
the economic thoughts of Marx"lt Th:s 
is what they write in the place of being 
eoncerned to write books that organise 
the revolutionary struggle. They ded:cate 
tllemselves to the writing of dead books. 
'They have no confidence in tbe masses, 
in Soc:ailsm, In the revo!!!fori. They try 
to grab bold of history, remaining, cling
g'ng to the last rung of the thoughts of 
Marx. This is the way Ma:tan, Pablo, 
Frank are acting, abo Mandel, and all 
these groups that are disintegrating. 

AU of them are remote from tbe pro
blems, that are central and determ:ning 
in this stage. None of them understand 
anything about the crisis of tbe CPo They 
do not understand anything ~bout the, fact , 

>tm:i~;,i.'i~:~; '\')f<it!<;~gJ"of~~r;~3ie'4I'tj 
ami, even of betray s, the masses remain J 

in the Italian CP, the French CP, and 
concentrate in it a little more at every 
tum. This leads them to the explanation 
that "the masses are reactionary and 
folll)w blindly". 

In France, "Rouge", the "Workers 
Voice", and others, are adressing the 
workers to teli them: "We are struggl:ng 
to overthrow the capita]st system of op
press on, and you, you are strnggling for 
more money"! They call on the workers 
to take power and, and when the workers 
do not follow tbem, they say:" The French 
working class is spontaneously Stalinist, 
the workers are only interested in the 
struggle for salaries." They are unable to 
understand the masses and the communist 
vanguard. 

Tbe ones who prepared tbemselves to 
understand all the new developments are 

,tbe Trotskyists, the IVth International, 
Comrade Posadas. If the International had 
only written some art:cles from day to 
day, of ag:tation~ propaganda, it would 
have been carreer:St, trailing after this 
process, seeking l:ke all the caJlitulators 
of Trolsky:sm, to compete with the Com
munist Party, the Peronists, the Soc:alists, 
the nationalists, as the leadership of a 
small group of the masses. The Interna
tional would have died, from a lack of 
perspective, because all the perspect:ve is 
confirmed and developed in relation to 
the movement of tbe already centralised 
masses. 

There is no room for new mass move
ments in the large countries, where there 
already exists some centres. There is no 
room for huge moves; this was good for 
an other stage of history. 

At tb;s stage, there are, 16 Workers 
States, and they are the states which are 
marking the way, giving the objectives. 
It is what Comrade Posadas formulated 
theoretically in h's document "From Na
tionalism to Workers State", when he 
said: "The revolution can advance under 
any form, among others, the nafonalist 
form, but, to survive, it must transfonn 
itself into a socialist one". In the same 
way, for any sort of revolufonary move
ment like a guerr:lla, the movements fke 
EI Fatah, The MR. 13 of Guatemala, etc., 
to advance, to survive, and to play tbeir 
historZcal role, they must take the com
munist programme, the programme of the 
socialist revolut:on, and act in united front 

with the world-wide Communist Move
ment and tbe Workers States. If they do 
not, tbey disintegrate and die. The ex
ample of Cuba cannot be refuted. It is 
not possible to exclude the pbenomena 
of centralisation and concentrat:on, be
eanse h:story does not allow any choice, 
any besitation. The ideas, the programme 
and the objectives are now determ:ned. 

It is on thh perspect:ve that Comrade 
Posadas, cont nuator of Trotskyism, sup
ported himself to elaborate these docu- , 
ments wr-tten over the years, to write 
more and more texts, to or :entate politic
ally' and theoretically all the communist 
vanguard and the IV lnternafonal. 

It is for this reason tbat Trotskylsm 
mainta;ned itself, is in process of elevat
ron, and is winn:ng everyday, a greater 
world authority. It is for th:s reason tbat, 
today in any movement that ha. some 
importance, Trotskyism appears and, in 
conjunction with it, Posaiism, an,d that 
Posadas is d:scussed in the whole world. 
It is for tb:s reason that the un ted front, 
the IV,lnt'lrnat:onal, thtl: communist van·, 
guard, and tbe world communist move
ment is on the order of the day. 

One of the condit:ons of tbe Un:ted 
Front is the maintenance of our independ. 
ence as tbe IVth International. For tbe 
International to contnue to elaborate 
texts, giving its orientations, ma:ntain:ng 
tbe confnu:ty of Marxism, it must have 
a:l independent me. In aU tbe CPs, it 
WOuld be obliged to [ve the superficial 
life tbat exists there. 

Everywhere in the world, the communht 
vanguard is seeking contact w:th the 
International. In Uruguay, in Italy, in Ar
gent:na, in France, everywhere, in order 
to allow the International to eXplain, to 
d:scuss the texts of Comra·de Posadas, be
cause, everywhere in the communist mo
vement, in its vanguard, there is an im
petus to mainta'n the continuity of the 
Marxist comprehension of the process. 

The communist leadership of any Com
mun'st Party of the world, bas no texts 
which explain the phenomenas of today, 
the Cbou En Lai-Kosygin meet:ng, Libya, 
Peru, tbe Frencb May, Czechoslovakia, 
anytbing, And tbe communist masses want 
to understand~ and orientate themselves. 
Partial aDd fragmentary explanafons are 
not sufficient any longer. They want to 
bave a complete comprehension of tbe 
processes, and only the IVth InternationaJ, 
Cde Posadas can give it to them. Th;s 
h why more and more, tbe communist 
base is caU:ng on tbe Trotsky:sts to )o:n 
il, to struggle with it, to discuss, to ex
change ideas, and to act in united front. 

So it is, when the comrades of the 
Italian Young Communists, concede to 
a comrade of the IVth International its 
mandate to be a delegate to the Helsinki 
meeting, allow:ng the IV Internafonal to 
be present in this meeting, openly in the 
Italian Communist deiegafon. 

The leaderships of the communist parti
es are obrgeIt to note the cris:s of ca
pitalism, but they persist in offering only 
a parliamentary policy. If they show-as 
recently, Marchais. W. Rochet or Seguy 
did in France-that capital!sm is in pro
cess of desintegrafng, of weakening, they 
sfll do not draw the logical Marx:st 
conclus:on: "that no dominant class ever 
leaves the scene of history without strug
gle", and that, consequently, one must 
prepare the working class, the communist 
party ,for the revolutionary struggle, for 
the civil war, for the revolution, before 

an the struggle 
they (the dom 'nant class), actually launcb 
the counter revolut:on. 

Tbis is why tbe polic:es of tbe Com. 
munist Party appear w:th its contrad:ct. 
ions, witb a very great lack of perspect. 
ive. They lack confidence, and they do 
not prepare themselves \\ ith the Marxist 
metbod. Their internal relationsb'ps are 
not the relat;onsh:p of a Marxist Party, 
it is one wh:cb Is formed in the mould 
of parliamentary relationsbips, on tbe 
basis of co-existence \\ ith cap' talism. 
Hence, a lack of aggressivity towards ca
pital sm, an admin:strative apparatus that 
i~ linked to cap:talism. where a consider
able number of officers are determining 
the porcy of the party, and not the dis
cussion, and tbe revolut!onary interventJon 
of tbe minants, of tbe communist VaD-

guard. Its lack of revolut:onary democraa
ic functioning, is creating a ser!es of 
crises, of contradictiuns, wben [t is con
fronted with the problems that are arising 
from tlIe development of the proletariaD 
revolut on, of the polit:cal revoluton, of 
the nationa[st revolution in progress to
wards the Workers State. 

From there also stems .on tbe part of 
tbe communist vanguard, a more and 
more intense search for contact w:th tile 
Trotskyists, and the IV international. ThiliJ 
vanguard feels tbe necessity of a theo
retical preparation that it does not ha~ 
it wants to dom:nate the process to be 
capable of determining tactics not only m 
relation to the country in which it ha,.. 
pen:; to be, but in relation to the world 
process of tbe revolution. 

THE POLICY OF THE BUREAUCRACY 

CANNOT SATISFY 

HENCE THE TURNING 

THE COMMUNIST BASE, 

TOWARDS THE INTERNATIONAL 
The tactic in France, in Belgium, or in 

Brad, Is not determined by the conditio 
ons in only one country, but as mucb by 
tbe world process and .is consequences on 
what is characterist:c of the country. In 
the same way a, the revolution in one 
country is the result of the revolution on 
a national and on a world w:de scale, tbe 
poricies for a determ:ned country are the 
product of the world perspective of the 
revolution appl:ed concretely tn the sa;d 
country. 

In the stage of h ~story in which we 
live, the struggle for power in Brasil, in 
Argentina, in France, or in 'Italy is con
stantly a process of comblnafon and 
interpenetration, w'th the struggle for the 
portical revolution, the inter·bureaucrafc 
conft'cts tbat it provokes between tbe bu
reancracy:of the SovletUn:ion, of,Czecho." 
slovak 'a, of Rumania, the S:no-Soviet con· 
flict and tbe ascension of the Cuban re
volufon. All this process escapes from 
the perspectives and plans of the Sov:et 
bureaucraey just as much of those of 
the cap:taiist regime. ,. 

It is the lack of perspective and of pre
parafon, which ex,la~ns, for example, the 
fact that the leadersbi'lS of tbe CPs, are 
characterising the m'liiary junta of Peru 
as progrerssive, after having cbaracter~sed 
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it 6 months ago as "gor]Ja" (1). Tbeir 
changes are not the product of polit:caI, 
or theoretical progress, in which we do, 
not note any explanation, any self-critio-· 
ism. Th:s policy, cannot give satsfaction 
to tbeir base, to tbe middle cadres, who" 
for this reason, tum themselves more and 
more towards the IVth Interrnafonal, to· 
understand and orientate themselves. 

The bureaucracies, and the apparatuses 
of the communlst parties, find themselves. 
placed before an avalanche of revolutions. 
in wh'ch they understand nothing, for' 
they had not been prepared. But they 
find themselves compelled tOday not to' 
reject them, not to surrender them, or to· 
ignore them, but to assume and support 
them portlcally and materially w:thout 
delay. They feel the weight of the revo.
lutions, and of, tile wbole wqrld' tevoluti~ 
onary process on their shoulders, but 
w'thout any sort of preliminary Marxist 
comprebens:on. Tbis is why, from one day 
to the other they characterised Peru, witb. 
out any other eXlllanafon, as "gorilla''. 
"rn~ after as progressive. Or aga'n, when 
they say "'f is impossible to take power~ 
canitarsm is armed to the teeth", and sud
de;'ly they say "Capital'sm is finished"~ 

(1) "GORILLA" i.e. right w:ng link~ 
to land ownerS. 

WORlD TROTSKYIST PRISS 
ALGERIA: Renlution Sodalist •• organ 

of the Fourth International Group 
(Trotskyist). Clandestine. 

ARGENTINA: Voz Proletaria, or,an of 
the Workers' Patty. (Trotskyist). Clan
destine. 

BELGlllM: La Lutte Ouniere. organ of 
the Revolutionary Workers' Party 
(Trotskyist). 

D:e Arbeidertriid. organ in Flemish of 
the Belgian Section, C. Polet BP. 73. 
Charleroi, Sud, Belgium. 

BOLIVIA: Lucba Obrera. organ of the 
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotsky
ist). Amadeo Vargas Ace, CuiUa de 
Correo 644, Oruro, Bolivia, 

BRAZIL: Frente Operaria. organ of the 
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotsky
ist). Clandestine. 

CHILE: Lucha Obrera, organ of the Re
volutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). 
J. Segundo Caceres, Cas11a 7048, Santi
ago, Chile. 

CUBA: Voz Proletariat organ of the !te
volutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). 
Monte No. 12, Esq., Zuuleta Ap. 11, 
Pi so 2, Havana. 

ITALY: Lotta Operaia, organ of the ~e
volutionary Workers' Party (TrotskYist). 
Casella Posta!e 5059, Roma Ostiense. 

FRANCE: LuUe Commuubte, organ of 
the Revolutionary Communist Party 
(T~ctskyist). Roc'hcongar. 21 avenue du 
President Wilson, La Plaine Saint Denis, 
Par:s. 

CREECE: Communist FIght. Clandestine. 

MEXICO: VOl: Obrera, organ of the Re
volutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). 
Apdo Postal 7-1039, Admon No.7, 
Mexico D,F. 

PERU: Voz Obrera, organ of the Re
volutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). 

Apartado 5044, C. Central Lima. 

SPAIN: Lucba Obrera, organ of the Re
volutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). 

URUGUAY: Frente Obrero. organ of the 
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotsky
ist). General Flores 2515. Montevideo. 

PUBLICATIONS OF mE IV INTER
NATIONAL: 

Cuarta Internac:ieDal, organ of the Execut
ive Committee of the IV International 
Lu's Naguil, Casilla 1204, Montevideo, 
Uruguay. 

Re·flsta Marxlsta Latino-Americana, organ 
of the International Secretariat of tho 
lV International. Luis Naguil, Casilla 
1204, Montevideo, Uruguay. 

Revista Marxlsta Lat;oo·Americana, re
produced by the P.O.R. (T). Mexican 
Section of the IV International. 

Revhla Marxlsta Latino-Americana, re
produced by the P.O. (T), Argentina. 

Revista Marxista Latino-Americana, re' 
produced by the P.O.R. (T) the Spanish 
Section of the IV International. 

Ri..-isfa Marxista Europea (In Italian). 
organ of the European Bureau of the 
International Secretariat of the IV In
ternational. P. Leone Casella Postate 
5059 - 00153 Roma (Ostiense)-Italy. 

Revue Marx'sie Eoropeenne (In French,), 
organ of the European Bureau of the 
International Secretariat of the IV Inter
national. M.A. Roc'Hongar, 63 rue 
Victor Hugo, 92 COtirbevoie, France, 
Claudine Polet, B. Postale 273, Charleroi. 
Belgium. 

European Marxist Review (Tn English) 
organ of the European llureau of the 
International Secretariat of the IV In
ternational. Fourtli International publie· 
ations, 24 Cranbourn St.; London, W.C.'!, 
England. 
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Vanguard with the IV International 

forpower (30-10-68) 
FROM "LU'ITE COMMUNISTE" ORGAN OF THE FRENCH SECTION OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL 

No theoretical link, no self crit:clsm, no 
marx,st comprchesion appears. The base 
and the middle cadres of the CPs are dis
orieatated. 

On its own side, the communist van
guard is seekiag an explanation of the 
problems of the revolut:oll everywhere in 
the world, in France, in Italy, ia Argentina 
aud in the Middle East, but also in the 
Workers States, confroated by the pro
blem of Czechoslovakia, of the Sino-Soviet 
eoaft:ct of the coustruction of soc:alism. 
If we exercise a stronger political . and 
theoretcal influence that leads to the unit. 
ed front w:th the eommunist vanguard in 
aU the coumies, it is becanse this van. 
guard has the need to discuss, to orientate 
itlelf, to understand scientifically in order 
to act. The invitations to the Trotskyists 
to parfclpate in the Cadre School of the 
Young Communists, in the cell meetings 
of secfons, assemblies, meetings, demon
stratioas, are, today, common place and 
normal facts in Italy. in Fraace, in UnJoo 
goay, :n Argentina, in Spain, for example, 
and in Cuba too. 

In the actual discussions Of the pro
blems of the revolution, it is not poss 'ble 
to ignore the Trotskyists any longer. The 
texts of the commuuists do not sufticeany 
longer, because they are the texts of the 
bureaucracy, and because when they have 
to begin to give some more scientific 
explanafons, they immed'ately give tbe ar
guments of the Trotskyists, and formulate 
the positions that the Trotskyists and the 
IV International have been defend" ng for 
years. The masses and the com monist 
vanguard want answers to the questions 
whkh they are asking themselves of the 
com,lex problems that are be:ng posed, 
and tltey do not want the simple scbemat· 
ic anti bureaucratic answers any longer:, 

why the conOict between China and the 
Soviet Union? why Czechoslovaki? why 
Rumania, why the lack of planning, why 
the front:ers still existing between the two 
Workers States? Why is Cuba still de
pendent on the SOl' let aid? Why is it still 
poss:ble for the imper:alist Yankees to 
bomb and maintain themselves in Viet· 
nam? Why is power not taken in Italy 
and in France? The masses, the communist' 
vanguard are wondering, and they do not 
want a partial explanation, they want· a 
fuU explanation. This is why they are 
more and more appealing to the Trotsky
ists. 

This progress is in the entire world and 
we are in process of doing It! If the 
objectives of the revolution in the world 
are the same as in Trotsky's time, the 
forms have changed. There are sixteen 
Workers States, the Sino-Soviet conftict, 
the shattering of the Soc:a. Democratict 
Christ'an Democratic leaderships. and the 
integration of these masses into the re
volution. The CPs instead of breaking 
away as was the case in the whole last 
period, must advance today on the road 
of the revolution, yield to the revolut!on. 
ary pressure of the masses and of their 
own base. Within them, new revolutio
nary leadersb:ps are in formafon. Some 
new Christian Democratic, Socialists, Na. 
tionalists movements are in proces of de. 
veloping and are won to communism, be
come commun;sts, even though they do 
not change their name. They become com
munists, but they do not' depend on the 
bureancra1!Y of Moscow. The example of 
FZdel Castro is the most notable, and will 
be followed tomorrow by thousands. It is 
this that Cde. 'Posadas and the IVth In. 
ternafional, above all apply themselves 
to understand in its present form. 

POSADISM,TIIE TROTSKYISM 

OFmlS PERIOD 

The International is prepared to ntlise 
Trotskyism and Trotsky to apply them to 
this stage; because of th:s Comrade Pos
adas is the contiuuator of Trotsky. be
cau:e of this we speak of Posad:sm, that 
is to say the Marxism of this stage. as in 
thdr time one spoke of Lenin:sm or of 
Trotsky:sm. It is necessary to use aU the 
heritage of Marx;sm up to today to ap
ply it to what must be done in this stage. 
One cannot mechanically apply "Revolut
ion Betrayed" in order to analyse the 
stage of today. What still hold good are 
the fundamentals of the analysis, the laws 
wh 'ch perm:t us to characterise the bureau
cracy in each moment. Today it is neces
sary to analyse as the IVth Internafonal 
does, in relation to the world advance 
1)f the process of the world revolution, of 
Libya, of Sudan, of Vietnam, and to the 
advance of fhe proletarian revolution in 
Italy, in France and in the whole of Eur
ope. 

Trotsky said in "Revolut'on Betrayed" 
that the "dream of the bureaucracy was 

_ the permanent statns quo with world ca· 
pitafsm". This dream has not changed. 
But today it has become impossible, be· 
cause the masses act without the bureau· 
cracy's authorisation, stimulating the reo 
volution more and more each day, defeat· 
ing world cap'tal:sm, developing new 
Workers States. The bureaucracy sees aU 
its plans made inapplicable to the re
volution. It capacity of leadersh'p dimin. 
ishes, and the sectors which seek to ad· 
vance in the strngj!le to overthrow capital. 
ism without revolufon are replaced by 
those who want the revoluf on, and who 
understand that it is irreplaceable. It is 
a change which has important h:stori~ con
/!equences. 

The old leadership of Trotskyism, the 
Mandels, the Franks etc. try to I've in 
the lJast, which leads them .to aY!lly out· 
dated schemes to a rearty wh:ch has chang
ed and is chang'ng more and more quick
ly. Th:s leads them to a total inability to 
forsee. Nobody outs'de the Internat10nal 
and Posadas were capable of foreseeing 
the transformation of Cuba, the pheno
mena of "From nationalism to the Work· 
ers States", the centralisation and the con· 
centration of the masses in the histor!c 
instrnments which they have already 

built, the Communist and Soc;al:st partles. 
The force and the authority of the IVtb 
Internat:onal comes ,from the fact that it 
is capable oj' understanding and of dom!n
afon tbese perspectives. 

The commun;st militant needs this un
derstand:ng. It needs that we transmit to 
it, assnrance and certainty. It is not suf
ficient just to say the truth; it is neccessary 
to increase its confidence by building it 
theoretically, showing that it is possible 
to defeat the hureaucracy and its leader
sip. This assurance comes from the bas:s 
of a generai:sed understanding of all the 
phenomena: of the Sino-Sov!et conftict, 
the Soviet-Czechoslovakian conftict, the 
forms of maturing of the proletar:an reo 
volution and of the construction of a new 
revolutionary leadersb:p in the advanced 
capitalist countries. Thus the communist 
minant can take account of and see the 
historic and concrete roots and elevate 
his confiilence in socialism for tomorrow. 
Otherwise he hes:tates, vacilitates does not 
know how to understand the process, he 
is disorientated and remains glued to his 
leadersh=p. 

If on the contrary he raises his theo. 
retical and poJ1fcal comprehension he se. 
parates himself from his leadershlp, but 
without separating himself from his party. 
On the contrary he feels capable of win
ning the IlJadership of h's party. And It 
is this wh:ch we seek. The form under 
which this is go·ng to be realised is an. 
other problem, which depends on a series 
of circnmstances. It is necessary to prepare 
oneself for th's act:vity to intervene with 
this consciousness. . 

The concern of the communist minant 
is legitimate. He wishes to organise a 
series of trade union acfons to increase 
his we'ght and authority in the party. And 
IV we hail the strength we would do it. 
But We lack the cadres and we must know 
how to use those which we have. Also in 
these circumstances, tbe most imoortant 
tbing is the funcfoning of the party, the 
elevat!on of its theoretical anll Ilolit!cal 
ab lity in such a way as to increase our 
autbn'!'ity and onr capacity to orientate, 
to inftuence wIth texts. anroments. or'ent. 
ations, proposlt~ons. Our indeoendant act. 
ivity as a Party is irreplaceable. The in-

dividual form of intervening lasts for a 
very little t:me. The communist militant 
and the necessIties of history .have an in
terest in the intervention of tbe party. The 
commnnist vanguard, the ascending com
munist movement needs the IV Internati
onal as an organisation, even if it is only 
expressed by a small number of mil:tants. 
The ideas are and must be represented by 
an organisation. The communist don't need 
personal;ties, but a theoretical and polit:cal 
leadership, a communist behaviour and 
morality. 

The simple fact that in Italy, for ex
ample, they have accepted the integration 
of comrades as Trotskyists in Cadre 
Schools, to participate there w:th complete 
equality in the discuss;ons. and to give 
courses, indicates tbat a historic stage has 
been opened up within their organisation. 
Without abandoning their sentiment of a 
party. acting consciously so as not to 
damage the structure of their party, they 
want nevertheless for their party to be 
the best. and for this they invite our com· 
rades, because they see that this is not 

. the stage to change parties. They are 
conscious of belonging to a party, wh'ch 
is the h:stor'cal prolongat10n of the 
October Revolution, of the Workers State 
of the USSR, of the 15 other Workers 
States, and that in spite of the faults of 
the leadership, of the errors and the crim
es of Starn, of the capitulators of tbe 
Workers States, the latter and the world 
socialist revolntion extend anil are devel· 
oping in the world, lead by the communist 
part'es. 

Nobody wm be able to take this as
surance away from them, nobody! And 
nobody will be able to make them be-

come anything else but communist. They 
have enough historZc leg:timate proofs to 
remain united to the CP. 

It is different for the countries where 
there is no Communist Party as a meaas 
of centrallsing the maSSf:s. There exists 
for us in these countries other perspectiv. 
es, and we act not only as Trotsky~ 
but amed and in nnited front with other
forces. But there where there are solid: 
communist parties, then these are the 
parties of the revolution. 

It is certain that the interual struggles.,.' 
for a change of polley, of leadership. to· 
renew them with the policy and the pro
gramme of the revolut:on, is going . to 
bring about changes, conO:cts and spUts. 
But the communist masses are not going. 
to desert these parties, bnt are going t6" 
struggle there. This is all in the analysis. 
of interior entrism, which COmrade Po
sadas bas developed. 

May 68 in Frunce is an example. but 
also may 69; the masses are concentrated 
in the commun:st parties, aud through the 
general strike or throngh the daily strikes, 
the votes, the abstentions, are ceutralis:ng 
themselves to be able to weigh and decide· 
as a class. It is the eommnnist vanguard: 
which draws along the. others. And because 
of this it says to us aU the time, "Yon. 
must enter the Communist Party ... it asks 
us to enter to draw full advantage from· 
ns, without understanding that if we were' 
to enter, our role and function would 
cease, and we would not be able to write 
portical and theoretical documents any 
more. Entering would force us to live the 
life of the CP, and we would not be able
to live as the IVth Interuational. 

The communist base. needs -,evolutionary ~deas. bnt also examples of revolutloQary 
org~isation. be.h!1vio~r and n1o~!liity. And we must give the example. It is because 
of this that we consider the references, which Picquet made in his report to the last 
Central Comm:ttee of the PCF on communist morality as very important and as 
a product of our influence. 

The communist masses need a more and more elevated, more generalised, and 
at the same time more concentrated help from the International, because it IS a 
question not only of the taking of power, but also the construction of soc:alism. 
These problems are fundamental for them, as are those on socialist morality. Soc:alist 
morality allows us to abandon the individual sentiment, which capitafsm creates, the 
sentiment of possession, the sentiment of those, who are more able, and who con
sequently have more, and to. replace this by the sentiment of reVOlutionary fratern;ty. 
Not that he who is more capable should have more, but everyone shonld have' such 
is the communist sentiment. ' 

When we make such a policy of united front, we give one of the most elevated' 
examples of h;storic objeetivity and of communist morality. We act v:s.a.vis to the 
Communist Party so that it takes power, not so that it gives us power. We try to, 
take power, because we feel that this is the best way. the most complete way the 
most harmonious to progress. But we understand alsO, that it is not possibie to 
wait h;storically until we have the strength. Thus we are inserted in the movement 
which exists, impelling it to act and take power. This is our way of taking power •. 
It is not a question of any renunciation, of any abandonment of ideas of positions 
of objectives, or of pr:ncipals, but of ways to apply these objectives, ~rjncipals and 
positi?ns,. ~it~o~t renouncing or dimi.nishing our capac;ty. On· the contrary the 
historiC objectIVIty elevates the revolutIonary to inconceivable, immeasurable heights, 
elevates consequently all the IV International to play its historic, objective role in 
the actual process of the world revolution towards the final settlement of accounts 
and the world trinmph of socialism. 
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4 RED FLAG 

EX-PRESIDENT CARDENAS INTERVENES~ 

DENOUNCING THE HOLDING IN JAIL OF DOZENS 

OF MEXICAN POLITICAL . PRISONERS 
The recent declarations of tbe previous 

president of the Mexican Republ:c LA· 
ZARDO CARDENAS denying the state
ments made by Lu;s Echeverria the pre
sidential cand:date in the next election 
have an enormous importance in the pre. 
sent situation in Mexico. 

In complete v:olation of the facts Eche
verria declared that in Mexico "Tbere is 
total freedom of expression!" And bead
ded "Nobody in th:s country bas been for 

OUR PROGRAMME 
1. A 35 hour. week in all industries. 
2. Three weeks paid bollday in all in
dustries, leading to 4 weeks paid bol:day. 
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages. 
Establishment of a basic minimum living 
wage. All wages to r1se with the cost ot 
liviug. Commisslons of workers and 
housewives to decide the contents of tbe 
cost of 11ving index. 
4. Equal pay for men and women. 
Apprentices doing tbe work of an aduU 
worker to be paid as such. 
S. Profits of automation to go to the 
workers in tbe form of higher wages and 
.horter bours. 
,f. Pensions to equal the average wage, and 
to rise with the cost of living. Lowering 
of the age of retirement to 60 for men 
and 55 for women. 
1. Compulsory day release for all work
ers for industrial training and further 
education. 
S. Students to be maintained on the wage 
of the average worker, which will increase 
with tbe cost of living. 
t. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury 
Il!tr~pert;es. and ~noccupied dwellings ,to 
·me~t tliebouslng shortage~ Es'tabliShmektt 
'., defence committees to protect against 
,landlords' thugs, eviction by bail:ffs and 
ibarrassment by police. Organisations of 
\tenants committees to have the right to 
assess and fix rates and rents. 
10. Factories about to be closed to be 
placed under workers management, leading 
to nationalisation under workers manage
ment. A slid;ng scale of hours and 
reduction~ in work time without Joss of 
pay to absorb workers whose jobs are 
threatened by automation. Workers now 
unemployed to be found work or given 
full maintenance. 
U. NationaIisation of all key industries 
without compensation including banks, 
Insurance, steel, engineering, sbipbuilding, 
chemicals, motor manufacturers and road 
transport services, arms, and the buildiag 
and building supply industries. Nationalised 
industries to be placed under workers 
control. 
f2. State monopoly of foreign trade. 
Nationalisatlon of big wbolesale and 
reta:1 enterpri!les. 
13. Workers control of all industries. No 
commercial secrets. Workers committees 
to examine the accounts of all industries. 
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. 
Large farms must be brought into state 
ilwnersbip, and small farms federated and 
run on collective lines by committees of 
farmers and agricultural workers who 
would organise direct marketing of produce 
and cut out middle men. 
15. Formation of factory committees on 
e&ch Job and workers councils In each 
locality on an anti-capitalist programme. 
16. For a single European Trade Unioll 
f:entre on an anti-Imperialist programme. 
17. Struggle against Imperialism! DefeRce 
of the colonial revolution by every means 
Including strikes, boycott and sabotale, 
and the despatcb of arms to colonial 
workers. , 
tS. Withdrawal from aU Imperialist al· 
liances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO. 
etc., directed against tbe Workers States 
and the colonial revolution. Alliance and 
tlolidarity with tbe Workers States and the 
colonial revolution against Imperialism. 
LiquIdation of the Polaris and rocket 
bases and tbelr means of supply. 
19. For the United Soviet Socialist States 
of Europe as part of a world front of 
locialist states. 
20. For a workers government. 

quite a long time, persecuted because of 
his political or religious ideas ... !" Dozens 
of prisoners, among whom are our com
rades, G ny, Fernandez, Confreta, Ir:arta, 
and Colmenares, have been held in ja] 
for years and condemned to years in pris
on solely for poUical op;nions. 

The taking of positions by Cardenas de. 
manding the setting free of political pri
soners :s a very direct product of the de
velopment of the campaign of world op:n
ion, whicb denounced tbe violat'ons of 
the Mex:can constitution, tbe violafon of 
the democratic and revolutionary traditions 
of Mex;co. 

In tb's situation, we appeal for are-· 
intens:fication of this world campa'gn to 
demand in every way the liberation of 
porticai !lfisoners, and to denounce the 
stealing of the democratic r:ghts amI liber-
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ties of the Mex:can masses by a govern
ment more and more in the pocket of 
American Imperia[sm, and whose growing 
weakness leads it to its only desperate 
remedy: repression. 

Tbe struggles of the masses in Mexico, 

the campa:gn of protest in Britain and 
the rest of the world, weigh:ng on tbe 
Mex:can authodies w:1I lead to the liber
ation within a short time of tbe political 
prisoners and' of our Trotskyist comrades 
among them. 

NEWS OF 'I'HE CAMPAIGN 

* BRITAIN 

TELEGRAM FROM LABOUR MP's 

The following telegram has been ~ent to the Mexican government;

"WE DEMAND GUARANTEES OF SAFETY FOR TROTSKYISTS 
AND ALL POLITICAL PRISONE.RS IN LECUMBERRI JAIL AND FOR 
THEIR L'VIMEDIATE RELEASE" 

signed. Bob Edwards and Frank Anann, Labo~r M.P.s 

* GERMANY 

LETTER FROM BRITISH SOLDIERS AND 

GERMAN WORKERS AND STUDENTS 

The following letter has been sent to Judge Casiano Castellanos, who· is 
in charge of sentenc:ng the TrotSkyists, the letter was signed by memhen 
of the British Army in Germany and by German workers and stndents. 

TO JUEZ CASIANO CASTELLANOS, 

I MUST PRESENT TIDS PETITION ON BEHALF OF BRITISH 
SOLDIERS AND GJ!..RMAN STUDENTS AND WORKERS. WE COM
PLETELY CONDEMN THE IMPRISONMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE 
PARTIDO OBRERO REVOLUCIONARIO (TROTSKISTA), WHICH HAS 
BEEN REPORTED IN THE NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS AND PRO. 
GRESSIVE PRESS OF OUR COUNTRIES. YOU ARE .A MAN OF 
JUSTICE, I APPEAL TO YOU TO IMMEDIATELY PROCEED TO RE. 
LEASE THESE PEOPLE, AND ANNOUNCE TIIEM INNOCENT. 

YOURS CFN. A. lLES 

AND 13 OTHER SIGNATURES 

Contribute· to the financial campaign for 
the release of the Trotskyists 

EDITO IAL 
when they discuss how to stop thl! tour. 
It is also necessary to discuss that pro
blem. which the Labour leadersh;p never 
wants to discuss, because it touches 'di
rectly on the structure of British capital
ism; ie the monarchy. The recent dis
closures of the financial 'problems' of 
Royalty, in which right wing Labour MPs 
rallied to the defence of the Queen, should 
have been used by the Left as a platform 
to launch an attack on the whole monarch
ical system, pointing out that this is now 
the only form in which British capitalism 
can exist and that the struggle against 
the mon;rchy is the struggle against the 
capitalist system. And this discussion must 
be made in aU the organ:sations of the 
class. The left in the Labour Party, in 
the TUs and in the CP must realise that 
today is not the epoch Of the bureaucrat 
or the apparatus, but that the relation of 
forces nationally and internationally is 
changing against the bureaucrats. The 
,bureaucracy cannot just expel militants as 
it did in the past-now it has to yield 
in part to the militants, facilitating the 
advance of the left. This is not to say 
that the advance of the left can be made 
without crises or splits, it cannot, but the 
left must not be intimidated by this 
prospect or by the jibes of the right wing 
that they are splitting the party. We are 
not in favour of a split in the LP at. this 
moment, and there is no need of one. 
The left and revolutionary tendency, which 
is develop:ng in the unions and the LP 
can advance, based on the support of the 
rank and file for a revolutionary pro
gramme, and when the moment for a 
split comes, it will be the expulsion ?f 
the right wing of the apparatus, and wIll 
involve no loss of centralisation of the 
masses. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

The left must also be conscious that 
the fme when it was possible to advance 
by means of manoeuvres and conciliaLon 
is finished. Thronghout Europe the most 
resolute sectors of the bourgeoisie are 
digging their heels in against the struggle 
of the masses. In the car indutsries of 
France, Italy and Britain the bourgeo:sie 
is prepared to sabotage its own production 
to try to smash the vanguard, resorting 
to lock-outs, measures of civil war as 
the International has analysed them. The 
new boss of the Mersey Docks warns of 
agitators, who want to overthrow the ca
pitalist system, while Quinton Hogg talks 
Of the slide into anarch'sm. The bourge
oisie, while not possessing the capacity to 
forsee events in detail, feel that their 
system is going to he shaken to its found
ations in the next period, and try to plan 
counter-measnres, to prepare repress:on. 

But the working class also makes its 
plans; without the pessimism of a doomed 
ruling cl,ass it works more coherently and 
rationalry, even though hampered by a 
leadership which does not express all 
its militancy and consciousness. But con
sciousness is beg:nning to impose itself. 
To the proposal by the bosses to transfer 
the container terminal from Tilbury to 
Antwerp, the workers reply with the mak
ing of an agreement with the Dutch and 
Belgian dockers to oppose any such move. 
The BMLC shop stewards committee mak
es plans to form a national organisation 
or shop stewards committees for the whole 
industry, and to make links w:th the 
European car workers, and an internation
al meeting of engineering trade unions in 
Paris draws up plans to fight for a 6 
point programme, which includes the gua
ranteed wage, layoff pay and workers 
control of the track speed. The class 

struggle and the development of the. work
ers organisations are unit:ng the working 
class of Europe. We salute all th,ese meet
ings and proposals, but it is necessary to 
go further, and the Left in the LP and 
the unions must put forward the per
spective of the European Trade Union 
centre and the United Soviet Socialist 
States of Europe. 

Weare in the stage of the final settle
ment of accounts, imper:aJ:sm is prepar
ing for the war, and the Workers States 
are preparing also. The bourgeoisie 
throughout Europe is preparing repression 
and the working class, and its all2es are 
going to respond by burying tbem. The 
h:gher and; more developed the organisat
ions of the class the less w:U be the 
damage and chaos to human;ty, which 
imperialism can cause. This is what tbe 
Left in the Labour Party, the Un:ons and 
the CP must be conscious of at this stage, 
accelerating the struggle for a basic min
imum wage to r:se with the cost of liv
ing, for all profits of automation to tliie 
workers, for natiollalisation of key in
dustries w:thout compensation and under 
workers control, for a workers plan of 
production, housing, health, education etc. 
to solve all the problems, which capital:sm 
is incapable of solving, for an end:ng of 
the support to US imperialism, plac'ng 
this struggle witbin the perspective of 
workers government. 
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Viva the new of DsiV4i~of t e Vietcong 

Without the Party 

we are nothing. 

VVith the Party we 

ore all, all, al/. 

Workers of the World, Unite! 

Trotsky Organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party ",{Trotskyist), 
British Section, IVth International 

NO. 96 AUGUST 25th. 1969 

Resolution of the Political Bureau of the Revolutionary Workers Party 
(Trotskyist) British Section of the IV International 

ut with riti h lro ps from Ulster 
For a 48 hour General Strike 

The present UprIsmg of the exploited masses in Northern Ireland marks a new 
leap forward in the advance of the world revolution. It is another phase in the 
.approach towards the final settlement of accounts between imperial:sm and the world 
masses. Stimulated by the advance of the masses of Vietnam, the Arab masses in 
the Middle East, the Negro masses in the U.S.A., the proletariats of France and 
Italy, and by the increasing confidence of the British proletar:at after the Ford 
strike, the Leyland strike, the Port Talbot strike, and the failure of the Wilson 
government to push through the 'penal clauses', the riots break out in Ulster, not 
.as an old quarrel betwe~ protestants and catholics, but an example of the world 
exploited masses, showing their hatred for capitalism and the bourgeoisie with the 
most violent methods pos;ible. As Cde. Posadas has analysed the revolution does 
not .have definite forms, it has priJ1£iples. and objectives, but. no definite fomis. And 

• In support of the Irish masses. 
of the workers parties, the nationalist 
parties put forward revolutionary propos
als, make revolutionary demands, demands 
of the IV International, and push the 
leaderships of their organisations to ac
cept and adopt these demands. 

The masses of Eire must give all the 
support they can to the masses of Ulster; 
and they show that they are ready to 
give this support. Demonstrators in 
Dublin have demanded arms to ,go to 

fight in the North, and sectors of the 
student popUlation have called for the 
final settlement of the problem of part
ition. The I.R.A. is opening up recruit:ng 
centres for volunteers to fight in the 
North, and when the LR.A. say they are 
not against the protestants, that there are 
protestants in their ranks, and when; they 
say that they want a 'United ,sOCialist 
Ireland' this is yet another pr,oof that 
the struggle is not religiousbuti social. 

thus the struggle, which is taking place in Ireland now is the struggle for the tak:ng We appeal to the revolutionary nationalist currents in the army of 
Gf power, and .. , the \Tsunificat:on of Ireland on a soviet socialist basis. The process liJitittheir actions to the opening offield hospitals, but to 'put t'e 

'lias 'passedtbc,·· sta~+·ofsiDlply , .a:struggll;!.:~or.b"'tter~:.bo.us:ng, ,:01' ".I;!.qu~l.votillg. ,~!g.b!~~ •.. ;~!:J::d~~,:.&L!h~;rfl!o!IA*,;~~~.Q: ,.~!!S2.~s Qf the •. North, giving aD .. Military,'. 
{uUemployment etc., these the massesstlD demand, but more and more they become· Technical aidpossible~ organis!Dg'~thedccltP~;(rteiritoriest'PissiDg of 
conscious that an their problems will only be solved by the overthrow of the ammunition, and giving the masses tuit:on in using these. ' 1'1 j 

bourgeoisie, and the setting up of a Workers and Peasant government in a unified We appeal to the masses of Belfast, of Londonderry and to an the antl~!:apitaliJt, 
,Ireland, and thus it becomes clear, that now it is a battle for who controls Ireland, antl-imperiaI:st masses of Northern Ireland, who have taken part in thel t10ts to; 

the bourgeoisie or the masses. maintain their forms of organisation be they formed in their areas of tworks, of 
" " study, or tJt~i~ bomes, to keep their anns. their gas masks, to- maintain thei~ techniques 

Capitalism and 'im:perialism have lost the masses have shown vivid examples of making petrol bombs;' and erecting barricades, and to form thelllseives /into organ. 
their social base in N. Ireland, and the of revolutionary ingenuity; the improved ised WORKERS MILITIAS. . J, t . 
old system of divide and rule, setting the and speedy construction of barricades, Milifas which will continue to function, linking ,these with the trade:' unions and, 
~tholic and protestant masses against the additives in, and the improved aim- the organisations of tbe students and Peoples Democracy as a way of~levatlng and 
each other has failed miserably, and even ing of the petrol bombs, the methods of making more pennanent the struggie on the basis of the anti-capitalist, !int!-imper:alist 
though sectors of the bourgeois press combating the tear gas, all show how programme. It is essent'al that they make appeals; to the masses .~nd the army 
still try to maintain that it is a ret:gious once the masses are mobilised, all their of Eire for all aid possible. To the Workers States, to the U.s.S.R.,/ to· Ch:na and 
struggle, they are forced to report at the creative capacity comes into play with Cuba in particular for arms, money and: technical resources. 
'same time that all the major clashes have suggestions being put forward, and dis- An appeal by the masses of Ulster to the Soviet Un:on would "ean enormons 
been by the masses against the police. cussed by all sectors of the population, impUlse to the political revolution in the Workers States. It is als~very important 
It is clearly a battle against the bourge- from the children helping to make and for the Ulster masses to make an appeal to the base of the army tof occupat:on of 
OlSIe and its agents in Ulster, the Royal throw the petrol bombs to the so-called British Imperial:sm: appealing to the soldiers not to fire on th~ working masses 
Ulster Constabulary ~RUC) the 'B' Spec- old people and the women playing as of UL<;ter, but to join them in their struggle to win a saperlol; vl,ay of life for the 
ials and now the army of Br~tish Imperi- acfve a role as the men. Obviously the masSes in the only way possible; by getting rid of capitalism i rutd imperialism, and 
alism. experience of May in France has been going forward to a Workers State. 

I In all the battles throughout Ulster well absorbed by the maSses of Ulster. 

But even though they show that they assimilate the experiences of the world 
revolution, the main problem, which faces the masses of Ulster is that there is no 
conscious revolutionary leadership of the masseS nor are aU the masses organ:sed into 
.any mass workers party, as for instance the Labour Party or the mass Communist 
Parties of France and Italy. The need in Ulster is for a conscious leadership with 
a revolutionary programme with demands, which will take the struggle from the 
stage wh;ch it is at now, to the taking of power, ~nd' the unification of a Soviet 
Socialist Ireland. 

The Revolutionary Workers Party Trotskyist) British Section of the IV Inter
national appeals to the Peoples Democracy movement, to the working class and 
student vanguard, to the NILP, lLP, the naronalist and I.R.A. leadership' in the 
South to discuss a programme and! act as a leadership in tbis stage. For an overall 
understanding of the world process it is necessary to read and discuss all the latest 
documents of Cde. Posadas and the IV In¢ernat:onal, and we urge all these organ
isations to form a united front between themselves and with the IV International 
on the basis of a programme 0-1' anti-capital'st, anti-imperialist demands, which wil( 
unite North and South, catholic and protestant workers. 

'The intervention of the government of 
Eire in this confrontation is another 
stimulus to the masses of Ulster, despite 
the intentions of Lync!). and the Southern 
Irish bourgeo!sie who hoped in this way 
to maintain their authority and control 
over the process; previously Lynch and 
his predecessors had done everything 
possible to conciliate with the govern
ments of N, Ireland and Great Britain, 
particularly over the quest:on of part
ltion in order not to arouse any unrest 
both in the North and South. But now 
obviol+sly pressed by the masses of Eire 

he is forced to intervene, to inter
fere directly in the situation and make 
statements, which will have revolutionary 
repercussions. Although his proposals are 
bourgeois, an intervention by the U.N. 
peace keeping force etc., the mobilisations 
of the army, the setting up of field hosp
itals, and the proposal to begin talks on 
the reunification of Ireland are acting as 
an enormous 'stimulus to the masses. 
These proposals come directly as a re
sult of interior entrism, which as Cde. 
Posadas and the IV International have 
analysed is a process where the masses 

, ' 

With the indiscriminate shooting by must not be all(!,nfft to get away with 
the R.U.C. and the 'B' Specials, which these crimes. I 

has resulted in the killing of at ls:ast 8 We appeal for the orgaxVsation of an 
people, a new demand is raised, for the unlimited general/strike in 'Irel.~nd with 
setting up of popular tribunals to try occupations of th~ factories by tfi~ work
those guilty of the assassinations. We ap- ers and their rUJ\ning under workers 'icon
peal to the masses of Ulster' to bring re- tro1. It is neJe~sary to hold mass meet
volutionary justice to bear against these ings in thefactoriej to discuss the up-. 
representatives of the bourgeoisie. Just rising in the Nortlj( the question of part
as in Pakistan recently, jusfce was meted ition the qUlckert way to achieve the 
out to the old feudal land owners, so soci;list unifiqati/n of North and South, 
now it must be made to ,function in how to give aJ! the aid possible to the 
Ulster; the agents of the bourgeoisie masses of t~l North, issuing appeals: 

To the army to jom iij the struggle; demandinl,t'e I immediate disarmament of 
the RUC, the disbanding 0, f the 'B' Spec:als; for/2.1 I cra* programme of rehousing 
to b?use those made hom,eless in ~he fighting, J1nI1ng t~e§e w:t~ de~a~ds of the 
workmg class and poor peasantry, m a progr~mmf ?f ,The nat:onabsation of all 
the main industries without compensation andunde# /~orkers control; for a national 
basic living wage to rise with the eost of Jfving;/!for the expropr:ation of aU the 
large landowners, the forming of co-operatives, and·' collectIve farming of the land 
with products to be so.a directly to the wo~ c 

f // 

We aga:n repeat our' appeal to Bernad·;/I her seat Parilament, to make constant 
ette Devlin, who has shown in the past interventi in Parliament, not speaking 
days that she is ,1(' revolutionary ~ii1tant. ion the bish they discuss there, but on 
We appeal to her to elevate the pro- I the probl s of the masses of Ulster and 
gramme of the struggle;/to reject;com- of this untry, using Parliament as a 
pletely the British. troops sent in 'pnly platform or revolutionary ideas directing 
after the repressive forces of the Ulster herself at, the masses with a programme 
bourgeoisie had failed to uphold bou~ge- to satisfy '.their demands; 
ois ·law and order and the masses' w,ere 
winning. We appeal to her also to use Co.1TINUED 

I 
{ 
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criSIS, the basis of the Financial Monetary crisis 

process of concentration of capital and the capitalism, the 

growing weight of 

of 

the 16 Workers States and the World 

Revolution. J. Posadas 8. 10. 68. 
The Soviets make an extensive plan for them, and reduce the commerce with the 

agriculture. The Soviet UnIon and Canada countries external to the common mark-
i utilise 40% or more of the land to in- et. That is go:ng to create for them a 

crease production. There is an increase serious problem, because theywiU not 
of.,.production, but not of productivity. be able to go outside it. They concern 
On the other hand the United States, themselves to manufacture products de
France and Germany have reduced stined simply for the Common Market. 
agricultural land by 30%, and have in- In Germany, on the other hand, they 
creased productivity. . launch themselves towards the external 
" If there was in the Soviet Union, markets in competition with the' Yanks, 

Soviet planning, productivity WOUld. in- with the USSR. 
crease by 100% in five', years, 100% During this time, the external mark~ 

,limply by changing the planning. Soviet ets of Mrica, Asia, America diminish 
i functioning would allow the doubling of their pUrchasing capacity. That creates 
I production. If there is an increase of for them a terrible complex. The capit-

production in steel, it is because the alist countries ar.e forced to make each 
bureaucracy is forced to prepare for war. year a series of readjustments, to eUmin
. The Yanks must import steel. Not ate competition, to COncentrate industri
only special steels. They .import them es, to lower prices for competition, to 
from Japan, where American capital is increase productivity for compet:tlon. 
invested in steel. That does not come to That poses in a short stage tendencies 
them any less dear.' It is done to main- in the governments towards military diet
tain imperialist politics,' polltical and atorships. France would seem to be a 
economic domination. . perfect democracy compared with what 
,To(,i~y even, by planning the economy, is preparing. Their economy leads them 

there would be super abundance in the to thai: in a brief delay of five years. 
United_ States. When Trotsky wrote "The All that leads inevitably in the capital
living thoughts of Karl, Marx",. North ist countries to an elevation Of the crisis 
Arperjcan capitalism was 90% less in in a snort stage. They must dismiss 
$tr~ngth than it IS now. But in the United people, dimin:sh the labour supply, and 
States, there are . 21 million unemployed. as a consequence diminish the market. 
According to the statistics the number They must increase production, increase 

this stage of history, where they must 
compete, and lower the costs of product
ion. They have no other way out. The 
objective of French capitalism is not only 
to compete in Lat:n America and Africa. 
It must urgently lower the costs of pro
duction. It cannot do it in spite of. all 
the technical means, which they possess, 
because their enterprises are small, and 
do not adapt themselves to technical 
means. Then follow the . crises. The 
French exploitation is of those who 
employ the technical means more. How
ever, the reduction of the cost o'f pro
duction is still feeble. They must re
group them to have a better yield: the 
same tractor can work 40 hectares in
stead of ten. The machine can work all 
the time, without interruption, whilst 
otherwise it remains immobile half the 
time... These are all the problems, which 
pose themselves to European agriculture; 

European agriculture is intensive whilst 
in Latin America it is extensive, in the 
USSR equally. That of Europe has a 
better yield, thanks to the system of 
manufacturing; for example also there is 
only necessary to have ten to twelve days 
in Europe to harvest wheat. whilst a 
month is necessary in the Argentine. One 
e[minates labour, and one avoids the 
waste, resulting from the fact ,of leaving 
the grains for many days exposed to the 
intemperance of the weather. 

In the Common Market, they work 
with a very great speed to lower the 
prices of production in agricultural pro
duction, to increase production, to lower 
prices. They do not increase consumpt
ion, because this is not possible for them. 
They llave surpluses of butter, mea4 
milk, cheese, wheat. For example, for 
the moment they. have a surplus of but
ter . of 40,000 tons. SOon it win bo 
400,000 tons. They do ,not know to whom 
to sell them. They are going to hav.,. 
surpluses in all the milk products. They 
even propose to kill two million cows in 
five years, milk yielding cows. That 
shows the insanity of the. capitalist syst
em. They suppress cows, because they 
must lower the costs of production. They 
increase the yield of the' cow. They g.iVct 
to, it a system of particular feeding, and 
even put it to music. They stimulate!: 
production. 

But they cannot diminiSh the prices . of 
prodUction, they cannot do anything more: 
than concentrate. Technical domination 
no longer serves them. It -is the same 
in industry. The increase of technical 
means does not succeed any more to 
dimin:sh the costs of production. They 
concentrate and eliminate the market~ 
and thus lose one of, the social bases 
of support for capitalism, without in
creasing the market for consumption. 1 of une\TIployed has been reduced by a productivity. But who is going to buy 

l'; million ~n three years. These are phoney -from them. It is necessary that they seek 
'~'\ sta.tistics •. \For example they do not count markets. The latter are going to be re~ 

\ the people who are in Vietnam. In duced each time more. They must each 
'Vietnam "there are 700,000 soldiers of time more reduce prices and increase 
;\ w'hoq'l_ 5~0(){) ~are infantry. These sta- sates. Who is going to buy goods? .To 

THE EFFECTS OF THE CONCENTRATION OF CAPITAL AT THIS STAGE" 
AND THE LOSS OF THE SOCIAL BASE OF .CAPITALISM 

ii~tisticSilr'l'l)false. It is neces~ary to. con- that is added at preSent the monetary Before, the accumulation of capital 
· th~'" there is nq reaSOI) whYt~eyi1crisls.'ihey ~ry. tOires~lve ,it:fclr ex~:'m'eant 'the inCf4'aSe ofithe market,and,of' 

d '. ave reduced . unemployment: ample, they all 'make an agreement; consumption;.nowthe accuinuiation of 
. ere 0 increase in consumption, certainly those. with - the. money, can ar- capital means a reduction in the market 

which mean an increase in pro- range matters. But they have competition for consumption. there is the increase 
d~~tion. ';~ere is a stagnat:on, because among them. The .. monetary system must in the cost of living, - the' war . expenses 
the\ policy:;\of war devours everything,., ;s~rve:in, every way for the, operation of in part:cular. It is not a question only 
everYthing. \ , . " .' commerce. Iv1:6ney ls ... theirway of ex- of inter'capitalist competitiol) or corn-

All the inc~e~seof productivity in the change; it is this which shows their petition with the Workers States, but the 
United 'Sta~s:' is asborbed by the policy crisis. Moneylegalises all: their profit, fact that a very great part of the con" 
of . ,war and by the competition among accumulation, the accQunts at the bank, tribution ofcapitaIist enterprises is de
them. In Eur~e what is interesting to . all. stined to foment war expenSes, the pre-
see is the reduttion becoming. more and Even if the bureaucracy wishes or is paration for repression, the counter-re-
more evident ol agrarian properties. able to make concessions. the biggest con- volution, to . increase the apparatus of 

In France on~' .forsees 230,000 famil- cessions to 'conciliate with cap:ta1ism, it repression, the police, the spies, the 
.ies, who will be:tbrbwn out of the count- has only very short perspectives. It is arms the studies, and sc:entific know
fyside. Out of 1,900,000. 230~ooO are to sufficien,t to see the statistics to realise ledg; for war. It is all that which leads 
'be thrown out •. Ev~rything is concentrated.. that tne revolutionary general strike of to their increase in productivity, etimin
In France twenty\~earsago . there wer~ the. Fre~ch proletat:iat,. the strikes of .the ating competition, lowering consumption, 
five million p~a~ants. In G~rmat;ly Italian and British proletariat. have sent unemployment, and thus they weaken 
equally. there is a\ very important re- tohell,all the. capitalist plans. They themselve.s socially, even if they develop 
duct:on of the centre of peasant exploit- made their plans without taking the themselves militarily. But the military 
ation, and they . bring together peasant masses into account. power itself does not develop to the same 
plots; a sort of private kolkhoz. Another eXpression of the CfIS1S is the degree that the social pressures elevate 

There are no great' differences between Italian state, which intervened as pro- themselves. 
.these systems. The same, for the Kibbutz. ductive agent. It int-.ervened each time Such are the consequences of the last 
,They are ill the last inst\tnce a co-operat- more. as competitor in the private enter- stage of capitalism. They will be each 
ive association, althoug\;l,\ the co-operative prises. The process of dislocation and time more important. Two years ago we 
carries a .different system\,of exploitation. contradiction within capitalism elevates said that production would increase in 
In France five yearsl ago they were going itself. At the same time as it increases Italy; but employment and consumption 

.to stop importing ~eat. ~t the moment its state power, it weakens private pro- increase very little. It is necessary to 
France imports me~t andY'wheat. Before perty. Capitalism is without force. There see that this increase in $ production is 

.she exported it. But this export from is a dispersion of the capitalist structure. made in industry and not in agriculture. 
· France was the mo~t \9Stly in all It cannot last much lOnger. They are Output and productivity increase in the 
,Europe. A kilo of meat was' worth about forced togo to the war, towards military industry, because of the concentration of 
'five dollars. This was ten ' dictatorships or governments. No one will capital; in particular in a series of steel 
in the Argentine. The support a\, civilian dictatorship. They products. Exports increase also. But the 

,is that it does not know jvhe export ' have. to or~anise directly military dictat- internal market does not increase. They 
'wheat. France is in conflict f he mo- orships, to make military coup d'etats. have to do this, because there is a stagn-
., ment with Canada, the United St!!. ~e.s~., and At the Imoment where the capitalist ation of the market. Any export policy 
even the USSR, which has. ~n :~port- ecopomy is going' to explode, Mandel is limited in time; where are they going 
ing wheat for two or tluee years. The . writes th7'. '\Treatise -<?f Marxist Econ- to export? The Common Market has 
crisis in Canada is expressed b1 its' . te'omy", giving\ confidence to capita[sm. already reached its limit. France is the 
in recognising China. Behind' t\ll~ . . . Capitalism is 'gOing to collapse soon. But proof of this. 
nition of China, there is ce/taml), iIi Mandel' writes\these ' volumes. France shows that the Common Mark-
purchase of five years of whe~t harvc;ts.\ German capit!llism, in a short time et has reached the limit of its internal 

The agricultural exploitation of the \will have need hf a new reconversion to expansion; it must "reconvert" some in
Common Market will enter into cnSls In concentrate still more. The agricultural dustries. It concentrates textiles, steel, 
a few years. They are obliged' to lower P(';pul~tlon in Germany is very feeble. car factories, glass, electronic. factories. 

· the cost of production, the markets of But 'It is a terribl~ conservative factor. It is continuously, concentration, con
agricultural production to matntain wag- It ~g composed entirely of small pro_ centration. This is what it does in the 

:el! :more or less in equilibrium. They l'ritft6rs with a backward ment.'llity. The face of this crisis; it does not increase 
-charge the peasants to arri~e \~t that. capitalists try to~aintain'that, but they the market, it diminishes competition. 
'They want also to practicf a\ policy do not succeed. They must liquidate and ~nd consequently it .diminishes the mark-
more favourable t? - corrynercial ex') lifluidate. et as well. 'There is not even any stability 

in the market. These .are the perspectives 
of ithe 'capithlist system. 

Capitalism in 'Europe makes plans to 
. reduce" the agricultural population. . It is 
doing what it calls "reassembling". It 
is JOlntng together 'groups of 4 or 
5 families, if they are making good 
money profit~. It is a,step to theIr' ex': 
propriation in the" name of capitalism. 
They need a great' concentration in EUr
ope. All the exploitation in Europe is 
capitalism. There is not a system of 
slavery. Everything is capitalist, but the 
family unit is very extensive; France. 
Belgium, Italy, Germany; witn the ex
ception of England. These little. exploit
ations were one of the bases 9f support 
for capitalism. Now they must liquidate 
it. It has to act empirically; it eliminates 
what it has in front of it. . And now it 
must suppress this base of support, and 
this is going to rebound against it. There 
are some hundreds of thousands of 
families in this caSe. 

Capitalism is forced to arrive at this 
because it does not have any other so
lution to protect the system. And more 
and more, the most decided sectors of 
capitalism, the 'Illost concentrated, those 
wh:ch dominate. the apparatus of the 
state and the economy, orientate them
selves towards the war. These are the 
perspectives of capitalism. 

The developmetlt of all the economy 
of all the capitalist system in Europe, 
finds its most characteristic expression in 
the monetary crisis. There is not a 
strictly monetary crisis. ,Basically, this is 
an expression of the economic and social 
crisis of capitalism, because the relations 
of capitalism. are expressed through 
economic relations, through money. 
Capitalism wishes to hide the sense of 
this crisis. It spea.ks of the monetary 
crisis, as if it was a question of the 
phenomenon of. the superstructure, which 
doesn't reach the base, but is only a 
small wave, which scarcely touches the 
surface of the syste~. It is lie. 

The capitalist. system shows aU its 
distortions, when they arrive at open 
public discussions on the crisis of gold. 
arid on the crisis of the. I"ranc, and 
when the two principle currencies are 
preparing to be revalued. and devalued. 

cha?g~;nQt; to depen~ onf,' urchases i~.' I The French are the champions of this 
Latm . Amencaor Mnca. ey want to policy. Their productive apparatus was 
increase more and more th sales amon~ among the most artificial and costly' in 
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This distortion is provoked by the march 
of the world socialist revolution. And 
they are not succeeding jn opposing it 
in an adequate fashion, in a united front. 
They cannot realise this united front, 
from an economic point of view. The 
natural contradictions of the capitalist 
system are sUI accentuated, deepened by 
the advance of the socialist revolution, 
which they do not succeed in containing. 

Without the revolution of May in 
France, there would not have been this 
monetary crisis, no necessity of devaluat
ion of the currency. We had already 
foreseen it in June 1968. In our last 
article on the revolutionary General 
Strike in France, we said: "This will 
have as a consequence, an alteration of 
aU the economic relations in France. The 
ritrikedid nof end in a great triumph. 
It did not overthrow the capitalist syst
em, but'"it has affected it profoundly. 
And one of these consequences in a brief, 
delay will be the· devaluation of the 
franc. In fact it was like this. Four months 
later the devaluation occurred. The ac
cumulation of capital bas strongly di
minished. 

Th;s monetary crisis, which is an ex
pression of the crisis of the capitalist sy
Item and also of the inter-capitalist com
petition would have provoked the war 
in other stages. It would . have been a 
sufficient basis 'for an inter-capitalist war, 
a:, war between French Imperialism and 
Yankee Imperialism, who are in more 
and more open competition. There is not 
a declared military war, but there is a 
price war. They do not make an open 
war, because they have before their 
eyes, the Workers States. 

This is why the confrontation between 
them is attenuated. It does not disap
pear, but it is attenuated. It does not 
disappear, because~ there are still some 
effects in the economy, in the social re
lations of French Imperialism with the 
French masses. The French franc is not 
devalued in the world market, but it 
certainly is in the internal market. 
Everything has gone up for the workers. 
The capitalists must maintain their pro
.fit at the ~expense of; increase in ~he cost 
of 'living of the masses, a" greater con
centration of capital, of, production. 
There is a perspective Of a great con
centration of enterprises, of capital, and 
consequently of sackings, and greater, 

. demand~ ... Qni'..t~l' w,Qt;kingclass. 
. This . k the consequence' of this pro

·cess. What it is. important to demonstrate 
in all this, is how capitalism is prep~r
ing for the final settlement of accounts; 
all this process of confrontations, of 
competition and of crisis sharpens in the 
capitalist system, and does not lead them 
to damage themselves militarily, but to 
prepare themselves, with atomic arms to 
launch themselves againSt the Workers' 
States and the World Revolution. This 
is the fundamental conclusion of this 
crisis. Because of this they invest much 
more in the preparation of atomic arms, 
than in economic means, economic com
petition. 

It 'is obvious that this blow was going 
to come. One could see it. It has forced 
capitalism to compress itself more and 
more. De Gaulle has had to confront 
a double crisis; the crisis which the li· 
quidation of capitalist enterprises means, 
the competition with the rest of the Com
mon Market and the Yankees, and the 
lack of capital to invest. to concentrate 
the big' factories. This constantly creates 
bases of economic and social pressure, 
which capitalism is in no condition to 
confront. They need a minimum of gold 
reserves, ~ so that the franc remains a 
convertible, currency, reducible, and ac
cepted currency on a world scale. They 
need gold reserves and industrial capac
ity. One can have plenty of reserves, and 
this money remains without value, if 
there is no commercial exchange. The 
Swiss Franc has a great value, because 
it has a great gold backing, but this 
currency is not the basis of commercial 
interchange. It has a financial power, but 
not a commercial power. On the other 
hand the French Franc is one of the 
great . cilrrencies with the dollar, the 
pound, the mark, and the yen. 

All this shows the constant crisis of 
the capitalist system. Even if one does 
not consider the social crisis of capital
ism, this shows the depth of the power
lessness Of the acpitalist system. It is 
fundamental to consider this fact; it 
shows tnat the Soviet bureaucracy" and 

The 
RED FLAG 

social crisis • • • 

I 
"Clarin" declares that they nce<l a 

greater economic freedom. and attacks 
the O.A.s., in full crisis. In full crisia 
with Czechoslovakia. they declared: After 
aU. we establish relations with the whole 
world. we want to trade with everybody. 
C6,sta :Mendes was saying that "he was 
dis~osed to trade w~th all the countries 
of~he world,' Cuba and China includ
ed!". Equally, Brasil posed the main
tenance of commercial relations with 
Cuba, saying: "Commerce has nothing to 
do wi~h ideology. There are many 
ways to\ conceive the world, but trade is 
trade." "If one respects the self-deter
mination of nations and if one does' not 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 

the bureaucracy of the Workers States very great crisis is prepared. Yet this is 
has no basis for peaceful co-existence one of the most stable capitalist countr
or for a policy of conciliation with cap- ies,more stable than Germany. 
italism. This base is narrowed more and The problem is that capitalism on a 
more. It is the same in the United States. world scale, under the leadership of the 
The situation of Yankee imperialism is Yankees needs greater investments than 
no longer that of the dominat:ng boss those which it is actually making. This 
of the economy, even considering it from means a collapse of the curency. They' 
the purely economic point of view. Its are forced to devalue the price. It is 
investments are directed more and more the world expense of the war and the 
to the developed countries and less to normal crisis of the capitalist system. 
the colonial countries. It is not only be- But to this crisis is added the war ex ,intervene in the internal problems of the 

countries, one can trade with anybody. 
Do not other~ do it Why not us then?" 
This means that they are going to do 
it openly. 

cause they are frightened of the revolut- penses. 
ion, it is because capitalism itself does The Yankees and the British can force 
not have any perspectives. the Germans to invest in the war ex-

The capitalist system, is leading, by itspenditure. The stability of the German 
logical and natural necessity to reinvest· currency is completely fictitious. At any 
and accumulate, doing it where the capit- moment- the Yanks and the British can 
alist system insures to it a funcfonning, force them to invest. German currency 

The crisis of the franc, expresses the 
social decay of private pro~rty. They 
cannot maintain in the same tUne military 
expenditures . and a. relative social quiet
I1:ess. In, spite of the revolutionary 
General Strike in France, capitalism sue.
ceeded in going throllgh this stage. But 
now this monetary . crisis Sends again 
everything to the devil. In the United 
States, it is the same. For the first tim~ 
in history these occured in the same day;.. 
a strike of 2000 policemen, a strike of 
the road sweepers, a strike of the teach
ers, a strike of the workers of the oil 
industry. In the same, stage, there is an 
elevation of the tendencies in the negroe 
movement, who have a class revolution
ary programme. This is where the crisis 
is going to be situated. It is not the 
question of a financial crisiS, but a form 
in wbich the social crisis that they can
not contain is showing itself. This is 
going to express itself in Europe with 
a great strength. 

where there is a stronger government, or is going to the devil. 
certain capitalist perspectives. It does not· The polemic is about money. The lat
see any perspective in the colonial and 'ter accomplishes a fundamental function 
semi-COlonial ,oun~ries. This is why ~ the in the capitalist system. The currency 
larger investments Of, Yankee . imperial- cnsts signifies an economic instability 
ism, . are now made iD. Europe or in which provokes a malaise, an explosion, 
Canada. In E~rope alone there is some- and social commotions. All this provokes 
thing like 50,000 millions of dollars. This in them a situation, which theycaunot 
shows their lack of perspective. This dominate. They wish to maintain a cert
goes against all the tendencies, of the ain control over it. The consequences of 
Soviet Union, of the socialists, as of the this are notfundamentaily economic, but 
christi on democrats, who are hoping that social. They spend 40% of the national 
capitalism could still have a perspective, revenue, and there is a series Of world 
of development and extension. expenses, which they can no longer put 

On the contrary, on the Soviet side, up with. The Argentinian bourgeoisie, for 
there is no problem of investment, or example, .which says to the yankees; "You 
of accumulation of capital. But the want to force us to make expenditures 
Soviet bureaucracy as such, not as the for you. But we, we want an anti-com
Soviet Worker's State, which is the cen- munism that would be in our interest, 
tralisor of the Workers Stttes, which de- not in yours." When the Argentinian 
cides in the last instance, is losing its bourgeo:sie dares to confront imperialism, 
control, its domination, over the other and competes with it in this aspect, it is 
Workers States. because it feels that the economy goes I. POSADAS 

Capitalism needs the large concentrat- to the devil. 8 .october 1968 

ion; in. order to diminish the price of --~-------------------------------
production, in order to face the com-
petition with the Workers States, the 
World Revolution, the struggle.of the 
masses and the war expenditure. It must 
concentrate,. concentrate. Everything is 
concentrated in the hands of a small 
nucleus. Then· the Communtsts launch 
themselves towards all those bourgeois 
sectors that. are being deplaced. They 
say to them; "Hi, we are here!" But in 
the same time it pulls them ,away from 
the bourgeosie. It is nottbe same thing 
as,~~the A classes'~, Of the Chinese. The 
bourgeoisie, can no longer have the same 
pretension as before. The communist 
leaderships are conscious of its decom
posit;on, and say; "We are trapping 
them, we are maneouvering and we are 
destroying them aU at once. 

Today the concentration is enormous. 
According to the statistics of the Yanks, 
in ten years time half of the medium 
size enterprises are going to disappear. 
In fact they are mistaken, because all 
of them are going to disappear. The 
policy of the Communist Party in de
fence of small industries, can no longer 
have the same effect as in the period of 
the Chinese. Today there are 16 Work
ers States; capitalism is in dissolution, and 
the masses are advancing. Thus all the 
sectors have infinitely less weight than 
before the revolution. The policy of the 
communists remains a reformist and con
ciliatory policy. But the damaging effects 
are much less than before. . 

The CriSIS of the capitalist system 
means that Yankee Imperialism does not 
control the capitalist system. It is US 
Imperialism which commands, which has 
more weight and which, in the last in
stance, deterl).'lines; but it does not con
trol the functioning of the capitalist 
system. In the competition with the other 
capitalist states it has to give way. It 
is no longer the one which dominates. 
The arrival of the US 'Green Berets' 
hasn't an importance, because of their 
number, but because of their objectives. 
US Imperialism sees that the revolution 
is coming to Europe. They don't have 
confidence in the European bourgeoisie. 
Their arrival is a blow against the 
European bourgeoisie. They feel the ap
proach Of the Revolution. If they want 
to come with their ,Green Berets' that is 
their affair. 

No capitalist country of Europe has 
any economic or social stability, even;.in 
HoItand, where the' queen . SCCtn. to be 
capable of crushing everytning:'in her 

,way, and not ietting anyone.' "breath, a 

Resolution Ulst.er 
! 

of PB on 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

The taking over of unoccupied properties, office blocks, luxury dwellings to house· 
the masses; The opening. up of· factories, which have beeu closed, to be r~ by 
workers ~ management; for the nationalisatlon of 'aU major industries under wQrkers 
control and without compensation;' for work Sharina. without loss of pay to absorb . 
the unemployed' etc. ' . 

There is a nec~ksity ·of building' a new their immediate return,. The left wing in 
revolutionary leadership. ~ in this country the Labour Party and the trad~ unions' 
and Ireland. which will be built amongst must organise immediately for ~e willi· 
the middle and lower layers Of the trade drawal of the troops, organising strikes 
unions and the Labour Party to take and demonstrations in support of the 
the masses forward. and an intervention masses of Ulster, and by sending resoIut
in Parliament discussing these demands ions etc. to the, Labour Party Confer
would be a great impulse to this new ence, and the Conference of the T.U.C. 
leadership. both of which are to be held soon, to 

We appeal to the left wing in the force a discussion within the L.P. and 
Labour Party to completely reject the the T.U.'s on the problems Of the mas~ 
sendIng of the troops to Ulster. which ses of Ulster, on the battles going on 
was only to prevent the revolutionary there and linking these to .. the problems 
uprising of the masses, and to demand of the masses in this country; 

For fuU employment, work sharing without loss of pay to abs~rb the unemployed; 
a basic living wage for aU to rise with the cost of Dvina; all the p'rofits of automation 
to go to the workers in the form of shorter hours and hig~er p~y; f9r the nation. 
alisation of an major industries without compensation and under workers control, etc. 

These discussions in the L.P. and T.U.'s wiD be one of fhe. ~ps towards the 
formation of a new revolutionary leadership within these organjsati~n. 

We appeal to the working class of Britain to organise a 48 hour General Strike, 
with occupations of factories, holding mass meetings of all the ~orkers and their 
families in order to discuss the revolutionary situation in Ulster, and: the repercussions 
it will have in this country, demanding: The immediate withdrawal jOf British troops 
from Northern Ireland, and linking this discussion with the detjtaniJs of the working 
class in th!s country;' All profits of automation to the workd:s; ~No unemployment 
work sharing without loss of pay; A basic living wage to rise with '.the cost of lfiving; 
For the natlonalisation of aU the major industries without compen,sation and under 
' .. !'Orkers control, etc. . 

It is necessary to send delegates to Ulster to discuss with the masses there, and 
to send all aid possible, the struggle in Ulster is the ~ struggle here, geographicaUyit 
is separated, but it is the same. As the I.S. has constantly maintained, the vi~!ent 
process of insurrection in Northern Ireland is indicative, not just of the spirit of the 
oppressed masses of Ulster, but the spirit of the British masseS. The masses of Ireland 
and Br:tain are preparing to smash capitalism, imperialism. and 'all their allies. The 
bourgeoisie is preparing to repress in Britain' as savagely a~ it has already done Qt 
Ulster, but it does Dot have the strength to crn~h ~ the masses. For the masses or 
Ulster the revolution/war/revolution has already ~n" It will end with the establish" 
ment of a Soviet Socialist Ireland as a part of, ,the United Soviet Socialist States \ 
of Europe. ~ 

Out with British, Troops from Ireland! Disarm the R.U.C. Disband 
the 'B' Specials! For a Workers Militia in Ulster! All Aid from ~ 
Workers States to the Masses of Ulster! Unite the Struggle of the Briti~h 
and Irish Masses against Capitalism, aDd! Imperialism Oft the Basis of t~ 
Anti-capitalist programme! ' 

P. B. of the RWP(I') 18. 8. 1969 

This resolution in the form ofa leaflet was distributed at Fords, Vauxhall ~nd 
the .Newcastle Shipyards, and the factories of Manchester. :' 
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RED FLAG 
Resolution of the Political Bureau of the French Section of The IV International 

THE COjNFERENCE OF MOSCOW AND THE WORLD ANTIAIMPERIALIST UNITED FRONT 
I 

e r 
the 

In 1960 the conference of the 81 com
munist \ parties was held around the five 
points "e,f peaceful co-existence. In thIs 
conference they speak also of peaceful 
co-existence, but no more as the centre, 
accordingly they have had to pose 
"united h;ont against imperialism". Co
ex;stence today is one of struggle against 

,l. A 35 hour week in all industries. 
II. Three weeks paid holiday in all in
dustries, leading to .. weeks paid hol:day. 
I. An all-round 30% increase in wages. 
Establishment of a basic minimum living 
wage. All wages to rise with the cosf of 
living. Commiss:ons of workers aud 
housewives to decide tbe contents of the 
Ci)IIt of I:ving index. 
4. Equal pay for men and women. 
Apprentices doing the work of an adult 
worker to be paid as such. 
5. Profits of automation to go to the 
workers in the form of bigher wages and 
shorter hours. 
" Pensions to equal the average wage, and 
to rise with the cost of living. Lowering 
tH the age of retirement to 60 for men 
and 55 for women. 
7. Compulsory day release for all work. 
ers for industrial training and further 
eilucation. 
8. Students to be maintained on the wage 
of tfte average worker, which will increase 
Withlc the cost of living. 
•• Expropri!ltion of royal palaces, lu~ur, 
pmpert;",s ... and unocc,!,pied·· .dwellings· to 
meet the' housIng .. shortage. EStablishment 
of defence committees to" ~rotect agaiast 
l&tndlords' thugs, eviction by,., bail:1fs and 
harrassment by police. Orga~illations of 
tenants committees to have the' rig~t t. 
assess and fix fates and rents. 
at. Factories aoont tobeciosed to be 
place.. udcler workers management, leadina 
to nadOfialisation under workers manage
ment. A slid:ng scale of hOUfS and 
Hductions in work time witbout loss' of 
pay to absorb workers whose, jobs are 
threatened by automation. Workers now 
unemployed to be fO,und rork or given 
fuU maintenance. / 
U. Nationalisation !>f ~tl key industries 
"itbout compen~tion including banks, 
Insurance, steel( engineering, sbipbuilding, 
chemicals, m"tor manufacturers and road 
transport /'~rvices. ;arms, and tbe builcliB. 
lind bujilling supply industries. Nationalised 
industries to be placed under workers 
control. 
U. State ,. monopoly 
Nat~onalisation of 
,eta;1 enterprises. 
13. WOrl;:ers control 

of foreign trade. 
big wholesale and 

of aU industries. No 
eommercial secrets. Workers committees 
10 examine tbe accounts of aU industries. 
14. Expropriation of tbe wealthy farmers. 
Large farms must be brought into'. state 
ownership, and small farms federated and 
rnn . on collective li~~s by committees of 
farmers and agricultural workers wbo 
would organise direct mark~ting ~f produce 
and cnt out middle men. \ 
IS. Formatlon of factory ~ommittees on 
escll job and workers cou ·ils in each 
locality on an anti-capitalist mme. 
16. For a single European UniOD 
centre on an anti·lmperialist rogramme. 
17. Struggle against Imperialis~! Defence 
oftbe colonial revolution by e.,lery means 
Jucluding strikes, boycott and·. sabota:e, 
and tbe despatcb of arms to'. eolOiaial 
workers. 
13. Withdrawal from all Imperialist al. 
lianees, such as NATO, CENTO,SEATO, 
etc., directed against tbe Workers\ Siates 
and tbe colonial revolution. AmaDee and 
solidarity witb the Workers States a~dthe 
eolonial revolutiou against Imperialism. 
LiquidatIon of the PolariS! and· rocket 
.ash and their means of supply. t'. For the United Soviet Socialist States 
.f Europe as part of • world froDt ef 
•• elal:st Rates. 
a I'er • ",erken .. " ..... 1.: 
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imperialism, armed and no longer peace
ful. They thought that the S,no Soviet 
dispute was going to be the centre of 
the conference, but they have to discuss 
how to smash down imperiai:sm, and 
not how to push away the Ch;nese, Here 
is shown the power of the revolution. 
This change in history is the product 
of all that happens in Peru, oE the de
feat of Rockefeller and his return to the 
US, of the c:vil war in the Argentine 
and in Uruguay, of the 'general strike 
in Italy, of Bratislava, of Battipaglia 
and of Cordoba. All this process is world 
wide, and effected the conference, and 
forced it to change in midstream, to 
speak of the taking of power in Italy 
and France. This was not forseen origin
ally. Where does one find that in the 
original text? Nowhere. 

The conclusions have not emerged 
from the preparatory texts, but from the 
course itself of this conference, held un
der the world pressure of the revolution. 
This effected them and forced them to 
change. Formerly similar everlts were 
produced, but they succeeded in avoid
ing them; today they can no longer do 
so, because they happen also in the 
Sov:et Union. They know an immense 
crisis in their relations. The general ad
vance ·of the masses makes them feel 
that if they do not yield, they are going 
to be pushed on one side. There is to 
be found one of the forms under which 
is expressed the vivid force Of the re
volution, and the immensely dynamic 
process, which it reveals. Thus the mas
ses '. force such an. organism, which re
preSepts 16 Work~is States to dhang~, 
whiclf' has such a weight and capacity 
for action, such an economic and 
military apparatus as to be apparently 
inaccessible to them. Why? What is the 
force, which allows the violent action 
of the maSses to'·' impose itself' 'as a 
method? Their action alone? No. But 
the communication which established it
self from the fact that in aU the Work
ers States there is the same preoccupat
ion, the same will as in the capitalist 
countries; in France and Italy in part
icular. 

How did this pressure penetrate the 
interior of the conference? How? These 
apparatuses are seemingly inaccessible, 
apparently inaccessible. They have all 
power to discuss, decide, resolve, and the 
masses have no r1ght to participation. 
How have the masses forced them, in 
spite of all that was imposed, forced 
them to change? The changes have been 
real. In having to impell the revolution, 
they have also to defend themselves. 
Thus Berlinguer had to defend himself 
by saying, that the problem was not the 
taking of power in Italy, but further on 
explains that the struggle in China 
against Imperialism is necessary, and that 
it is necessary to unite with China in 
this sense: she plays a necessary role. 
Thus they have to defend themselves 
and to do this, to impel the Revolution. 
This is what iBer[nguer has done, among 
others, but all the others also. This is 
not, sensibility or naivety on the part of 
the bureaucracy, but the fact that they 
are not able to control or dominate. 

That does not mean that the pressures 
are going to impel or to lead them to 
actions, which organise consciously the 
revolution, the world anticiinperhilist 
united front, but there is nothing more 
certain than that all the measures, which 
were before taken in the sense of con
taining, must be taken in the . sense of 
impelling. And this always with the 
same object; to defend themselves. 
Berlinguer, for example, has to defend 
himself and to defend the PCI from the 
policy Of Moscow, while to maintain his 
authQrity and support in the Italian mas
ses, and in the vanguard, has to speak 
of making such a policy of anti-capitalist 
struggle. And do that inspite of maintain-

ing conciliation with Italian capitalism. 
It is becaUSe of this that the great part of 
h:s speech was addressed to show tllis will 
oE conciliation with Italian capitalism. It 
ig because of this that the greater part 
of his speech was addressed to show 
flis will to conciLate with a wing of the 
Christian Democracy. ,But he has had 
to makl': in this way, a speech not in 
the name of capitalism, but in the name 
of . socialism, wh:ch has different con
sequences, as to the possibilities of "de
mocratic agreements" to construct social
ism. He has had to reject the affirmations 
of Breznev on the maturity of the con
ditions to pass to "sociaI:sm', on the 
pretext that the "conditions in Italy were 
particular" and that "socialism will ar
rive in Italy by particular ways". 

The declarations of the delegates of 
Poland, Bulgaria and Germany were 
w:th those Of the Soviet bureaucracy more 
to the left. The German and Bulgarian 
bureaucrats, are however, among the most 
accessible to the alliance with the Soviet 
bureaucracy. They pronounce, however, 
speeches more to the left, which does not 
mean to say, obviously that they are dis
posed to defend and push forward a re
volutionary programme or to take 
power. These declarations, all as those 
of Breznev, indicate simply that the 
bureaucracy takes account that peaceful 
co-existence sees its possibilities reduced 
each day, and the armed confrontations 
increase. 

Three fundamental principles have 
been announced. in this Conference with
out being given revoltltionary o.bjectives, 
a programmatic revolutionary base., But 
the fact that they have to formulate ne
cessary principles, indicates a progress, 
which does not come from them, but 
from the progress of the revolutIon. The 
,fi,rs~ ,.is, . tp,at .the principal struggle of the 
masses Of the ·world is to smash capital
ism. (They do not speak of capitalism 
but of imperialism; but the struggl~ 
against the one is not isolated from the 
struggle against the other). Capitalism 
can exist today thanks to Yankee imperi
alism. If the latter is. conquered, capital
ism loses, 70%· of its forces. 

Even if the burea::!cracy does not want 
the struggle against capitalism, .the action 
which it accepts to advance against im
perialism leads inevitably and logically 
to a united anti-capitalist world front. 
Yankee imperialism is nothing else than 
the world master of capitalism. Is it not 
imperialism which holds the determining 
economic and military forces? 

The second principle formulated is 
that of planning of the Workers States 
among them and with the CPs. The com
mon declaration recognising the provis
ional revolutionary government in South 
Vietnam, and the declaration against 
Yankee imperialism in Vietnam is a true 
united front, whose consequences are go
ing to surpass, and by a long way the 
intentions of the bureaucracy. The 
bureaucracy has arrived to make such 
declarations to reply to the necessities; to 
enfeeble and contain imperialism, which 
is preparing the nuclear war. Formerly 
the ,bureaucracy replied to these two ne
cessities in an opposite fashion with 
peaceful co-existence. Today it must ap
p~al to the world anti-imperialist united 
front. 

The third principle is that the revolut
ion elevates itself in the forms and the 
content in· all . the capitalist countries in 
the Workers States and in the commun
ist parties. The same bureaucracy,which 
in the past year condemned the French 
May and the students, must say now 
"the students are included . in . the process 
of the revolution". 

Last year it said "adventurers, assas
sins, 'Trotskyists". Today, no~ and it is 
always; however, the same bureaucracy. 

(Contd. from Red Flag No. 95) 

Then it came out in defence of the CP, 
against the revolution, now it must say 
"take power". And it is the leaderships 
of the French and Italian communist 
part:es, who must avoid making a de
claration. Is this to say that the Soviet 
bureaucracy has become revolutionary? 
Certainly not. It has not the least interest 
in the revolutionary struggle, and the 
taking of power. It must today draw the 
programmatic conclusion of the necessity 
for the overthrow of capitalism, and put 
on one side the possibility of transform
ing it, of replacing it through the elect
oral and parliamentary ways. 

Breznev came from it to make make 
such declarations as the immediate and 
direct consequence Of the pressure of the 
Soviet masses, of the masses of the.' ca
pitalist countries, and because all the pos
sibilities of alliance with Imperialism, of 
co-existence with capitalism are in pro
cess of being eliminated. Before, the 
masses of the Workers States, as those 
of the CPs, felt isolated. They were more 
timid to pronounce, to show, and to make 
their revolutionary will, weigh. They did 
not find the means to do it, except through 
very weak means, through intellectuals, 
writers, poets." but the latter were only 
protesters. But to the extent that the 
process develops itself, that the masses 
of the colonial and capitalist countries 
elevate their struggles, create organisms, 
the masses of the Workers States win 
confidence. 

Before they felt themselves to be en
feebled by the apparatuses, which do, 
m:nated them. Today they feel they can 
dominate these apparatuses: The bureau
cracy has wished in vain to augment its 
dominat:on over the communist parties 
in this conference and through them over 
the ... masses. But this is no longer now 
possible. They have. to make. sOll1e at-· 
rangements among themselves; "and launch 
appeals to the United Front including 
with the Chinese. In this sense the at
titude of the Chinese in not having part
icipated in the Conference is incorrect. 
They must appear and discuss openly 
and directly. 

The recognition of the revolutionary 
provisional government of Vietnam is one 
of the blows, among the hardest, given 
to capitalism. The bureaucracy has not 
taken . the initiative, it has had to submit 
itself whilst it is only a short time ago 
that it put at the centre of conciliation, 
the five points of co-existence. It did not 
pose the unconditional retreat of the 
Yankee troops. The constitution of the 
GRP estabEshed a new stage, a new 
form of process of dual power. This was 
not in the head of the bureaucarcy, neith
er before or after. Such was the dynam
tsm Of the revolution, which demands 
each time more consciously, the pro
gramme, the objectives, the policy of the 
IV International, forcing the 'bureaucracy 
to retreat and to take measures in favour 
of the revolutionary process. 

French Section of the IV International 

Political Bureau of tbe PCR(T) 
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We send our revolutionary salutes to the masses of the free zones of 

Londonderry and Belfast, who for more than three weeks have maintained 
areas of N. Ireland outside of the control ot the bourgeois state, where the 
workers arel organised into a Soviet type of functioning. The elected re
presentatives ot the Belfast Citizens Defence Commi,ttee one delegate per 
street, meets three times a week, and is responsible for all civil administration, 
and keeps in touch with Bogside. The committee is responsible for main
tainifig a 'police force' and reports that since the barricades were put up 
crime has virtually disappeared. They shut the public houses at 8.30 in the 
evenings and say that two people who were found 'breaking and entering' 
were tried by an ad hoc committee and expelled from the disrict. The people 
themselves keep the drains and pavements clean, and are in fact relaying 
the pavement stones, which were torn up to throw at the police RUC and 
'Jl' specials:' The Committee is also responsible for organising food and 
tnedical attention .for·.t/:le people inside the barricades. There is dual power 
in N. Ireland, dual p~as analysed by Cde. Posadas in the document 
"The Intellectuals and""'lfU! Professional Workers, the Development of the 
Socialist Revolution and the IVth International" is "when the population 
substitutes itself for capitalist power, and carries out the functions, which 
correspond to the capitalist regime, or does what it wants against the capital
ist system." This is what ii happening in Ulster, and what appauled 
Ca1laf(han, when on his recent visit there, he said, that even the police 
couldn't enter these areas, and this is why there is talk of sending even 
more troops. The Irish bourgeoisie and British imperialism cannot allow 
this situation to continue indefinitely. 

It is a beautiful experience for the 
masses of this country and of an Europe 
to assirdlate, the masses who are aU dis
puting w:th capitalism basing themselves 
on all the revolutionary actions of the 
world. masses in Vietnam, the Middle East 
and Lafn America. It is the level of the 
world revolution, and particularly the 
level of the class struggle in England, 
Scotland and Wales, the successes of the 
Ford and Leyland strikes, the success of 
the strikers of Port Talbot, the defeat of 
the 'Penal Clauses', and the most recent 
example of the successes of the left wing 
in the T.U.C., which give the masses in 
Ulster the confidence to continue their 
offensive. The existence of the free zones 
in N. Ireland is one of the highest stages 
which the world class struggle has reach
ed since the revolutionary General Strike 
in France last May. It will have a tre
mendous effect on aU the world masses 
as did that strike, the lessons of which 
were absorbed and are put into practice 
again in Ulster. 

As we predicted in our resolution 
which was published in the last issue of 
R. F. British troops were sent to N. 
Ireland in order to smash the uprising 
of the masses, and now with the latest 
speech of Chichester Clark this is being 
prepared. We appeal to the workers, who 
live, in the free areas, and to the com
mittees who represent them to a1)peal for 
all aid possible to keep the barricades up 
and maintain their free areas. They must 
form permanent workers m'litias, bas
ed on the trade unions and workers 
areas, apoeal to the I.R.A. and to the 
masses of Eire for arms and volunteers. 
They must a.9peal to the Workers States, 
U.S.S.R., China, and Cuba for aid and 
support, and appeal to the working class 
here for solidarity strikes and demonstrat
ions. They must completely control aU 
committees involved in the organisation 
of the free zones, the Belfast Citizens De
fence Committee etc., by ensuring that all 

delegates are elected democratically, and 
that if they fail to carry out the wishes 
of the people they serve, they must be 
instantly withdrawn and replaced. AU 
conciliatory tendencies must be eliminated 
and only those w,!ling to take the struggle 
to the end must be allowed to represent 
the masses. Above all the free zones must 
be defended by the armed workers, formed 
into workers militias. 

The army of British Imperialism went 
into Ulster to protect the interests of 
imperialism and to mainta:n bourgeois 
order, which the Irish bourgeoiSie was in
capable of doing. It has been a blow to 
the social authority of the Northern Ir:sh 
bourgeoisie to have British troops on their 

, soil and to have to disarm their 'B' Speci
als. But the aim of the trooDS was basic
ally to mainta:n bourgeoisie -order, to re
press the masses, to get the barricades' 
taken down, and take the free zones back 
into the camp of bourgeois law and order. 
It would be 'wrong to see the use of 
troops by the bourgeoisie as peculiar to 
Ireland; given similar circumstances, the 
same thing will ha.9pen in this country, 
The struggle is the same one, working 
class against the bourgeoisie, and the 
bourgeoisie will Use every means possible 
to defend. itself before being overthrown. 

We aga'n make an appeal to the 
BrWsh working class to l'nk up w:th the 
masses of N. Ireland, to hold mass meet
ings and assemhlies to dlscuss what is 
going on in Ulster, ann the lessons whicb 
it bas for the work'ng class bere, to organ
Ise str:kes and demonstrat:ons in support 
of the masses and the free zones, to· dis
cuss the process i11 Ulster in their Trade 
Union, Labour Party and Commnnist 
Party hranches, and to send resolutions in 
snpport of the Irish masses to the L. P. 
Conference in order to impose a discus
s'on on Ulster at this conference. We ap
peal to tbe work~ng class in thi~ country 
to link the struggle of the Irish masses 
with their own struggle in this country, 

linking the demands of the Iri'lh masses 
to their demands and can:ng for: 

No more unemployment, work:ng shar
ing W:OlOut loss of pay to absorb the un
employed, 

The tak:ng over of aU luxury property 
and unoccupied dwellings to house the 
unemployed, 

All the profits of automation to the 
workers in the form of higher wages and 
shorter hours, 

The Vanguard 
itself felt at 

For a nadonal basic minimum wage to 
rise with the cost of l:ving, 

For the nat1onarsation of all the basic 
industries without compensation under 
workers control, 

We appeal to the British and Irish van~ 
guard to fight for this programme w:th 
the perspective in a short perio:d of over
throwing cap:taiism in Britain Jmd. Ireland, 
and installing workers and, peas~nts 
governments. 

which made 
the T.U. • 

o 

ongress m st rganlse a 
struggl to implement the 

resolutions taken there 
The 10ist Trade Union Congress held. last week, sh~wed that the 

revolutionary vanguard in the un:ons" encouraged by aU the wudd pro
cess, has been. abBe to make itself felt even in this bnreaucrartic a~s;emb]y. 
The Congres~ did not express aU the force of the class, which bas shown 
itself in the riots in Ulster, in the big strikes in the car and. steel industries" 
the rent struggles and aU the other mobilisations, but it has' shown very 
clearly, that the vanguard is inflnencing in the apparatus of the nnions, 
is winning over the middle and lower officials, and forcing the left sector 
of the leadership to respond to what it, the vanguard, wants. The left 
s-ectOr of the union leaJiership, expressed par6:ularly by Scanlon of the 
AEF and Jones of the TGWU, are forced in this period, in order to main
tain their anthority in the unions, to make manoeuvres which favour too 
revolutiou, and th2s in turn encourageS and facilitates the advance of 
the revolutionary vanguard, and the organisation of a revolutionary tend
ency. 

This process was expressed in tbe Congress by the icy recepticn given 
to Wilson. by the delegates, and in a much more important way, by the 
succes.s of the left resolutions. The resoIut:on calling on the government 
to abandon wage control legislation and do away with the Prices aud 
Incomes Beard, was passed against the recommendations of the General 
Council? the demaud was made for equal pay for wome~ but any idea 
of rem-aint by male workers to pay for it was rejected, the demand for 
a £15 a week: minimum wage was reaffirmed (altbough it was said that 
thls must now be £16-10), aud a motion of the· General Council, which 
said, that it was no use continuing coutactwith the unions of the Warsaw 
Pact countries, was defeated. Thus the left triumphed in all the important 
resolutions. 

Nevertheless, as this was a bureaucratic conference, the resolutions 
(like those of the recent Moscow Conference) were left as abstract de~ 
clarations hanging in the air, and there was no discussion and no deCisions 

'taken on bow to ga:n equal pay for wome~ how to gain the minimum 
wage, how to smash the remnants of the incomes policy. But even re
maining at this level, the resoIl!tions will he an encouragement to the 
workers at tbe base of the umons, who themselves will organise to im
plement the resolutions. 

We appeal to the vanguard in the unions, the L.P., and C.P. to draw 
an the conclusions of tbis Congress, nsing it to measnre the degree to 
whicb the relationship of forces between it and the bnreaucracy has cha~ed 
in its favour witbin the unions, and to begin at once, without waivng for 
the nnion leaderships to organise a campaign to implement the resolutions. 
A campaign of strikoo, occupations, and demonstrations must be started 

CONTINUED ON PAGE .2. 
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THE JOURNEY OF NIXON TO RVMANIA · 4. 7. 69. 
The Roumanian bureaucracy has invited Nixon in order to defend itself 

frOm the consequences of the policy recently adopted in the Moscow Con
ference. It is not an isolated or superficial expression of the inter-bureau. 
crat;c struggle, but a consequence of tbis struggle,that tends to be situated 
at a superior level to the traditioual forms of the inter bureaucratic struggle. 

The, recent Confereuce of Moscow, called for a world anti-imperialist 
frout. The realisation of such a front is goiQg to make' the Soviet bureau
cracy prevail~ obliging it to go further than it. wanted, which is going to 
influence the Chinese, aud the struggle of the world masses. The Roumauian 
bureaucracy feels that consequently this is going against it, in as mucb as 
it does not intend to develop the anti-imperialist struggle. Haven't the 
ROumau!an bureaucrats been those who refused to condemn Israel, and 
who maintained~ some relations with thig country? AU the' time Roumauia 
haS ,been seeking for the maintenance of some links with Israel, opposing 
the sanctions, accepting only the diplomatic resolution of UNO about the 
retreat from the occupied territories. In spite of such a position, Roumania 
has been forced to participate in the Moscow Conference, where the organis
ation of a world antl.imperialist day has been decided, and it does this, in 
as much as there exists in Roumania forces, which oblige it to do so, 
within the bureaucratic apparatus included, among the middle layers 
of the Army, of the Unions, of the Party. 

The policy ,of the Roumanian bureau
cracy is not cons:stent, not through fear, 
(because it showed enough boldness at 
the moment when all the Workers States, 
except Roumania" were breaking with 
Israel) but because it is caught in its own 
contradictions. In front of Israel, exactly 
like today it confronts the Yanks, 
Roumanla shows, just Lke Tito did, it has 
its own policy. Also, one must see, in 
the fact that it, is obliged to go to the 
Mqscow Conference, to accept the War
saw Pact, and the manouevres of the 
troqps of the pact, the existence of im
portant sectOrS, including the army, which 
are in agreement with the policy Of Mos
cow., If such tendencies ar~ existing in 
the.'army,it is because they are also exist-
ing :els~where: ' 

The.military apparatus of the W.s.s, 
different; to ,tho,se of the capitallst countri
es,dpes not have the life of aninde
p~n:i;l~rii group: It' is this that capitalism 
canuqt, understand; If the military ap
parMulj of the, W.S.s ,is concerned to de
fend its tarreerist interests , it is not :less 
forc(!d', to defend the structure of the 
W or)(ers Sti~.tes. Be it the army, or the 
Unie:iri\;; pr.theparty, Qr any other sector, 
they' ,all have ~o defend, a policy that is 
corre~pondil1g ,to the interests of the 
WorkersState:s, ,and not their own caste 
interests. And' this, they must also do in 
orde'r to defend' their own caste interests. 
This is the actual' example of Brezhnev. 

The anny does not have, as in the 
capifalist countries, a concentrated power 
of decision. In the capitalist world, the 
army 'retains such a power, because it is 
it, which, in the final instance, solves the 
prol:)IefJ1s of capi~alism, when confronted 
with its class enemy: the Workers States 
from outside, the exploited masses from 
inside. In the Workers States, the army 
does,," not h~ve$uch a function, since it 
exists against capitalism. It is for this 
that it .has been organised. Its structure 
com,es from, this. ,The feelings, the cort
sciojIsness" and even the mechanisation of 
the' soldier, all this goes against capital
ism. There may happen, as ,in the capital-

ists countries, some conditions of the 
threat of a military coup. Even when 
certain conditions are created, like in 
Czechoslovakia, or in Yugoslavia, the 
army cannot succeed in making the 
Workers States retreat. On the contrary, 
it is it, which must retreat, as in :Yugo
slavia for example. This country said in 
the midst of the Imperialist intervention 
against the Soviet Union, through Czecho
slovakia, that it would allow nobody to 
intervene in its problems. This was di
recte;d at Imperialism, that was offering 
itself to intervene and to aid at that mo
ment. 

The crisis of the Roumanian bureau
cracy,of the Soyiet bureaucracy, and of 
the ones of all the Workers States, is 
presented by the bureaucracy itself, as 
well as by capitalism, as a crisis that can 
be solved by d:scussion. The c,risis, which 
is developing with the Roumanian bureau
cracy, has not reached yet its full range, 
but it shows that some sectors of the 
bureaucracy are seeking to conciliate with 

. Yankee Imperialism in order to" defend 
themselves froml the con6Iusion~ ,of' the 
Moscow' Conference. And this, on other 
hand, indicates that this conference is very 
profound, and that the Roumanians have 
felt the importance of the decision to 
organise a world anti-Imperialist camp
aign, and that this is a question of a very 
real measure and not simply a diplomatic 
one. They have felt that the decision goes 
to the depth, not because the bureaucracy 
had the intention of organising it to the 
depths, but because the masses had this 
intention. It is necessary to see the Soviet 
bureaucracy in a historical function, de
termined by its unchanged historic inter
ests. The historic nature of the bureau
cracy does not change, but what can 

,change is the course which it gives to 
its policy, and which can be favourable 
to the revolution. It is in the same way 
that the recent crisis of the Italian Social
ist Party favoured the revolution. It is 
the expression of the triumph of elements 

, who are exerting a pressure, and who 
want to decompose an apparatus entirely 
at the service of capitalism. 

INTfflS STAGE~ IN ORDER TO SUSTAIN ITSELF, 
, ' THE BUREAUCRACY BAS TO YIELD 

Th~ ~ureaucracydo~s not have any 
othex: i'emedy, to support itself, to defend ' 
itself, th!ln to yield. It is no longer the 
app~mtt:!s;: ,which dominates, be it in the 
economy, culture or the state, but it, is 
the world revolution. The Soviet masses 

, are Jnter'lening with more weight, more 
deci>;ion, "and m()fe possibilities. More 
numerous. layers are now intervening. To 
contain" the bureaucracy must yield; this 
doe~', not' mean that it is prevented from 
preparing itself for the counter-revolution. 
It is, going to have to make great cgn
cessions, and always in the sense of de
fending itself. It cannot be consistent, 
through its lack of historic interests,hist
oric'legitimacy, though its historic imbec
ility, in the measure that it does not 
have", any legitimate interest" it does not 
repre~ent the needs of the Workers State, 
it has in fact usurped them. 

Even though Brezhnev said "take power 
in Italy and in France" when he was 
addreSsing Berlinguer, he said to' the 
Syria,ns'," stay .quiet, don't do anything" 
and 'c~ntained with all his force the 
Egyp~ians, at, the 'moment, when they felt 
capable of confronting Israel victoriouslY_ 

In tile'Workers ~tate, as in the, Capital· 
ist si,ate, the; soldier obeys ,orders; In tl;le 
Workers State directed by the bureau
cracy;;} t.!le.ce:\ irelr;"'O '&ells;C'Qr ;as&b"riiplies 

in the army save in China. A mechanis
ation of th~ soldier exists as in the, ca
pitalist states, but this mechanisation. is 
developed in a military structure, whIch 
defends the Workers State, nationalised 
property, and so this doesn't lead to a 
retreat of the soldier. The army defends 
the Workers State, not capitalism, but it 
doesn't lead forward a revolutionary 
policy. It is the same thing for the trade 
unions which are also mechanised. ' 

The' nature of the bureaucracy doesn't 
change. It continues to defend its illegitim
ate interests but what changes is its soci
al base fo;ce and its social possibilities. 
The d~~elopment of the revolution, of 
industry of culture, of tecbnique, of the 
struggle' of the masses, raises up new 
layers of the popualtion, new sectors, 
which limit the power of the bureaucracy, 
does not eliminate it, but limits it. The 
bureaucracy can increase its social weight, 
but not its capacity and political force. 
It can increase numerically, but not in 
comparison with the increas::, of t~e con
centration of the, proletanat, w!th the, 
social weight of it, with the development 
of the revolution, with, the conviction that 
it is, necessary ,to, be liberated, . in the 
Workers State ,from the forces, WblCh pre
~ent, socialist: ;planning.: ,The bur-eaucracy 
retains its historic functif.}n,::a~d ,~ts ltaturc-, 

and its counter-revolutionary interest, but 
it sees itself more and more each day, 
obliged to yield, to make concessions, in 
order to ma:ntain itself. It can, different 
to capitalism, make concessions, which do 
not enter into direct conflicts 'with its in
terests, for a great part of these are the 
same as the Workers States. Also it can 
only make concessions up to a certain, 
lim:t. It has an interest in the existence 
of the Workers State, and the masses de
fend the Workers State, and from there 
comes the possibilities of certain conces
sions in so far as they don't put in danger 
its lead:ng position. CapitalIsm cannot 
do th:s for between it and the mass there 
is not any identity, their historic object
ives are diametrically opposed. 

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia show 
the limits or' the Goncessions, which the 
bureaucracy can make. It has retreated 
qu:tc a long way in Yugoslavia, but it 
has not been able to permit a return 
to capitalism, even if in every way it 
is preparing for the counter-revolution. 
The bureaucracy can and must yield, but 
it cannot suppress itself, .it made some 
very important concess'ons in Bratislava, 
and the Moscow Conference, to defend 
itself. It takes some measures to defend 
itself, and not to develop the revolution, 
for thIS is its historic nature. Because of 
this, one cannot credit it with intent'ons 

. and possibility, which it does not have. 
One year ago, no more, in full rise of 

the revolution in France, there, where 
there was proletarian power, the bureau
cracy washed its, hands of it. In August, 
some months later, in' Czechoslovakia, it 
had to make the Conference of Bratisla
va. Then later it showed itself against the 
Syrians, against Al Fatah, and the de
velopment of the revolutionary struggle of 
the Arab masses. It attacked, prevented, 
sabotaged the Syrians, the Egyptians, EI 

Fatah, from leading forward the revoluti
onary struggle, in Lafn America, in China.. 
itself, and in the rest of the world. The 
Soviet bureaucracy has been opposed to· 
the development of the revolution, de
monstraLng the nature of the Soviet. 
bureaucracy. One cannot expect any other 
consequences. 

This is expressed in the Communist 
Part:es, which by their nature, have an 
interest in common with the bureau-· 
cracy, ,even though different possibilities" 
different cond:tions. The C,Ps are in a 
certain way freer than the Soviet bureau
cracy, but at the same time much more' 
submitted than it. They are freer, because 
they are not dependent on the Workers. 
State, but on the contrary they depend 
more on the masses, but these obl'ge 
them to go further than they want, which 
influences the Soviet Union itself, and the 
masses of that country, as well as, the 
medium layers of the bureaucracy, which 
di:l not intervene, did not participate be
fore. 

The, bureaucracy bas in tb's process a' 
direct interest. ~de. Posadas, bas said an 
infinite numijerof times, tbat tbe Soviet 
bureaucracy cpidd not remain insensible. 
could not remain ind:ft'erent to the pro
blems of Italy or of France; for tbey 
are also problems of tbe revolution, wh'ch 
are not c~nvenlent to it. They are pro
blems, Wb;'c,b touch two fundamental bas
ses, two" fundamental centres of capital. 
hm and imperial'sm, Yankee bl particul. 
ar. The Soviet bureaucracy cannot but 
feel tbat th!s is its concern, that it cannot 
permit a counter-revolutionary process 
w;thout intervening, it cannot even per
m:t a counter revolutionary attempt with
out intervening. It is going to try to in
tervene. Already it has done it, but ilt 
a very limited fash1on; by giving anus .. 
technicians, in the Middle East, in Africa 
or in Latin America. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE WORKERS STATE 
INFLUENCES THE REVOLUTION 

j Latin . America show.s. how tpe Soviet 
bureaucracy seeks, without delay, to 'es
tablish contacts with the Nationalist Re
volution, to tryon one hand to make the 
influence of the Workers State weigh, 
while, on the other hand, it tries to con
tain the revolution. But what is, the most 
important of the two, is the influence 
which the Workers State exerts, for no 
longer does the bureaucracy have the 
power to prevent the masses from ad
vancing and influencing, even up to mil
itary layers. This influence is not the fact 
of the bureaucracy, but of the structure 
Of the Workers State. But in return this 
exerts an influence on the cadres of the 
bureaucracy, on the polit:cal, economic 
cadres, the cadres of the army, on the 
trade union cadres, on the trade, cultural 
juridical apparatus. This elevates the weight 
which these layers exercise. 

The final decision will not be the result 
of parliamentary reforms, or t.\:l.rough 
peaceful means, in the course of which, the 
middle cadres of the bureaucracy are go
ing to evict Brezhnev and company ... The 
latter are going to oppose this. They 
will be evicted by armed force, because 
they are not going to give up their posit
ion. But one must see that in the measure 
that this 'process develops, that the 
bureaucracy contains the revolution, the 
bases of the political revolution in the 
USSR are spreading ceaslessly, obliging 

the "bureaucracy, to take' S0me .. measures.' 
of the Bratislava type, to hold the Moscow 
Conference, to call for the, struggle for 
power in and in France, to make 
analyses Whl on certain points, are cor~ 
rect mainly in the characterisation of 
cap:talism. It must call for the prepar
ation of the atomic war withoutsayfug 
that it will be the end of the world. 

The changes are not the product Of 
a n.ew consciousness of the bureaucracy, 
a new capacity, but the product of forces 
that oblige it to advance. All thi~ we are 
going to see more strongly in the next 
stage. For our part we must see up to 
which point we can take advantage of 
the concessions that the bureaucracy is 
still obliged to make. 
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to apply the resolutions, for eqWJI pay, and the minimum wage and 
against any attempt to curb the trade union movement. 

The revolutionary vanguard, which is in the unions must draw the 
conclusions that the balance of forces is completely favourable to them 
for their t~k of organising the revolutionary tendency. It must in the 
next perid be more audacious both' organisationally and politically. ' To 
organise itself as a natio~aIJea~ership,. it .must .have an !lnderst~nding 
of all the national and mternatIonal SItuatIOns, It must discuss m the 
unions the qnestion of Ireland (it' is 'absurd that Ireland was not discussed 
at the T.U.C. Congress) ofVietu~, the Middle East, the crirsis Of the 
bureaucracy in the Workers States; ~d the class struggle in the rest of 
Europe, basing their discussions on the documents o.f Posadas and .the IV 
International. It is necessary for the vanguard to Imposeproletlman de
mocracy in the unions, so that all the}~r~! of the working cla~s can be 
expressed there. In this way the poSSIbIlIties opened up by this T.U.C. 
Congress will be taken full advantage 91. , . ",' '" . '., .• ' , , 
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ambassadors to it; all have normal re
lations with it. 

But to call Nixon at this moment, to 
invite him to Rumania is nothing else 
but to seek a protection through him. 
It is not a simple visit of an ambassador, 
but the seeking- of the d:rect protection of 

imperialism. They also want to give to 
the others layers of the bureaucracy a 
certain security in as much as these are 
losing all their points of support. It is 
the same phenomena which occurs in 
Yugoslavia, but Tito has already much 
less possibility to command than before. 

Wh~n we spoke of' th~ mechanisati~n 
of the Soviet Army and of the soldier, 
we . spoke relatively wishing to express an 
histor;c truth, showing how the soldier 
must obey without discussion. He cannot 
give any opinion. He becomes a robot. 
But in any case he continues to defend 
the. Workers State, and this is different 
to the capitaEst soldier. The Soviet soldier 
has a direct link with the state that he 
defends. This is also why he is in a better 
position to rebel against the one who 
orders him to do something contrary to 
the. interests of the Workers States. There, 
are. the bases to elevate the role of the 
sold:ers, as the very consequence of the 

es that it must take into account the 
interests and the demands of the masses. 
This is what indicates, consequently, an 
internal concentration of the class in the 
Workers States, which is wait;ng for the 
moment to intervene. Bratislava has been 
an announcement of this, but before this, 
there has been Cuba. Posadas had already 
analysed the significance of the fact that 
the Soviet bureaucracy had not been able 
to surrender Cu ba, as the expression of 
the life, the demands. of the masses of 
the Workers States who were saying; "no, 
we will not surrender Cuba". 

IT IS NECESSARY TO DRAW THE MAXIMUM CONCLUSIONS 
FROM THE CRISIS OF THE BUREAUCRACY 

Workers' State. ' 

The attitude of the Roumanian bureau
cra:ey may be reproduced by others, by 
the Yugoslavian bureaucracy for example, 
which has the same interests, and which 
is in the same . situation. The behaviour 
of the Rouman!an bureaucracy indicates 
thal' it saw' and felt what the con. 
sequences of' the Moscow Conference 
woul d be. Its eft'ects are still not com
pletely expressed. The Roumanian bureau
cracy is right now preparing to defend 
itself from the consequences, which are 
com,.ing. This is why it comes out and 
seeks the support of Yankee Imperialism. 
It then confirms ali its porcies. It is the 
announcement of new and deeper crises 
in other sectors of the bureauclacy of 
the Workers States. Roumania gave the 
first signal. Other bureaucracies are going 
to follow, and the internal struggles are 
going to develop in still more pronouced 
forms. 

But the fact that this crisis appears 
only for the moment in Yugoslavia, and 
more particularly in Roumania, indicates 
on the other hand that the structure of 
the Workers State is strong and' solid, and 
that the other sectors of the other bureau
craices find themselves more linked to the 
interest of developing and maintaining the 
Workers State. It is then only in Roumania 
and Yugoslavia that the links are weaker. 
In Poland, in Germany, in Bulgaria, in 
Hungary etc ... , the bureaucrac:es have 
certainly some national, bureaucratic in
terests ~qual to that of Roumania, but 
diffe-rent' ftomthe latter, the process 'does 
not~· have the same characteristics, con
cerning the concentration of power. These 
bureaucracies are far more d~dent on 
their agreement with the USSR, on the 
common planning with the USSR, but 
also on the masses that sustain them. AlL 
this shows, the diversity of the process, 
unequal and combined, and expresses the 
diversity of the forces, of the interests, 
of degrees of bureaucratic power, and 
that which can weaken it. All this is go
ing to facilitate the next stages of the 
political revolution. 

One must expect that the layers which 
intervene little in the Workers States: 
trade unions, workers, soldiers, intellect
uals, are going to intervene much more 
rapidly. The bureaucracy begins to reflect 
this elevation in their intervent:on, with 
the policy that it must adpot at present. 
If .the Rumanian policy had an echo, a 
success, if it had its own base of social 
support, it would have already expressed 
itself. The contradlction of the policy of 
the Rumanian bureaucracy is that it does 
not find, as before an interest in the Soci
alist camp, in the camp of the W:orkers 
States. It does not find any basis to con
font the Soviet bureaucracy in as much 
as the latter cannot as in the past, rob 
the other Workers States, submit them to 
its own interests. TOllay it sees itself 
obliged to act iu relation to the interest 
of ali, ani! not any longer in the name 
of only one. This is a boost to the re
volution, in spite of the fact that the 
bureaucracy tries to the maximum to 
hinder it, avoiding any conscious policy 
that can be favourable to the masses. But 
the bureaucracy is in any case in a pro
cess of elevating the conditions towards 
the final settlement of accounts; this is· 
favourable to the revolution. 

The eft'ects of such actions are going 
to be much less than before,. the con
sequences are going to be much less un
favourable; this w:1J not prevent in. any 
case the bureaucracy from taking connter
revolutionary measures. Even if its hands 
are tied, it will . still at least deliver some 
blows. 

In Italy, there are now some comrades 
who talk in the branches of the Com
mUllist 'Party, and sini'll: . high leaders' of 
the CP are treating them its comrades, 
as equals, saying to them; "We are go:ng 
to discuss, I agree with what you say", 
and they offer a whole programme of 
struggle. 

Such a relationship is not only a fact 
of Italy. In the Soviet Union, the masses 
have decided to do the same thing, but 
they still don't have the opportunity to 
do so. The security that the masses are 
winning, which obliges the bureaucracy to 
advance" is going to give a .boost tomor
row, and go from there to the taking 
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History shows . and has shown, and of power. They will not have the need 
Marxism interprets it very w~ll, that,. the togo through a· series of democratic pe
revolution cannot triumph in 'the absence riods;of apprenticeship, of development, 
of leadership. In the Workers States, not of exercise of power, they are already 
only is there no~ a leadership, but this prepared for all of this. In any process 
bur~aucracy is opposed to the revohltion. where the force of power cannot expreSS 
But if the bureaucratie leaderships' and itself, cannot exercise itself, it does not 

One must try to draw the maximum 
possible profits from the d:fficulties of 
the bureaucracy, whose efficiency is 
limited, as all that the Italian CP can do 
is lim:ted, which still has more freedom 
of action than the bureaucracy, and <:on
sequently can go further in the extent 
that it does not have the organic interests 
of a constituted government. It has 
potentially an interest in taking power, in 
forming a government in alt:ance with 
some sectors of the bourgeo:sie, and pre
vent;ng the revolut:on. The bureaucracy 
must, for itself, defend directly the ma
terial interests that keep it alive. The 
leadership of the French or Italian CPs, 
does not have the structure or power that 
the bureaucracy has. 

The event constituted by the invitation 
of Nixon to Rumania, indicates the depths 
of the crisis of the bureaucracy, but also 
the dynamism, the aggressivity of the con
frontations, which are soon going to be 
produced. In order to answer to this 
situatIon, the Soviet bureaucracy is going 
to be obliged to support itself on the 
Moscow Conference. 

The balance of forces is more and more 
unfavourable to the bureaucracy, and to 
the advantage of the revolution. "Also 
without losing its historical nature, it is 
obliged to use some means that do not 
signify the same support as in the past, 
until the moment when it will have no 
other solution than to deliver blows. The 
policy of the International consists in un
derstanding up to which point one can 
use these difficulties. Not to wait to see 
if it yields or not, but understand the 
moment to launch the slogans of expUlsion 
of the bureaucracy: "Out with the 
bureaucracy". Such is the stage' that we 
are living in. 

It is illustrated by the journey of 
Nixon to Rumania,by the imperialist's 
intentions to take direct advantage of 
Soviet-Rumanian differences, from the fear 
of the Rumanian bureaucracy to have to 
lead an anti-imperialist campaign. Imperi" 
alism uses all the direct and indirect 
means to intervene, and take advantage 
of the inter-bureaucratic struggles, and 
oblige the Rumanian bureaucracy to go 
further . 

It is at the same time an attack on the 
Soviet bureaucracy, because it is the 
first time that imperialism puts itself so 
directly in relationship with the bureau
cracy of a Workers State. The reaction of 
the Soviet bureaucracy must be and will 
be deep, because it is a matter of an at
tack on the part of imperialism to intro-' 
duce itself in a Workers State. If it reacts 
as it did over CzechOSlovakia, in the case 
of Rumania it will have to react more 
politically than militarily. If it does not 
the base will do it, and this, in spite of 
the fact that the bureaucracy will try to 
hide, to avoid a public struggle. The bureau
cracies of the other CP's and the Workers 
States are saying nothing in order to try 
.to draw, for themselves, advantage 'and 
profit, blackmailing the Soviet bureaucracy . 
Only their bases are against,wanting to 
stimulate the class struggle, and the strug
gle to push forward a revolutionary policy 
inside the C.P. It is also true inside 
the Workers States or the army, which IS 
one of those sectors which at the top is 
most animated, and is going to intervene 
and demand more, and behind it there 
are the masses. 

the communist parties' leaderships are op- simply disappear, but on the contrary it 
posing the taking of power, it still re- tends to concentrate itself. What is. not This is going to have as a result, to 
mains that a series of forces are accum- gained in extention is gained in depth, in spread and to render more dynamic the 
wating, which are going to explode in order to, attain in the future a larger ex- opposition to the bureaucracy, the oPPOS-
the next period. Th~s force, is above aU, tention.Such is the process of history. ition to imperialism, and impel the strug.-
the inc~~asing participation of the masses Rumania is an expression of this pro- gles to overthrow capitalism. The ,bureiI-

It is not correct to say that the bureau
cracy is revolutionary; it is not, it will 
never be. Even if it takes revolutionary 
measures, its objectives are not revoluti
onary .. It can, as the Soviet bureaucracy" 
did in the case oj' the forced collectivis
ation, take some measures to save itself •. 
This measure was criminal, but it had a 
necessary aspect: It was criminal in the 
form, not being followed by any develop
ment of the revolutionary policy, OJ;! the
contrary, immediately delivering blows to< 
the ,left to prevent it from taking any 
advantage from it. 

The bureaucracy can go as far as mak
ing an appeal to the masses, but at the 
same time taking all measures to contain 
the masses. It is what Stalin did in 1945r 
He called on the masses to support him, 

. and when they wanted to take power, Lke 
in Germany, he crushed them. In the 
Middle East he surrendered the revolution. 
The bureaucracy can go as far as taking 
measures which impel the revolution, but 
without taking a revolutionary character. 
All the revolutionary measures that the 
military junta in Peru ate' taking, do not 
give to it a revolutionary character ;it 
remains nationalist revolutionary. It takes 
measures which affect the capitalist· syst
em, but within the capitalist system. 

All the same the 'bureaucracy . takes 
measures, within the framework of an 
order, which it can control. The differ
ence between it for example. and the mil-
itary junta of Peru, . the latter 
takes measures, which capitalist. 
They affect the capitalis{:"System, given 
the historic conditions which exist now. 
To take such measur~s .fbr the military 
junta of Peru, or for' any other nationalist 
revolutionary government, signifies a.pro~ 
gress. This is not the caSe for' the bureatl~. ' 
cracy; this bureaucracy does notprogrl!s~. "'" 
It can take revoJutiQnary measur~s,but 
it cannot be revolutionary. So now, when 
it calls to take power in France and Itaiy, 
when it cans as well for a world anti
imperialist front, it takes these revolution" 
ary measures .in order to. survive. This 
intention expresses itself in the fact that' 
it does not organise these calls. and sus-' 
tains the other aspect of capitalism. The 
lack of any consistency indicates that they 
are defensive, preventative measures. 

Formerly, the bureaucracy surrendered 
Spain, today, it cannot do so. This' is the 
.difference. It cannot do as it dId before. 
Its 'historic nature is not changed. Today 
there exists within it some sectors of the 
cadres, some lower sectors of the bureau
cracy, which can by their action, eaSe the
ascent of other groups, other sectors, of 
the bureaucracy, which will go further .. 
It is a matter of sectors not directly l\nk
edto power, but more linked to the 
masses. 

But even so, the maximum that they 
can do is to facilitate" the intervention of 
the ~asses. If they were capable of mak
ing the political revolution,history would 
have changed long ago. They can only 
facilitate. The more the balance of forces 
is advancing in favour :of the revolution 
the smaller their field of action. 

A 'Very clear case istlre one of the. 
German bureaucracy which; at the same 
time as it was defending the Gerituiri 
Workers State against the capitalist system, 
at the time as disputing with' capitalist 
Germany, it extends its commercial re~ 
lationships and interests with the capitalist 
world, to the disadvantage of the Workers. 
State. Such is the bureaucracy which, in 
order to survive, takes any road. And if 
some aspects of its counter-revolutionary 
function are being eliminated, it is be
cause the weight of the revolutionary mas-· 
ses, of· the revolutionary sectors, the' ex
tension of the revolution, and of the 
Workers States are advancing powerfully. 

and the security that they aquire. One cess. : When the bureaucracy sees itself cracy cannot, as previously, prevent and' 
must expect a very dynamic develop- obliged, to ,have recourse to an enemy, as contain the level' Of the struggle; it is 
men! hi tlie intervention and participation ',an ally, to oppose itself directly to any constantly superseded. The simple fatt 
of the ma'sses in the leadership of the anti-Imperialist camparign, it is because that imperialism launches itself in a new 
Workers States,iti the next period. the internal cr'sis is of an immense depth. attempt to intervene :with Rumania in-

In the actual process,' the life of the If i the Rumanian bureaucracy has recourse dicates that it certainly 'sees the possihility, The bureaucracy is courtter-revolution-
trade 'unions, the trade union meetings,to: an enemy, it is because it feels its but it launches itself. in ad;;sperate policy. ary and reactionary, but can in this con" 
the'partyjmeetings, the ,factory meetings, possibilities of existence getting narrower It must exercise the maximum blackmail . text adopt revolutionary measures. Some 
do pot! appear. A .sp.p«rficial. observatiQn evey day. It m\lkes itself. strong and against the Soviet bureaucracy,· saying to . measures, not objectives or a programme 4 

shovps 'that the masses have neither a po-w:erf~1 iu appe!lrance; but it must reso,rt it; "do not interfere. in my business; and in order to overthrow the capitalist system. 
trad~ jll,1ioJ;!,qo.t;; ~politi7al ~~fel,t)1l!.l theY:\!o;,~~~~n!;You i~agine,t~is,Nixon, an I wtll not interfere:inyours".Thecon- It can go: up to support some revolutions, . 
are jnot·'. pre~ccupled, that flier have no enemy! All .~~ bureau~racl~~ hare s~~e, ditions 'are not the Same as" iIr:the: past{-,,' biltat thJ moment; atwhicli it fee.s that 
actiVity. But if the bur~aucracy must take 'relations' with- Yankee Imperialism,' re- . where they' could succeed In : ligreeing. 'The 
tlle~~~~tl~q§yJJtJ:l:LKj~"t,~k~l}~dh.ts, .i11;!!c;~t~"", <E~pi~~".,'!t~ 'H,!1i.pl~~y£~'!y !-,,,. JU1,d ,. w~~g"~ ",masses fare· sUperseding:th<lm., ,,', f 
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these revolutions are ddminafng or are 
escaping from its control, make it lose 
its authority, it does everything to regain 
control,. not to be superseded. It does not 
have any political thought, not any polit
ical coherence, and when it shows some, 
as in the recent resolution taken in the 
Moscow Conference it is because it takes 
directly the Manife;to of the 1st. of May 
of the IVth. International, or some other 
previous texts of Posadas. Read and com
pare! There are entire sentences of the 
IVth. International, and some concepts 
and some forms directly taken from the 
texts of the IVth. International. The 
bureaucracy can reach that point, but al
ways its aim is defens;ve; it does not org
an:se the taking of pewor. 

If it launched some appeals for the 
taking of power in France and Italy, for 
the maintenance of a link with the mas
ses, it is because, this does not endanger 
it, and :t is its own way to weigh on the 
leaderships of. the left, and because if it 
does not do It, the lower sector of the 
bureaucracy, and the army are going to 
pressurise and demand more. The army is 
not alien to the Workers State, it is part 
of its structure. The communist parties 

h 

can .as well be called upon to take some 
measures of such a nature. 

It is necessary to launch a campa'gn', 
caning the communist parties, to make a 
unltcd front to celebrate the 20th. of July, 
in order to organ:se the world anti·imper:· 
alist conference, the date of wh:ch has not 
been fixed in Moscow. One must call for 
the nrevention of the Nixon v:sit to 
Ruman:a, and characterise it as a counter
revolutionary measure, because it is wil· 
Ing to support itself on Yankee Imperial. 
ism in order to defend itself from the 
consequences of the }\Iloscow Conference. 

The ant:-imperialist Conference shows 
the progress of tendencies in the Workers 
States, and is a stimulus to the progress 
of' the tendencIes in the struggle against 
capitalism, and in consequence to the pro
gress of similar tendencies in Rumania it· 
self and Yugoslavia. They want to defend 
them~elves from the Soviet bureaucracy, 
but they have not their own strength to 
do it. 

The Soviet bureaucracy offers on the 
contrary an anti-imperialist pact, an anti
imperialist campaign, which puts it in 
contact with the Rumanian masses, and 
w:t\ the masses of the entire world, and 
among them the masses of the Workers 
States. Also the Ruman'an bureaucracy 

.G 

Continue the campaign for the 
release of all the imprisoned 

rotskyists 
We publ'sh below the text of a letter sent by the Portuguese students in Britain 

demand:ng the release of the Spanish Trotskyists, and a letter sent by the Party 
demanding the release of the Portuguese stUdent E. Cruzeiro. 

TO THE SPANISH MINISTER OF JUSTICE 
COpy TO EMBASSY 

4th August 1969 
Dear Sir, 

We, the PO'rtuguese Students Association Committee in Gr~at Britain, 
demand the immediate release 01 the three militants of the Partldo Obrero 
Revolucionario (T), Dionisio GO'mez Sainz, Rafael Marquez CaballeirO', 
Francisco Velasquez Lopez, whO' were sentenced at the end of last year to 
seven, three, and one and a half years respectively by the Spanish fascist cO'urt. 

We further demand the release O'f the other comrades of P.O.R.(r) Jose 
BellindO' Moreno, Joaquin Vara LacharO', Gonzalo Toledano Crespo and Jose 
Fernandes Sastro, who are being held in a Seville jail. 

We fgel sure that the imprisonment of these comrades will not terrorise 
those who are seeking the liberation of Spain from the fascist regime at 
Franco, and the financial oligarchy, which supports him. 

TO FRANCO 
Copy TO EMBASSY 

Sir, 

Yours faithfully, 

.. 
Jose Laranjo; Secretary 

RWP(T) 
British Section of the I;Y International 
24 Cranbourn St., 
London, W.C.2. 

As part of the campaign for the liberation of our comrades in prison 
in Madrid and Barcelona, and for the release of all the workers, student and 
peasant anil-capitalist prisoners in Spain, the Revolutionary Workers Party 
(Trotskyist) British Section of the IV International, makes the following 
demand, 

That the Portuguese student Eduardo Cruzeiro, arrested by' your govern
ments police on the 19 Aug 68, and now held under the threat at extradition 
to Portugal, be immediately released, and allowed to go to any country of his 
.choosing. 

This militant, who is not a trotskyist, has only done what thousands 
of other Portuguese youths have done; refused to participate in the brutal 
war of the Portuguese colonialists against the African masses. We know 
that if he is returned to· Portugal, he faces the threat of death, because the 
regime will want to make of him an example to terrorise the PO'rtuguese 
masses in their sruggle against the regime, against the colonial wars it is 
fighting, and against the capitalist system, which it defends. 

We demand also the release of the Trotskyists and all the political and 
T.U. prisoners in Spain. 

Yours 
John Davis 

For Political Bureau RWP(T) British Section of the IV International 

is frightened. In order to give itself value, 
to find points of support, so as not to 
yield, to decompose, it has to resort to 
imperialism. It resorts to the rope, which 
supports the hanged man. One must see 
there a stage, an episode, an aspect of 
the process of development of the politic
al revolut:on in the Workers States. 

The Soviet bureaucracy cannot on its 
side, respond simply by seeking to disuade 
the Rumanian bureaucracy. The ascent of 
the revolution is going to impose some
thing else on it; it :s going to have to 
respond by launching appeals to the 
Rumanian masses; perhaps not now, but 
later. These are consequences which the 
Soviet bureaucracy cannot avoid. 

It is necessary at the same time to ap
peal to all the commullbt parties of the 
world, so that they make demonstrations, 
meefngs, so that they make an aplleal for 
the overthrow:ng of cap:taUsm, imperial
ism, and for the taking of power, and 
for the uncom):fonal support to Vietnam, 
Cuba, Korea, China, and to call to re
solve the uroblems of the Workers States 
011 the basis of the programme, policy 
and tbe objectives of soc:alism; planning 
0" aU the Workers States between them
selves, elim"nafng frontlers, making an 
economic, port'cal, and military united 
fwnt. A s'ngle front, a single programme! 
Down w:th Imperialism! Down with 
Cap "tarsm! Unconditional support to all 
the revolutions, support to the nationalist 
revoblt'ons as in Peru, that is uncoud!tioll
al sllpport to the measures an,d not to 
th~ government. 

It is necessary to give a technical econ
omic support. If at this moment, the 
Soviet bureaucracy gave, for example, a 
loan of 50 m'llion dollars to Peru, sent 
technicians, increased the commercial ex
changes, this would be an enormous en
couragement to the socialist tendencies 
within the junta. This would not be a 
support to the capitalist tendency, but 
to the socalist one, and this would have 
repercuss'ons in . all of Latin America, 
particularly in Argentina and in Chile, 
which have the same problems.· 

It is necessary to ap;Jeal to the Soviet 
Union to aid the milItary junta with 
measures, which tend to infl,J.!ence the soci
alist sector: economic and technical sup
port andcomercial exchange. This is go
ing to stimulate the socialist tendencies, 
which are going to see that the Workers 
State comes to the:r aid. This is a correct 
and just policy in spite of the risk of 

giving. credit and authority to capitaiist 
sectors. This is a corre.ct policy. It ~s 
certain that they are go:ng to try to re
main within the limits of measures of 
cap:talist reforms, but this stage of h:story 
does not allow that this will last for long. 
One cannot take measures that they have 
taken without being influenced by soc:al
ism, taking into account the lack of 
authority of the capitalist system, and 
this is going to impel the tendencies 
which want to go beyond cap:talism. 

It is necessary to appeal for demon
strations, for meetings in the entire world 
against Yankee Imperialism. Out with 
Nixon from Rumania! Uncond:t:onal sup
port in aU the Workers States to the d:s. 
cussion to elimlnate the d:spute of ter
raories, of frontiers, of commercial inter
ests. It is necessary to discuss in the world 
workers movement the prQgramme to 
overthrow what remains of the capitafst 
System! Planning of all the Workers 
States in' the econom;c, political, military 
field, in relation to their common interest, 
with the obi'ecfve of impelling the small 
Workers States. 

Unconditlonal support to all the revoluti
onary nationaUst revolut:ons. Uncond:t:on· 
al support to aU the countries where the 
revolutionary is develop'ng, Sudan, Guinea, 
Syr'a, etc. A single centre of the trade 
nnions of the Workers States starting from 
an anti·cap:tal"st and ant;-imperia[st pro
gramme! Appeal to the mas~es of the 
world to overthrow capitalism and give 
them Ilncomlitional support. 

P.B. POR(T) BELGIAN SECTION 
OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL 

4th July 1969 

VIVA THE 

COUP IN LYBIA. 

FO R WAR D TO 

A SOVIET 

SOCIALIST 

L Y B I A 

OUR PROGRAMME 
1. A 35 hour week in aU industries. 
~. Three weeks paid holiday in all in
d!olstries, leading to 4 weeks paid hol;l.Iay. 
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages, 
Establishment of a basic minimum living 
wage. All wages to rise with the cost of 
living. Commissions of workers and 
housewives to decide the contents of the 
cost of living index. 
4. Equal pay for men and women. 
Apprentices doing the work of an adult 
worker to be paid as such. 
S. Profits of automation to go to the 
workers in the form of higher wages and 
shorter hours. 
6. Pensions to equal the average wage, and 
to rise with the cost of living. Lowering 
of the age of retirement to 60 for men 
and S5 for women. 
1. Compulsory day release for all work
ers for industrial training and further 
education. . 
8. Students to be maintained on the wage 
of the average worker, which will increase 
with tbe cost of living. 
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxnry 
propert'es and unoccupied dwellings to 
meet the housing shortage. Establishment 
of defence committees to protect against 
landlords' thugs, eviction by bai[tfs and 
harrassment by police. Organisations of 
tenants committees to have the right to 
assess and fix rates and rents. 
10. Factories about to be closed to be 
placed under workers management, leading 
to nationalisation under workers manage· 
ment. A slid'ng scale of bours and 
reductions in work time without loss of 
pay to absorb workers whose jobs are 
threatened by automation. Workers now 
unemployed to be found work or given 
full maintenance. 
11. Nationalisation of all key industries 
without compensation including bank~, 

Insurance. steel, engineering, shipbuilding, 
chemicals, motor manufacturers and road 
transport services,' arms, 'and the buildl.1i 

~nd building snpply industries. Nationalised 
industries to be placed under workers 
control. 
12. State monopoly of foreIgn trade. 
Natlonal:sation of big wholesale and 
reta] enterprises. 
13. Workers control of all industries. No 
commercial secrets. Work.ers committees 
to examine the accounts of all industries. 
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. 
Large farms must be brought into state 
ownership, and small farms federated and 
run on collective lines by committees of 
farmers and agricultural workers who 
would organise direct marketing of produce 
and cut out middle men. 
15. Formation of factory committees 011 

each job and workers counciIsin each 
locality on an anti-capitalist programme. 
16. For a single European Trade Unioa 
centre on an anti-Imperialist prQgramme. 
17. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence 
of the colonial revolution by every means 
including strikes, boycott and sabotage, 
and the despatch of arms to colonial 
workers. 
18. Withdrawal from all Imperialist * 
liances, sucll as NATO, CENTO, SEATO, 
etc., directed against tlte Workers States 
and the colonial revolution. Alliauce and 
solidarity with the Workers States and the 
colonial revolution against ImperIalism. 
Liquidat:on of the Polaris and rocket 
bases and their means of supply. 
19. For the United Soviet Soc:alist States 
of Enrope as part of a world front of 
social:st states. 
20. For a workers government. 

Published by Revolutionary Workers' 
Party (Trotskyist), Fourth International 
Publications 24 Cranbourn Street, London. 
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